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ABSTRACT
Managing Radio Frequency Interference in Vehicular Multi-Antenna Transceivers
Jakob W. Kunzler
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Radio frequency interference is an ever growing problem in the wireless community. This
dissertation presents methods to reduce interference for vehicular multi-antenna devices. This
document is organized into two parts: the main chapters and the appendices. The main chapters
present research conducted primarily by the author. These deserve the reader’s primary attention.
The appendices showcase contributions made by the author serving in a supporting role to projects
led by others and/or do not fit the vehicular theme. These should receive secondary attention. The
main chapter contributions are summarized as follows.
A device was created that provides over 105 dB of transmit to receive isolation in a full
duplex printed circuit board radio. This technology can improve the effective range of vehicular
radar systems and increase the bandwidth of full duplex communication schemes for vehicles. The
technologies involved are compatible with existing circuit board topologies and are mindful of the
size and weight requirements for vehicular use. This isolation performance pushes the state of the
art for printed circuit board designs and provides greater capability for these kinds of devices.
Recent system on chip computing architectures are opening new pathways for integrating
phased array technologies into a single chip. The computer engineering required to configure these
devices is beyond the capabilities of many vehicle systems engineers, inviting the author to use one
to implement a 16 antenna adaptive beamformer for GPS. The adaptive beamformer can combat
multipath bounces and malicious spoofing from ground sources. The high rate analog conversion
architecture eliminates the local oscillator distribution to simplify the analog front end to an active
antenna. This allows vehicular phased arrays to use smaller footprints and suggests that multiantenna beamforming devices may be easier to deploy on small to midsized vehicles. Bench tests
of the beamformer indicate it can adapt to the environment and increase the received signal strength
suggesting it can improve GPS quality for active deployments.
The bank of subspace projection beamformers is a popular choice for mitigating interference in digital phased array receivers. A method was discovered that maps that matrix operator
into a circuit topology that is simple to implement in an analog circuit and cancels across the entire
bandwidth simultaneously. This can offload computational interference mitigation from the signal
processor while still allowing secondary multi-pixel digital beamforming downstream. This beamformer was analytically connected to the body of phased array literature and studied to estimate
practical error bounds and design methods of calibration.

Keywords: phased array antenna, unmanned vehicle, full duplex radio, system on chip, Hadamard
matrix, Arecibo telescope, aperiodic array, array calibration
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation
Multi-antenna systems can provide higher quality wireless services compared to single

antenna systems. Examples include bistatic radar, multiple input and multiple output (MIMO)
technology, full duplex communication networks, and phased array antennas. The phased array
concept is as old as antennas themselves. The overarching goal of the technology is to design an
antenna system with control over the antenna radiation pattern.
With every generation of phased array research the engineering goals are the same: provide best pattern control available using the minimum number of antennas, using the minimum
amount of space, minimum weight, minimum loss, minimum complexity, minimum computation,
minimum power, minimum latency, maximum bandwidth, maximum robustness, all for the minimum amount of money. This cumbersome set of interacting requirements has no strict single
solution and there are many trade offs amongst the different approaches. Technology optimization
for each area can be found throughout the phased array literature. Since vehicles have even more
demanding requirements for size, weight, and power, antenna solutions compatible with vehicular
integrations can be even more challenging to implement.
This dissertation contributes to this history of phased array research by looking at technologies that are relevant to deploying phased array antennas on vehicles. Vehicular antenna systems
are challenging because of the many competing goals. For example, it is desirable for vehicle
antennas to provide strong links for point to point communications, but the link strength should be
available in many directions as the vehicle moves, yet should still be resilient against interfering
signals and multipath bounces from other vehicles in crowded environments. This last item is of
special interest to this dissertation.
As a growing number of unmanned vehicles find their way into the public space, the antenna systems should ideally act responsibly in how they radiate and interact with other antennas.
1

The pattern control offered by phased array antennas provides a means to help. Phased arrays
allow the vehicle to control where energy is radiated, but also provides protection against other
devices’ signal, and guards against multipath reflections from the signal of interest. These kinds
of radio frequency interferences create a performance bottleneck for many kinds of vehicular technologies such as point to point communication and radar. Solutions that manage radio frequency
interference can improve the quality of service for these kinds of devices.

1.2

Chapter Overviews
This dissertation contains a collection of works that investigates interference management

systems that are compatible with vehicular deployments. Each of the main technical chapters in this
dissertation relates to the theme of phased arrays and vehicles. It should be noted that the research
contributions described are not strictly limited to vehicular applications, but the constraints present
for vehicular phased arrays provide a unifying theme for the research amidst the broader uses of
phased array technology. The rhetoric in each chapter will contain of mixture of discussion about
applications to vehicular phased arrays as well as other applications where appropriate.
Each chapter and appendix is designed to stand alone without dependencies on neighboring chapters with exception to the shared background material chapter. Each chapter has its own
motivation, theory, methods, results, and conclusion section packaged into a self-contained unit.
The ordering is loosely chronological through the author’s research career at Brigham Young University.
The three main chapters have been selected to showcase the author’s primary contributions.
That is, contributions made by the author where the author was the primary actor and/or leader of
the research project. The author has also participated in many other collaborations with students
and faculty. In these collaborations, the author served in supporting roles with various degrees of
shared contribution. These works have been collected in the appendix of this document in order to
give emphasis to the author’s primary contributions.
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1.2.1

Main Chapters
Chapter 2 is designed to package the shared background and theory relevant to the entire

dissertation in one place. This material emphasizes undergraduate electromagnetic theory with
several dives into deeper graduate level topics. It may be skipped by readers acquainted with
phased array analysis.
The material in Chapter 3 involves a full duplex radio intended for simultaneous transmit
and receiver operation. The noteworthy result of this research is how final prototype measured
more than 105 dB isolation between the transmitter and receiver portions of the Ku band full
duplex radio. This high antenna isolation was obtained using technologies that are compatible with
planar printed circuit board aperture patch antennas. This research addresses a known limitation
of vehicular transceiver systems: the dynamic range of the receiver radio is limited by the bleed
from the neighboring transmitter portion. The design used components that are compatible with
printed circuit boards to save space and weight compared to using larger Faraday caging and tubular
waveguide solutions. The final isolation measurement suggest this method can be successful in
helping simultaneous transmit and receive radios and continuous wave radars operate on a compact
vehicle chassis.
Chapter 4 documents the development and testing of an adaptive beamformer for navigational GPS implemented inside a system on chip digital device. The main advantage of the system
on chip integration is that the high speed analog converters are located in the chip’s silicon near
the FPGA and CPU computation circuitry. This layout enables direct carrier sampling of many
bands common for microwave technologies such as communications and radar. The tight integration of inside the system on chip effectively shrinks the required analog electronics for a phased
array radio into simple active antennas that are more size compatible for vehicle platforms. Also,
digitally sampled signals are immune to further corruption by wireless interference at intermediate
frequency bands. The successful experiments using the system on chip design demonstrate possible avenues for vehicular integrations of phased array antennas. This project’s work is likely a
typical example of digital phased array technology that will develop over the coming decade.
The research in Chapter 5 contains investigations of the analog implementation of the subspace projection algorithm. The approach uses true time delay with a Hadamard matrix transform
to implement null beamforming with a series of broadcasts, sums, and differences with easy map3

ping to analog hardware. The projection method relies on true time delay technology that is become more viable each year. The performance of this beamformer is analyzed symbolically and
with numerical simulation. This analysis shows the Hadamard projection beamformer is equivalent to a bank of subspace projection beamformers that can apply a wideband zero forcing null
to protect against strong interference for high sensitivity antenna receivers. The analog implementation frees up compute resources compared to implementing a bank of subspace projection
beamformers across many parallel subchannels. This is a valuable consideration for lightweight
compute devices typical for vehicle deployments. The properties of the Hadamard projection also
preserve the ability process many parallel beams in the downstream signal processing, making the
technology compatible with existing digital beamformers.

1.2.2

Appendices
The Appendix A documents an optimization study during the ALPACA project for the

would-be phased array feed geometry of the now collapsed Arecibo telescope. This appendix was
originally framed to be a main chapter in this dissertation, but with the collapse of the telescope, the
specific results are essentially obsolete for the scientific community. But the majority of the chapter
writing had already been recorded in 2019, so this chapter has been migrated to an appendix.
Additionally, placement in the appendix helps preserve the theme of vehicular phased arrays in the
main chapters. This appendix serves as a memorial to the telescope and the late German Cortez
who passed away July 2020. German’s antenna design was central to the work. As a memorial, the
appendix contains a brief memoir of Arecibo’s history originally compiled for a classroom report
in 2019.
Appendix B describes research about the design of aperiodic array antennas. That is, array
antennas with a seemingly random geometry that does not have a strict periodic structure. These
types of arrays are shown to reduce the peak side lobe level of the beam pattern compared to a
dense periodic arrays of a similar size. This gives the main lobe beam a strong response while
not leaking energy into undesired locations. This capability is important for vehicles in two ways.
Vehicles are more likely to use sparse array geometries of opportunity for their antenna sensors,
and the aperiodic structure helps guard against side lobe patterns. Aperiodic arrays provide a means
to reduce antenna count while preserving pattern control for the antenna system. The work in this
4

chapter evaluates a concept of designing the aperiodic array with rotated copies of a prototype
subarray tile. This symmetry constraint improves convergence in the design search and makes
manufacturing and implementation easier. It is shown that the tiled aperiodic array design achieves
good performance across several metrics despite the imposed symmetry in the problem.
The work in Appendix C is the only collection that focuses exclusively on transmitting
phased arrays. The goal of this project was to develop a calibration mechanism for a transmit
array in a controlled environment. The calibration mechanism was important because the transmit array could be configured in modular arrangements. The modularity was a design feature to
make vehicular deployments more flexible and adaptable to different missions. The flexible arrangement required a means to calibrate phase relationships inside the antenna system without
relying on models of the antenna positions for the user. The calibration mechanism was successful
and demonstrated it is possible to calibrate a reconfigurable vehicle transmitters in a controlled
environment.
Appendix D is essentially a white paper tutorial on GPS signal processing. It is intended
to provide background for understanding the design work in Chapter 4. The contents are adapted
from a classroom report on the subject in 2020.

1.3

Literature Review Summary
This section contains a brief summary of how the research contributions fit into the mo-

saic of existing technical literature. This allows the reader to quickly place the author’s research
contributions in context with existing work.

1.3.1

High Isolation Devices for Printed Circuit Board Full Duplex Microwave Transceivers
Full duplex, simultaneous transmit and receive, radio devices are useful for applications

that require real time communication, control, and sensing that cannot wait for the latency of a time
multiplexed channel. A major challenge for these devices is the self interference from the transmitter to receiver. A prominent researcher in this area is Ashutosh Sabharwal who has numerous
publications on the subject and has summarized the essence of the subject in his popular review paper [10]. This paper documents many challenges for full duplex radios and efforts overcome those
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challenges over the last several decades. There has been lot of experimental work mixing analog
and digital cancellation techniques [11], [12] to try and reduce self interference. The general consensus is that analog cancellation is preferred because of dynamic range considerations [13], low
noise amplifier saturation [14], and estimation challenges for digital signal processing based cancellers [15]. Applications that can benefit from improvements in self interference mitigation range
from full duplex SATCOM [16] and MIMO [17], [18], to flying continuous wave radar phased
arrays [19]–[21].
This chapter’s work is focusing on the self interference problem for small vehicle platforms like unmanned aircraft systems. The unique challenges for this application are that space,
weight, and compute resources are typically limited [22]. This implies solutions should be analog and printed circuit board compatible to be mindful of size and weight requirements. It has
been shown that the tight integrations in aircraft can easily worsen interference issues if not handled correctly [23] [24]. In particular this can result from nearby reflections in the environment in
dedicated electronic compartments [25]. Conventional engineering wisdom lends toward placing
Faraday cages around possible component, or using something akin to closed metallic waveguide
components, but this approach is at odds with the paradigm of minimalistic lightweight printed circuit board components. In short the question remains: how good can one use solutions compatible
with an open printed circuit board based design?
The literature is full of analog cancellation schemes to try. Some are more complicated than
others, and this work seeks to use devices that are modular. That is, components that can easily
integrate between existing PCB systems without significant changes to the design. This chapter
borrows ideas from other authors in terms of the antenna design [26]–[28], the barrier between
antennas [29], [30], Poynting streamline analysis [31], general printed circuit board considerations
[32] [33], filters made from defects underneath the ground plane of transmission lines [34]–[37].
The final prototype design of this chapter measured more than 105 dB of resilience against power
coupling between the transmit and receive antennas on a printed circuit board. Scanning through
the literature reviewed by [10], this number is a noteworthy achievement in the field.
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1.3.2

System on Chip Real Time Adaptive GPS Beamformer
Like most electronic devices, phased array technologies are under constant market pres-

sure to minimize footprint and increase bandwidth. The signal processing for phased array radios
in microwave bands typically involves a modulation of a carrier wave. The modulating analog
mixer circuitry can be the most cumbersome component of the phased array. Innovations in semiconductor manufacturing are enabling analog radio components using VLSI techniques to make
sophisticated mixed signal devices on silicon wafers. These increasingly complex chips are becoming known as system on chip (SoC) devices [38]. The key idea of SoC is to integrate many
parts of a computer system, even networks [39] of compute nodes, into one silicon chip. The marriage of mixed signal and SoC philosophies have bred a new generation of devices like the radio
frequency system on chip (RFSoC) device [40] that can move analog signal processing components into the silicon. In the case of the RFSoC, this migration is possible by incorporating GHz
rate analog converters that are fast enough to provide direct carrier synthesis and analysis. Direct
carrier processing removes the demand for an analog frequency conversion by incorporating that
math in the digital computations. This technology makes digital phased array deployment easier by
simplifying the physical footprint of the analog radio to a simple active antenna. This technology
is likely to set the trend for the future of phased array technology.
These kinds of devices are only a few years old ( [40] reaching the public market in 2018),
so there remains many open questions about the practicability of SoC integrations for digital phased
arrays. This chapter’s work began shortly after the public release in 2018 with the goal to demonstrate the technology in the context of vehicular deployments. Vehicles are generally limited in
physical real estate and are a good candidate to benefit from the SoC integration. One wireless
application important to vehicles are GNSS services (like GPS) so the research aims to show that
a digital phased array can make a practical improvements to the quality of GPS observations [41].
Smart adaptive spatial filters for GPS have been explored in the literature [42]–[45] with
the goal to alleviate the effects of multipath bouncing [46] and spoofing [47], [48]. The work in
this chapter tests an adaptive beamformer for GPS implemented inside a SoC device. The results
shows that it can be practical for a smaller footprint digital phased array for vehicle platforms.
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1.3.3

Hadamard Projection Beamforming
The Hadamard matrix [49] has many special properties useful to mathematicians, scien-

tists, and engineers. Perhaps the most familiar application is using the matrix as the basis set of
error correcting codes [50]. Electrical engineers have discovered the rows of the matrix provide
a method to implement simultaneous wireless information and power transfer by extracting DC
power embedded in communication waveforms [51]. In phased array radar, these codes have good
auto-correlation properties and are simple to generate, making them good candidates for providing
good range resolution, coherent integration against noise, and resistance to interference [52]. These
properties for radar are also directly useful for phased array imaging [53]. They also can provide a
mechanism for creating dual concurrent beams in a phased array by incorporating the matrix into
the feeding network of the phased array receiver [54]. This chapter’s research focuses on the idea
by [55] that combines elements of [54] and [51] to produce a beamformer with theoretical perfect
wideband radio frequency interference (RFI) cancellation from a direction of arrival.
This Hadamard beamformer relies on true time delay (TTD) technology to operate. Recently a 5 picosecond resolution TTD stage across 100 MHz bandwidth has been developed by [56]
with a 15 nanoseconds of span. Devices like this are opening the gateway for using the Hadamard
beamformer arrays at microwave frequencies. With this new capability, there has not been research
to study the TTD and Hadamard beamformer in the context of modern phased array theory for high
sensitivity arrays in the radio astronomy community [57]. This chapter evaluates the beamformer
performance and proves it is the analog circuit equivalent to a bank of subspace projection digital
beamformers. This idea suggests that spatially localized wideband RFI mitigation in high sensitivity phased arrays can be mitigated using analog processing techniques in the same way as a
digital bank of subspace projection beamformers. This chapter also contributes investigation into
calibration routines and performance trade-offs for imperfect TTD hardware.

1.4

List of Publications
This list contains the author’s publications associated with each chapter and appendix.
• Chapter 3, Conference [58], Journal [59]
• Chapter 4, Conference [60], Conference [61]
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• Chapter 5, Conference [62], Journal (in review) [63]
• Appendix 7, Conference [64]
• Appendix 8, Journal [65]

1.5

List of Contributions
The author’s research contributions presented throughout this dissertation are

1. (Chapter 3) Incorporated printed circuit board (PCB) technologies to provide 105 dB of
TX/RX isolation before the LNA in a full duplex radio with comparatively small form factor. This technology achieves isolation levels comparable with closed metallic waveguide
structures while working with PCB focused components. This can improve performance for
full duplex radio devices and continuous wave radars. Part of this work involved developing
a band-gap resonant barrier. The barrier can install in existing antenna designs to improve
antenna isolation better than free space and work with the PCB for thermal transfer.
2. (Chapter 4) Demonstrated that system-on-chip technology can integrate a multibeam adaptive beamformer for GPS into one device and miniaturize the analog front-end electronics for
vehicular deployment. This can assist vehicular GPS systems in degraded environments due
to multipath and/or spoofing. The broader implication is showcasing how ultra-wideband
antenna signal processing can be incorporated with size and weight compatible for midsized
unmanned aircraft. This opens up opportunities for other airborne wireless technologies like
radar, free space optics, remote sensing, electronic warfare, and communication networks.
3. (Chapter 4) Showed the existence of a valid SNR regime could be used during GPS cold
starts to train an adaptive beamformer used for spatial filtering unwanted GPS signals. This
algorithm allows existing GPS receiver output data to be used in controlling an upstream
adaptive beamformer. This addresses part of the question about how to reliably track, estimate, and update beamformer weight dynamically in flight without means for a priori array
calibration.
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4. (Chapter 5) Computationally and analytically developed a new analog and/or digital algorithm for eliminating wide band RFI using a true time delay stage and Hadamard matrix
transform. The analog form could offload the computational cost of wideband subspace
projection for high sensitivity phased arrays and protect their dynamic range while allowing
further multibeam processing in digital. The digital form provides an alternate computational
framework for implementing wideband subspace projection.
• Connected the proposed beamformer from the MIMO literature into the high sensitivity
phased array receiver literature via analysis familiar to the community.
• Showed error bounds on the proposed methods.
• Designed possible calibration routines for practical deployments.
• Developed an efficient recursive hardware mapping that could be used to implement
the approach with physical analog circuits or digital computation blocks.
5. (Appendix A) Supported the design work of the phased array feed for the late Arecibo telescope. This work could have provided an expanded field of view for the telescope and
increased the ability to observe rare astrophysical phenomena.
6. (Appendix B) Contributed to the design of an aperiodic array tile system that provides greater
pattern control using fewer antennas by using repeated copies of rotated aperiodic tiles. This
asymmetric approach could be useful for efficiently using the limited space available for the
antenna on vehicular phased array designs.
7. (Appendix C) Analytically derived a bound for the minimum number of calibration points
required to blindly interpolate the phase weightings of TX linear array obtained from calibration measurements. This provides theoretical guidance for efficient design of array calibration routines.
To summarize, the author has contributed research to the field of vehicular multi-antenna
technologies by developing both analog and digital technologies that cancel radio frequency interference using multi-antenna signal processing methods. This research involved a mixture of
practical development, algorithm design, and several investigations of analytical questions involving phased array antennas.
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CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND THEORY

This section presents essential theory and models used for analyzing phased array devices.
The notation follows the use in the book [57]. Several sections in this chapter are paraphrased
presentations from that book, adapted with author’s own perspective. Readers familiar with phased
array theory may skip this chapter and move directly to the main chapters.

2.1

A Lay Person’s Introduction to Phased Array Antennas
Synergy is defined by the American Oxford Dictionary as “the extra energy, power, success,

etc. that is achieved by two or more people, companies or elements working together, instead of
on their own” [66]. This inspiring principle manifests itself throughout nature. We see examples
that bring out the best in people, namely marriages, families, friendships, teams, congregations,
business, and countless other examples. We also see synergy in the animal kingdom. Ant colonies
with 1000s of members erect intricate networks of subterranean homes with almost perfect unity.
Plants of many types work together in a tropical forest to recycle nutrients, distribute water, combat
erosion, and clean the air we breathe. Turning our attention to wireless technologies we find the
phased array antenna: the synergy systems of the wireless world.
Phased array antennas are a cluster of antennas used together with deterministic, controlled,
and designed and timing relationships. Each antenna’s signal is time aligned to a direction of interest, and then summed together to produce a time aligned, coherent, summation. The coherent
summation yields a strong signal measurement for the time aligned direction, and tends to discourage signals that are not time aligned from other directions. The relative timing is adjusted based
on the desired direction of interest and the physical location of the antennas. This can be seen in
Figure 2.1.
Phased arrays are used to constrain the antenna radiation pattern in a dense spatial region
called a beam. This operation is generically called beamforming. Beamforming provides a mech-
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Figure 2.1: A diagram of a phased array beamformer. The computed delay compensation aligns
the incoming signal and creates a strong coherent summation (beam) in the direction of interest
while discouraging other directions.

anism for filtering out signals based on spatial location relative to the array geometry. Filtering can
be used to augment the performance of various wireless technologies.

2.1.1

Examples of Phased Array Devices
The rudiments of the phased array technology emerged with the research of Karl Braun

who published the concept of directional antenna systems based on phase timing in his Nobel
Prize acceptance lecture in 1909 [67]. Phased arrays were deployed in World War II radar systems
as part of Luis Alvarez’s innovation of ground controlled approach technology [68]. Presently,
phased array radar is a key portion on the United States Missile Defense System [69]. Phased
array feeds enable radio astronomy instruments such as [70] [71] to observe larger cross sections
12

of the sky with tight resolution and resistance to radio frequency interference. Now, phased array
technology is a central part of the emerging 5G standards for wireless communications [72]. In
short, phased array filters are key technology for high performance wireless devices.
The classic example of phased array beamforming is in radar imaging. Beamforming the
transmitted waveform enhances the power density in a direction of interest. Beamforming at the
receiver increases antenna sensitivity towards the returns from a given direction. With transmit
and receive working together, phased array radar provides a set of spatial filters that can localize
radar returns to a region identified as a pixel. The observed pixels can then be scanned across the
array field of view to create a high resolution map of radar returns across space. This beamforming
can also be performed computationally in parallel for many pixels simultaneously, enabling rapid
visualizations for radar imaging.
Receiver beamforming can be used for radio science instruments. For dish telescopes,
phased array technology can expand the dish from a single pixel radio camera into a multi-pixel
radio camera. More pixels means more observation per unit of time. This reduces costs for radio
science and increases the probability of capturing rare cosmic phenomena. The operating principles of phased arrays are applied during interferometry imaging by coordinating observations
between many telescopes around the world.
Wireless communication radios can also use phased array technology. Transmit radios can
use beamforming to localize broadcasts to a defined area. For transmitters, this can improve radiated power density, reduce multipath bounces, and introduce some notion of privacy for broadcasts
in that direction. A receiver radio with beamforming filters can build resilience to radio frequency
interference and multipath reflections from undesired directions. Phased array receivers can also
use beamforming scans make direction of arrival estimates. Direction of arrival estimation can be
used to locate targets of interest, and provide a coarse means of navigation.
Pairs of phased array radios can implement a protocol named multiple-input-multipleoutput (MIMO). MIMO technology increases the channel capacity of the wireless link by using
several pairs of beams between devices for communication. Each beam can support its own independent communication channel, and increases the throughput between radios. MIMO technologies are scheduled to make their appearance as a prominent member of the emerging 5G standard.
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The unifying theme of phased array technology is there are always wireless signals of
interest, and many other polluting signals that interfere when measuring those signals of interest.
Some examples of interfering signals are the thermal noise signals in the receiver, leakage radiation
form nearby transmitters, cosmic microwave background radiation, and multipath reflections from
the environment. Beamforming can be used to filter interfering signals outside a region of interest.

2.2

Antenna Models
The work in this dissertations use two kinds of antennas: the dipole and the patch antenna.

A brief summary of each are given here for reference. The dipole equations are paraphrased from
chapter 5 of [73]. The patch antenna formulas are paraphrased from Chapter 21 of [74].

2.2.1

Computing Directivity
Directivity is a figure of merit for antennas that indicates the relative radiation intensity of a

region in space compared to the entire radiation pattern. Directivity can be reported as a continuous
scalar field across the field of view, or simply the maximum value obtained in that field. The value
of directivity is typically reported as a power ratio in dB, with the denominator being the isotropic
(uniform) radiated power density.
The directivity of an antenna pattern is computed by taking the electric field pattern and
dividing it by the integrated the electric field pattern over a sphere. Explicitly, the directivity
pattern for an antenna is
i
1 h
∗
S(r) = Re E(r) × H (r)
2
|E(θ, φ)|2
=
r̂
2η
= Sr r̂

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

2

D(θ, φ) =

4πR Sr (θ, φ)
Prad
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(2.4)

where the radiated power is computed by the spherical surface integral
Z
Prad =

S · dA
Z θ=π

(2.5)

A
Z φ=2π

Sr sin θdθdφ

=
φ=0

(2.6)

θ=0

1
= |I0 |2 Rrad
2

(2.7)

The last term is called the radiation resistance of the antenna relative to the input current I0 . This is
the real portion of the self impedance. This radiated power integral can numerically approximated
with high accuracy by using the Gauss Legendre quadrature rule (discussed later).

2.2.2

Dipole Antenna
Dipole antennas are popular, practical, and have convenient analysis properties. A dipole

is made by extending two conductor arms of equal length from the two ends of a transmission line
driving the center feed. The arms can be modeled with thin diameters so the surface current density
I is modeled as flowing along a one dimensional line. By convention, the dipole central axis is the
ẑ direction of a Cartesian coordinate system. When the combined length of the arms is near to a
multiple n of half of the operating wavelength, Ln = 0.5nλ , a sinusoidal current distribution over
the arms is a good model for the currents in the dipole. The time harmonic (phasor) model is
 

L
J(r) = ẑδ(x)δ(y)I0 sin k
− |z| exp (−jkR)
2

(2.8)

The exponential in the rear contains the phase introduced by the operating frequency ω, time t,
propagation velocity c, and R magnitude of the position vector r from the center of radiation to
where the field is observed. The wavenumber is k = 2π/λ.
Taking the radiation integral over this vertical current distribution yields an expression for
the far electric field radiation pattern over angle θ off boresight
"
jI0 60 cos
E(θ) =
R

1
kL cos θ
2



− cos
sin θ
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#

1
kL
2

exp (−jkR)

(2.9)

The self impedance for the thin half wave dipole is 73 + j42.5 ohms. Integrating the electric field
and normalizing reveals the peak antenna directivity is 1.64 at the direction normal to the axis of
the dipole (boresight).

2.2.3

Microstrip Patch Antenna
The microstrip patch antenna is a popular choice for printed circuit board designs. The

antenna is made with a rectangular W by L copper patch on the top layer, a dielectric substrate
of thickness h in the middle, and an expansive sheet of copper on the bottom called the ground
plane. The radiating portion of the patch antenna is the cavity between the patch and ground plane.
The patch antenna can be modeled as four apertures radiating from the cavity between the top
and ground copper alongside the edge of the patch. Combining the four apertures gives the patch
antenna a far field pattern that varies in θ and φ as
L
sin θ cos φ
λ
W
=
sin θ sin φ
λ
exp (−jkR)
= jk
4E0 h
4πR
sin(πvy )
= cos(πvx )
πvy
4vx cos(πvx )
=
sin(πvy )
π(1 − 4vx2 )

vx =

(2.10)

vy

(2.11)

c1
c2
c3

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

E(θ, φ) = φ̂ [c1 c3 L cos θ cos φ − c1 c2 W cos θ sin φ] +
θ̂ [c1 c3 L sin φ + c1 c2 W cos φ]

(2.15)

In practice the max directivity is approximately 6 dB broadside to the patch.

2.3

Phased Array Signal Modeling
Electromagnetic signals radiating towards a receiving array stimulate voltages and currents

at the antenna port that are scaled and delayed copies of the source signal. The goal of receiver
phased array beamformer is to invert the time delay and average the observations from each an-
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tenna. If done correctly, this averaging produces a strong coherent estimate of the original signal.
Likewise, for a transmit array, inverting the time delay creates a coherent superposition at the target
location. This section gives models to analyze and implement this process in a phased array.

2.3.1

Incident Signal Models
Consider a collection of receiver antennas. Let the position of the nth antenna be described

by a position vector r̃n in 3D Cartesian space (the tilde notation is used to distinguish the antenna
position vector instead of the usual overbar notation used to denote generic position vectors). Let
a signal of interest be described by a time domain electric field waveform s(t). The waveform
originates from some location designated by the position vector r. Typically this is given in spherical coordinates as some far distance R at zenith θ and azimuth φ. In this case, the notation is
r(θ, φ). The distance propagated from the source location to the antenna position is the distance
vector Rn = r̃n − r. The magnitude of this travel distance R is given by the Euclidean norm
Rn

2

= Rn . Assuming the electromagnetic signal is radiating through free space, the time it

takes for the signal to reach each antenna is τ . The time τ is related to the propagation distance
through the speed of light c in the expression R = cτ .
The free space path loss attenuation accumulated over distance R can also be included.
The loss in power G = 1/L across wavelength λ is expressed as the ratio of receive power Pr to
transmit power Pt
1
Pr
=
=
L
Pt



λ
4πR

2
(2.16)

The antennas observe a voltage from distant electric field source proportional to
r
vn (t) ∝

1
s(t − τn )
L
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(2.17)

Since electromagnetic waves have linear superposition, the total voltage at the antenna is the sum
of contributions from all sources across the field of view like so
v(t) =

N
X

vn (t)

(2.18)

n=1

The symmetry of the antenna reciprocity principle means for transmit arrays, the voltage observed
at r(θ, φ) is the superposition of the signals from the antenna sources. For this background material,
the discussion will use the receiver array paradigm unless a transmit array is specifically mentioned.
Inverting the time delay is performed in causal systems by applying time delay lags. Each
lag is designed to give radiation from the direction of interest the same net delay through the
system. With a common delay, the time aligned signals are now coherent. Coherent summation
produces a biased estimate of the signal of interest (the sum of several measurements is proportional to the average value). This procedure defines beamforming. The beamformer is specified
with quantities called beamformer weights to define the amount of lag (and possibly the gain) of
each port before summation in order to observe signals at the r direction.
Receiving arrays modulate the lags from each antenna before summation inside the receiver. Transmit arrays modulate each antenna source before broadcasting and the summation
occurs by the linear superposition of the source waves at the observer. Mathematically, the operations have equivalent descriptions.
Phased arrays implement lag modulation using time delay operators. By convention, causal
systems with positive lag corresponds to positive time delay. A time delay of τ is defined by the
transformation
x(t) →
− x(t − τ )

(2.19)

A system that implements this transformation is called a true time delay block. The adjective
“true” is used because many systems approximate this operation via phasor transformations in the
frequency domain. True time delay modeling is a topic in Chapter 5. The remainder of this chapter
assumes analysis of narrow band signals. This analysis procedure is valid because any time domain
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signal is can be analyzed by the linear combination of its frequency components obtained by the
Fourier transform.

2.3.2

Phase Shift Time Delay
Consider a narrow band tone time domain signal
tone(t) = exp(jωt)

(2.20)

A time delay operator on this signal is simply a phase shift
tone(t − τ ) = exp(jω(t − τ ))
= exp(jωt) exp(−jωτ )

(2.21)
(2.22)

Now consider a tone with modulation a(t) given by
modulated(t) = a(t) exp(jωt)

(2.23)

modulated(t − τ ) = a(t − τ ) exp(jωt) exp(−jωτ )

(2.24)

The time delay operator produces

If a(t) is a slowly varying signal relative to τ , then a(t − τ ) ≈ a(t), and simple phase shift can be
used to implement the time delay operator. If this assumption is not valid, then using a phase shift
to implement a time delay will lead to an effect called beam squint. Beam squint means that the
summation operator yields poorer estimates because the signals are less coherent and the resulting
sum is blurred.
To visualize blurring, model the beamformer as a summation over many randomly delayed
copies of a(t − x) where x is some random variable. The summation over N realizations
N
X
a(t − x[n])
n=1

N
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(2.25)

is a heavily smoothed “blurred” copy of a(t) if the variance of x is large compared to the derivative
of a(t). Blurring corresponds to poorly controlled beam patterns. A practical rule of thumb to
avoid beam squint is the ratio of the carrier frequency to bandwidth of a(t) should be much greater
than 20 when using a phase shift modulator. If this condition is not met, a true time delay should
be used instead of phase shifting.

2.4

Plane Wave Modeling
When s(t) has the form of a narrow band signal, it is convenient to introduce phasor nota-

tion like this
cos (ωt − kx) = Re [exp(jωt − kx)] −−−→ Re [exp(−jkx)]

(2.26)

sin (ωt − kx) = −Im [exp(jωt − kx)] −−−→ −Im [exp(−jkx)]

(2.27)

phasor

phasor

The implied frequency of the phasor is ω in radians per second. The wavenumber k is in radians
per meter and encodes the phase accumulated per propagation distance. Phasor notation is still
useful when s(t) is a wideband signal because Fourier analysis can break up s(t) into frequency
components that can be modeled as phasors.
Electromagnetic waves radiate out spherically in 3D space. After a long propagation distance (the far field condition) the outgoing phase front from a spherical wave is approximately
flat. This approximation is good when the distances are at least 20 times the span of the radiating
source. This approximation is called the plane wave model. The planar phase front is orthogonal
to the propagation vector R = r̃ − r with Euclidean norm R

2

= R. The phase in a plane wave

at a certain frequency can be modeled by phasors over space like so
cos (ωt − kR) = Re [exp(jωt − kR] −−−→ Re [exp(−jkR)]
phasor

2.4.1

(2.28)

Planar Array Coordinate Simplification
If the antennas of and array have locations r̃ that lie on a flat plane, a simplified coordinate

system can be used. Let the plane of the antennas define the XY plane of the coordinate system.
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Let the distant source (or target) be located at r. Let the phase accumulated in the plane wave
that is common to all be contained in a complex constant a. The remaining phase is called the
excess phase. The excess phase ν represents the phase differences between antennas instead of
the entire propagation phase υ from the source to the antenna. The excess phase contains the
useful information for beamforming algorithms so a is discarded. The excess phase has a simpler
representation given by the dot product of the antenna position r̃ and the source position vector r
at θ and φ. To summarize,
υ = k kr̃ − rk2

(2.29)

= kR

(2.30)

ν = kr̃ · r

(2.31)

exp(jυ) = a exp(jν)
→
− exp(jν)

(2.32)
(2.33)

Working with only the excess phase is convenient for computation and analysis. The plane
wave model simplifies to
cos (ωt − kr̃ · r) = Re [exp(jωt − kr̃ · r)] →
− Re [exp(−jkr̃ · r)]

(2.34)

The dot product can be expanded with trigonometry to express the plane wave phase in
terms of the incident angles θ and φ and element position d in the plane like this
r̃ · r = dx sin(θ) cos(φ) + dy sin(θ) sin(φ)

2.4.2

(2.35)

Array Response Vector
The plane wave model of an incident signal simplifies beamformer analysis. For wideband

signals, many plane waves are analyzed across the frequency of support. A convenient mathematical object called the array response vector v contains the phasors for the N antennas. Array
response vectors can be defined for every frequency, polarization, and far field direction θ, and φ of
interest. The amplitude of the phasors can be scaled in proportional to the intensity of the incident
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signal and magnitude of the the antenna radiation pattern F at r(θ, φ). The symbolic definition is
v[n](ω, p, r) = Fn (ω, p, r) exp(−jkr̃n · r)

(2.36)

Later there will be deterministic versions of the array response vector v and an estimated
versions of the vector v̂. The deterministic version is defined by the electromagnetic models of the
system. The estimated version comes from averaging measurements of v taken over time to produce v̂. In both cases, these vectors fill the role of modeling the narrow band phasors corresponding
to the incident plane waves.

2.5

Beamforming Algorithms
Phased arrays control their radiation patterns through beamforming. Beamforming in-

volves two steps: modulation and summation. The modulations are specified by the beamforming
weights. The beamforming weights specify the timing delay and the relative amplitude for each
port. When used with the plane wave model, the beamformer weights are specified as a vector w
of complex phasor amplitudes and phases. For wideband beamforming, the weights are specified
over each narrow frequency channel of support (narrow enough to avoid squint).
Methods of beamformer modulation in analog circuitry include analog phase shifter circuits, true time delay circuits, and IQ modulation circuits. Analog summations are typically made
from operational amplifiers or tuned combiner networks using Wilkinson power combiners.
In the digital domain, beamformers are implemented with complex phasor multiplications
and summation. Digital beamformer receivers have mathematical capability to perform multiple
computations in parallel, allowing beamforming in many directions simultaneously. Electronically
controlled phased shifting allows rapid scanning beams across the field of view.
There are many algorithms for computing beamformer weights. The method used depends
on what information is known about the system what filtering operation is desired. A beamformer
is a spatial filter, and the myriad of the mathematical techniques for classical time domain filter
design have mappings to techniques for designing beamforming filters.
The popular reference [75] divides beamformer algorithms into three groups: classical,
statistical, and adaptive. The classical and statistical beamformers can be labeled a priori beam22

formers because they rely on known models of the antenna system. The a posteriori beamformers
are based on calibration and feedback from physical hardware. The a posteriori beamformers are
often used in practical designs, but rely on principles derived for the a priori beamformers. Additionally, the a priori beamformers provide a theoretical upper bound on the achievable performance
of a posteriori beamformers.

2.5.1

Classical Beamformers
The classical array theory beamformers are derived from the principles of plane wave prop-

agation and TTD already discussed. These beamformers can be loosely grouped into two cases:
lobe constructing and null placing. Lobe constructing beamformers create coherent summation in
a direction of interest. Null placing beamformers create incoherent summation at the direction of
interest.
Two examples will be demonstrated using the simple uniform linear array (ULA) geometry.
The uniform linear array places all antennas on a line with a regular spacing. The positions of array
along ẑ axis can be expressed as
r̃n = ndẑ

(2.37)

Assume the antennas are most directive in the x̂ direction, so that the boresight direction of the array follows this axis, and the antenna pattern cut of interest is in the x̂ẑ plane. The incoming signal
from a far source at angle θs in the plane strikes the array. Each antenna observes a different time
delayed copy of the signal depending on location d in the linear array. The time delay differences
τn for every antenna are computed from the excess length r̃n · r and propagation velocity c like so
r̃n · r
c
dn cos(θs )
=
c

τn =
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(2.38)
(2.39)

Analyzing this time delays for a narrow band phasor produces the array response vector as function
of angle θ off ẑ (θ = 90◦ at boresight) given by
v[n](ω, p, r) = F (ω, p, r) exp (−jkr̃n · r)

(2.40)

v[n](ω, p, θ) = F (ω, p, θ) exp (−jkdn cos(θ))

(2.41)

Lobe Constructing
For the lobe constructing beamformer, the time lags ∆ are designed to realign the delayed
copies of the incident plane wave. Namely the ∆n satisfy
∆n + τn = K

(2.42)

∆n = K − τn
=K−

dn cos(θs )
c

K = max(τn )

(2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)

The constant K is chosen to satisfy the causal hardware constraint that ∆n ≥ 0 ∀ n. A narrow
band phasor solution of this design constraint is called the conjugate field match beamformer. The
beamformer weights are simply the conjugate of the array response vector
wcfm = v∗

(2.46)

This implies the summation is coherent because vT w = N assuming the vectors have unit energy.
Beamformer weights solved using phasor analysis can reverted back to true time delays if required.

Null Placing
Null placing beamformers are designed to introduce misalignment of the incident plane
wave so that the mismatch error ∆n − τn should sum to zero across each antenna. This condition
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is expressed by
N
X

(∆n − τn ) = K

(2.47)

n=1

K : ∆n ≥ 0 ∀ n

(2.48)

where K is chosen to satisfy the causal hardware constraint. A narrow band phasor solution of this
design constraint is called the field nulling beamformer. The beamformer weights satisfy
vT wfn ≈ 0

(2.49)

while excluding the trivial w = 0 solution. This implies the summation is incoherent and no signal
energy survives the summation.
For a practical example, the null condition can be produced by taking the conjugate field
match beamformer solution for steering towards the null direction, then perturbing the weights by
random vector. For a narrow band phase shift, a perturbation using a continuous phasor progression
of

2π
N

that will result in the beamformer weights summing to zero at the null steering direction.

Linear Combinations
If a beamformer is desired that satisfies some mixture of null placing and lobe constructing features, the properties of a linear summation imply that a beamformer weight vector can be
designed with a mixture of both properties. For example, consider using a tuning parameter α
between 0 and 1 that interpolates between a conjugate field match solution and field null solution
like this
w = αwcfm (θ1 ) + (1 − α)wfn (θ2 )

(2.50)

The extension of this thinking is to design a beamformer that satisfies many simultaneous constraints. This leads to defining the linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer. This
beamformer seeks to find a w that minimizes the error in meeting various constraints embodied in
a matrix A and column vector b. The rows of A contain array response vectors corresponding to
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constraints in the elements of b. The system of equations becomes
Aw = b

(2.51)

and may be solved using the least squares procedure for over determined or under determined
systems as the case may be. Beamformer weights solved using phasor analysis can reverted back
to true time delays if required. This general procedure allows placing peak, null, and derivative
constraints on the resulting pattern. For more information see [76].

Windowed Beamformer Design
Finite impulse response (FIR) filter design has a direct mapping to spatial filter design for
uniform linear array beamformers. The periodic phase shift across the array can be mapped to
powers of a complex variable z such that the look angle θ becomes analogous to the frequency response of a discrete system transfer function. The beamformer weights become the coefficients of
the z polynomial, and FIR filter design techniques can be employed. A derivation of this procedure
is not pursued here, but the curious reader may consult [77] for more information.

2.5.2

Statistical Beamformers
The statistical beamformers are optimal solutions to various statistical criteria such as ex-

pected minimum-mean-squared error or minimum-variance. The subset of statistical beamformers
presented here are expressed in terms of power ratios in Rayleigh quotients of Hermitian symmetric
matrices A and B like this
arg max
x

xH Ax
xH Bx

(2.52)

The numerator generally contains terms for computing power from the signal of interest. The
denominator generally contains terms computing undesirable powers such as interference or noise
power.
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Rayleigh quotients of this form can be solved by taking the largest λ solution x to the
generalized eigenvalue problem Ax = λBx. There are many software packages that can compute
this operation quickly.
The contents of each matrix depends on whether using a priori or a posteriori statistical
information. The a priori beamformers are derived from the expected signal values obtained from
signal modeling techniques and antenna theory. The a posteriori beamformers a computed from
measured data taken by the physical array.
The a posteriori beamformers do not strictly require signal models, but several types are
based on parameter estimation techniques derived from signal models. The pure a priori models
can be difficult to predict accurately on physical hardware, so many practical designs rely on the
flexibility of the a posteriori beamformers. Even if not entirely practical, the a priori models
provide theoretical bounds on the obtainable performance of the a posteriori beamformers. In
engineering design work, the physical hardware may not be available, so a priori beamformers are
useful for evaluating candidate designs based on their theoretical performance before investing the
resources in constructing physical hardware.

2.5.3

A Posteriori Beamformers
The a posteriori beamformers rely on computational estimates derived from empirical mea-

surements. If measurements are repeated periodically, they can be used as feedback to adapt to the
changing statistics of the physical hardware. The definition of reoccurring feedback tends to blur
the line dividing adaptive and a posteriori beamformers.
The feedback mechanisms of adaptive beamformers vary widely. The feedback can come
from inside the array or from some other reference outside the array. The solution procedures can
take many approaches such as the solving linear systems, using parameter extraction estimation
procedures, applying gradient descent error minimization, or using some other heuristic search
like simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm. Examples of established algorithms include the
multiple sidelobe canceller [78], the least mean squared adaptive algorithm [79], the linearly constrained minimum variance method [76], and the recursive least squares method [80].
The Rayleigh quotient form can be used to define a beamformer called the maximum SNR
beamformer. This beamformer relies on computational estimates of the correlation coefficient
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between phasors measured from the antennas. This beamformer is generally used for receiver
arrays because the port correlation statistics are available to measure. Phasor observations are
more difficult to observe for transmitter devices.
The correlation coefficients are collected in a matrix R called the port correlation matrix.
A port correlation estimator is only valid for the narrow operating bandwidth of a chosen phasor
frequency. For defining the beamformer, let the phasors computed from estimated voltage samples
be collected as column vectors v̂ and stacked adjacent over time into a wide matrix V. From these
measurements, R is computed via outer product
1
VVH
Mh
i
= E v̂m v̂H
n

R̂ =

(2.53)
(2.54)

This definition may include a scalar division by the number of time samples M to make R to
reflect its role as a time average of correlation coefficients between ports. In practical digital signal
processing, this scale factor is often ignored except in the case of accumulation overflow.
By carefully choosing the measured signals during a calibration routine, measurements of
R can related to signal, noise, and interference statistics. Using the correlation information in R,
the beamformer weights are chosen to maximize the expected power ratios like so
wH Rsignal (r)w
wH Rnoise w
w
wH Rsignal (r)w
wMAX SINR (r) = arg max H
w (Rnoise + Rinterference )w
w
wMAX SNR (r) = arg max

(2.55)
(2.56)

The top equation represents the expected signal power divided by the expected noise power, and
seeks a solution that maximizes signal to noise ratio (SNR). The bottom equation assumes the
interferer correlation statistics are independent of the noise (generally a good assumption) and
seeks a criteria that maximizes the signal to interference noise ratio (SINR).
These measured matrices are symetric and usually well conditioned. If poor conditioning
emerges in the eigensolver, it may be alleviated by diagonal loading (whitening) the denominator
matrix. The maximum SNR beamformer is a popular canonical choice in the array signal pro-
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cessing community. Many other beamformers may be derived as modifications to the correlation
statistics of R in the basic definition.

2.5.4

A Priori Beamformers
These beamformers are based on signal models derived from the antenna system. The mod-

eling techniques provide theoretical understanding for beamformer analysis and set upper bounds
the obtainable performance ofa posteriori beamformers. Signal modeling also provides a method
to quickly evaluate candidate designs from a theoretical perspective. This section paraphrases a
myriad of selected topics from Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of [57]. The reader is encourage to consult
the original text for a more thorough coverage. The classical beamformers could be considered
the basic forms of these models, but this section will focus on higher fidelity modeling techniques
using random process theory.
This section focus on beamformers derived from the Rayleigh quotient formulation. The
top and bottom matrices of the Rayleigh quotient contain terms derived from modeling the receiver
electronics and radiation patterns of the antennas. The models track the expected phasor correlations from the source, through the antenna, through the receiver chain, until to the measurement
plane (usually the analog converter).
The radiation pattern for each antenna is represented by the radiated electric field Ē called
the embedded element pattern. In pure form, the spatial support of this vector field is everywhere
in 3D space. A simplified representation called the far field projection is created by evaluating the
limit of the electric field as the propagation distance approaches ∞, rescaling for unity distance,
and assigning the value to a point location on the unit sphere. This approach further justifies the
dot product approximation of the earlier section. At spatial locations on the unit sphere, there is
a 3D electric field vector specified in polarization components θ̂,φ̂ (where the r̂ component is 0).
The electric field components are represented by phasors for the frequency of interest.
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Far Field Conventions
The electric far fields can be expressed with several conventions that must be respected in
the analysis. The first is the far field distance R of the unit sphere. This is usually made R = 1
meter. The second is the stimulation reference current I0 . This is usually I0 = 1 amp.
The third convention is the phase center reference. This indicates where is zero phase in
the global coordinate system. If an antenna is modeled alone, it may have the phase center at its
own port. This will not be the case in the larger coordinate system with many antennas. To move
the phase center from r̃ to r̃0 use this relationship
Ē 0 (r) = Ē(r) exp [jk (r̃0 − r̃) · r]

(2.57)

The fourth and last convention is the port loading condition. This encompasses what source
impedance is driving the antenna, and if there are neighboring antennas, how are those antennas
loaded on their ports. This chapter generally assumes the open circuit loading condition for the
definitions presented. That is, a zero voltage short circuit current source is stimulated into the
antenna, and the neighboring antennas do not allow current to flow across their ports. More details
on loading conditions and conversions between loading conditions will be shown in later sections.

Array Response Matrix
The array response matrix B contains the expected phasor correlations between antenna
ports from a given signal of interest. The correlation is computed as a conjugate dot product
(across polarization components) between the far fields of antennas m and n. The element wise
m, n definition of B is
B(r)m,n =

1
∗
Ē(r)m · Ē(r)n
2η

(2.58)

Dividing by twice the free space impedance 2η scales the voltage squared units of B to radiated
power units of the Poynting vector. Remembering the phase center transformation between antennas m and n is applied, this matrix has strong similarity to computing the outer product of the
array response vectors for a signal at r.
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Pattern Overlap Matrix
The pattern overlap matrix A contains the expected correlation between observed phasors
if the antennas were observing isotropic noise signals with equal power from all directions. The
terms are computed via the integration of projected far fields over the radius R sphere far field
surface Ω. The element wise m, n definition of A is
Am,n

R2
=
2η

Z

∗

Ēm (r) · Ēn (r) dr

(2.59)

Ω

When computing this matrix, each embedded element pattern should share a common phase reference and use the open circuit loading condition. The spherical integrals can be numerically
computed using a Gauss Legendre quadrature rule described in later sections. It is not obvious
from the definition, but the spherical far field pattern integrals will produce only real terms in overlap matrix. Deviation from real only terms indicates error in the integration or modeling of the far
fields.

Directivity of an Array Antenna
The directivity pattern D(r̃) of the array antennas under the influence of beamformer
weights w is computed by
D(r) = 4πR2

wH B(r)w
wH Aw

(2.60)

The denominator term contains the observed power from all of space. The 4πR2 term is a scale
factor for power flux density at r. The numerator term shows observed power from a direction
of interest r. The quadratic form with w shows how the beamformer weighted summation is performed on the expected phasor voltages from A and B. The conjugate symmetry reflects magnitude
squared operations to produce a power. The ratio of the powers is the directivity pattern.

Beamformer Definitions
The general signal processing perspective for statistical beamformer design and analysis is
the beamformer weights are chosen as the matched filter for desired array response vector. If the
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beamformer weights are matched to the array response vector, they will maximize the observed
power for that direction. The conjugate field match (CFM) beamformer maximizes the signal of
interest without regard to the noise signals. The weights are defined by
wCFM (r) = arg max
w

wH B(r)w
wH Iw

(2.61)

The B matrix includes information about the antenna fields. The optimizing w will be the conjugate
of the dominant eigen vector of B (effectively the array response vector), hence the name conjugate
field match. The denominator constraint is simply the total power of the weights, hence the I.
The maximum directivity (MAX DIR) beamformer is defined by a maximization of the
directivity equation
wMAX DIR (r) = arg max
w

wH B(r)w
wH Aw

(2.62)

Unlike the CFM solution, this beamformer optimizes based on a simple noise model called the
spatially isotropic noise field. That is, the noise signal are equally powerful from all directions,
and uncorrelated from all directions. The isotropic noise correlations are proportional to the correlations in A, so the overlap matrix is the constraint in the denominator. The maximum directivity
beamformer is maximizing the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the antenna array with isotropic noise.
This leads to the definition of the maximum signal to noise ratio (MAX SNR) beamformer.
This beamformer maximizes the signal of interest and minimizes the noise power based on models
for the correlation powers of each signal. In this new definition, the electromagnetic matrices A
and B are replaced with more general statistical correlation matrices R for the signal and noise.
wMAX SNR (r) = arg max
w

wH Rsignal (r)w
wH Rnoise w

Details on generating models of R for signal and noise is the subject of the next section.
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(2.63)

2.6

Signal Modeling for A Priori Beamformers
For a priori beamformers, the correlation matrices R are derived from models. These

models blend together electromagnetic theory and digital signal processing concepts. The statistics
based models allow incorporating many phenomena present in multiport electronic devices.

2.6.1

Quadrature for Computing the Overlap Matrix
The overlap matrix is central for estimating correlations due to the embedded antenna pat-

terns in the array. The overlap integrals between antenna patterns needs to be accurate to avoid
inconsistencies in the models. Integrating continuous functions accurately with a digital computer
can be challenging. The continuous function must be separated into discrete nodes and summed together under a weighting function. The specification of nodes and weights is called the quadrature
rule. This segment demonstrates a high accuracy method called the Gauss Legendre quadrature.
The canonical representation for a 1 dimensional quadrature rule is to define nodes xi and
weights wi so the weighted sum approximates the continuous integral like so
Z

1

f (x)dx ≈
−1

n
X

wi f (xi )

(2.64)

i=1

Casting a given integral into canonical form may involve including a transformation function. The
Jacobian from this transformation must be included in the final result.
The most familiar quadrature rule for students of calculus is the method of Riemann sums,
or the midpoint quadrature rule. If a continuous vector field is sampled and stacked into columns
of a matrix F, the nodes are each column in the matrix. The weights w are equal to physical size
each sample represents. The midpoint rule integration is the matrix vector product Fw.
The midpoint rule has proven convergence as the number nodes approaches infinity. A
finite computer does not have infinite sample points, but with enough enough samples the residual
error may be small enough for some applications. For many fields obtained from the output of
numerical solvers, the midpoint rule has enough error to cause problems.
If the integrand can be well modeled by a polynomial (or piece-wise polynomials) there are
many quadrature rules than can achieve better accuracy using fewer nodes. Gaussian quadrature
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rules are a family that obtains exact results for polynomials up to a certain degree. The GaussLegendre (GL) quadrature rule uses properties of the orthogonal Legendre polynomials to exactly
integrate polynomials up to degree 2n−1 using n samples. The GL quadrature saves computational
effort and achieves high accuracy for smooth integrands. A full treatment of quadrature rules
including the GL rule is given in chapter 5 of [81].
The GL quadrature is defined in the framework of (2.64) with nodes xi and weights wi
Pn (xi ) = 0
wi =

(2.65)
2

(1 −

x2i ) [Pn0

(xi )]2

(2.66)

where Pn is the nth order Legendre polynomial and Pn0 is its derivative. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show
plots of the first few Legendre polynomials.
Precomputed GL nodes and weights can found in tabulated form from many online sources
such as [82]. The nodes and weights can also be generated on-the-fly by many numerical programming packages including Matlab, Scipy, C++, and Julia.
Direct computation can be accomplished with the following algorithms. The Legendre
polynomial coefficients can be generated from their recursive relationship
(n + 1)Pn+1 (x) = (2n + 1)xPn (x) − nPn−1 (x)

(2.67)

P0 (x) = 1

(2.68)

P1 (x) = x

(2.69)

The polynomial derivatives are given by familiar
d n
x = nxn−1
dx
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(2.70)

Figure 2.2: The first 6 Legendre polynomials

Figure 2.3: The derivatives of first 6 Legendre polynomials
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Root finding can be accomplished by finding the eigenvalues of the polynomial companion matrix
C given below
p(x) = c0 + c1 x + · · · + cn−1 xn−1 + xn


0 0 . . . 0 −c0




 1 0 . . . 0 −c1 




C(p) =  0 1 . . . 0 −c2 


 .. .. . . ..

..
. .
 . .

.


0 0 . . . 1 −cn−1

(2.71)

(2.72)

A related rule developed by Kronrod [83] provides a higher order quadrature (K) that reuses the
samples from the GL rule alongside additional nodes to provide even greater accuracy. Using both
rules together, the integration error can be estimated by subtracting the results from the K and GL
integration. By using an error estimator as feedback, iterative refinements can be used to subdivide
integration regions until a desired error is obtained. For convenience, the precomputed nodes and
weights for a popular 7 point GL and 15 point K rule is given in (2.73).
Node - xi

GL7 Weight − wi

K15 Weight − wi

±0.991455371120812639

0

0.022935322010529224

±0.949107912342758524 0.129484966168869693 0.063092092629978553
±0.864864423359769072

0

0.104790010322250183

±0.741531185599394439 0.279705391489276667 0.140653259715525918
±0.586087235467691130

0

(2.73)

0.169004726639267902

±0.405845151377397166 0.381830050505118944 0.190350578064785409
±0.207784955007898467
0

0

0.204432940075298892

0.417959183673469387 0.209482141084727828

For a typical radiation pattern, the field is sampled on a uniformly spaced grid in elevation
0 ≤ θ ≤ π and azimuth 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π. The Gaussian quadrature rules do not generalize in a
straightforward way to higher dimensions like the midpoint rule. For the 2D spherical case, the
Gaussian rule can sum the fast-changing elevation profile of θ along slices, then use a midpoint rule
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to sum over the slower varying φ. This requires the elevation profile E(θ) must be transformed into
canonical form using the substitution u = cos(θ). The Jacobian determinant in one dimension is
∂u
∂θ

= sin(θ). Conveniently, dividing by the Jacobian cancels making the final summation formula

for the overlap matrix
2π

Z

Z

π

Am,n =
0

(2.74)

0
2π

Z

Z

−1

0
1
N X
M
X
j

∗

E m (cos−1 (u), φ)E n (cos−1 (u), φ)dudφ

=
≈

∗

E m (θ, φ)E n (θ, φ) sin(θ)dθdφ

∗
E m (θi , φj )E n (θi , φj )



i

2π
wi
N

(2.75)



θi = cos−1 xi

(2.76)
(2.77)

If the field values at θi were not obtained during the original field sampling, they can be estimated
via some one dimensional piece-wise interpolating function. A pair of real-only function interpolators can be used to interpolate complex data via a pair of interpolators for the real and imaginary
portions or the magnitude and unwrapped phase.

2.6.2

Incident Signal Correlations
A plane wave signal from a direction of interest r̃ will show correlation inside the antennas

as modeled by B(r̃). The expected signal correlations Rsignal can be derived from B by incorporating electromagnetic scale factors
4πjR exp jkR
Rsignal (r) = 2η
ωµI0

2

Ssignal B(r)

(2.78)

where η is the impedance of free space, R is the far field distance, ω is the frequency in radians per
second, I0 is the reference current of the fields, µ is the permeability of the medium, k is the wave
number 2π/λ, λ is the wavelength. The symbol Ssignal is the incoming radiated power flux density
of the plane wave.
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2.6.3

System Transfer Matrices
The system transfer matrix Q is a generic tool used to model multiport devices. This matrix

incorporates general linear transformations such as load impedance conversions, gain balancing,
propagation phase shift, and mutual coupling within the receiver electronics. For example, complex diagonal terms in Q can represent transformations in amplitude and phase of the incoming
voltages due to loading, impedance change, gain imbalance, and propagation length. The off diagonal terms incorporate the sum of additive coupling from neighboring ports into the considered
port. The models of several Q transformations can be composed into a single transformation
Q1 Q2 · · · = Qsys .
In accordance with random process theory, the effects of linear transformation Q on the correlation powers R of the system are given by QH RQ. This technique can generalize the Rayleigh
quotient beamformer definitions to include linear transformation inside the receiver electronics,
For example, the max SNR beamformer can be expressed
wMAX SNR (r) = arg max
w

2.6.4

wH QRsignal (r)QH w
wH QRnoise QH w

(2.79)

Network Models
A network model contains three parts: the input state vector, a state transition matrix, and

an output state vector. The state transition matrix, also called the system matrix, shows the linear
transformations that map the input state to the output state. A Q matrix for signal modeling can
be obtained by selecting terms out of the system matrix that evolve the state variable of interest.
In a digital signal processing system, the state variable of interest is typically the signal voltage
at the analog converter. This means only the correlations of the line voltages need to be tracked.
In some more complex device models, it may be necessary to track both the current and voltage
correlations simultaneously.
For tracing voltage V or current I state variables, a scattering parameter matrix can be
used. Using + for incident and − for outgoing waves, the scattering parameter matrix S for a 2
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port device is



V1V2-



I1-



I2-





=




=

S11 S12
S21 S22
S11 S12
S21 S22



V1+





V2+





I1+





I2+



(2.80)

(2.81)

If the transition between voltages and currents is required, use the impedance parameter matrix Z
or the admittance parameter matrix Y


V1-



V2-



I1-



I2-





=




=

Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22
Y11 Y12
Y21 Y22



I1+





I2+





V1+





V2+



(2.82)

(2.83)

The three sets of network parameters have conversions between each other. Antenna system
modeling often uses the conversion between impedance and scattering parameters. The conversion
formula using z0 as the shared characteristic impedance is
√
√
z0 (I − S)−1 (I + S) z0
−1 


1
1
1
1
S = √ Z√ + I
√ Z√ − I
z0
z0
z0
z0

Z=

(2.84)
(2.85)

Many commercial software packages provide methods for computing models of system
matrices across a sweep of phasor frequencies. System matrices can be measured directly in a
physical circuit across bandwidth by using a vector network analyzer.
In the absence of coupling between ports, two port system matrices can be used to model
the larger system matrices by placing blocks along the diagonal. If port coupling models are
available, they can included in the off diagonal blocks.
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2.6.5

Two Port Network Models
Two port devices are a special case with convenient analysis properties. A general two

port can be modeled through the ABCD parameter framework. Following the conventions for port
labels and current direction given by [84], the ABCD model is



V1
I1





=

A B
C D




V2
I2


(2.86)



This system matrix, called a transmission matrix T, contains the relationships between voltage and
current states observed at each port simultaneously. This is subtly different than modeling the state
transitions at the ports at two consecutive instants in time. Table 4.1 of [84] contains ABCD models
for basic components. A collection of transmission matrices can be chained together Tchain =
. . . T2 T1 into a lumped model for a complex system. This chaining makes it easy to analyze
more complex microwave circuits like quadrature hybrids, lumped element circuits, or filters by
combining simpler component models. The chained transmission matrix can then be converted
back to the relevant network matrix at the end. Table 4.2 of [84] gives the conversions between
ABCD, S, Y, and Z parameters for two port devices.

2.6.6

Fundamental Noise Theorem for Phased Arrays
For phased array receiver analysis, the noise signals can be just as important as the sig-

nals of interest. Sources of noise include thermal noise, spillover radiation, amplifier noise, digital
computer switching noise, the external noise field of the observed scene, and more. The characteristics of the noise correlations in the denominator of the Rayleigh quotient beamformers have
a significant impact on the quality of the solved weights. Accurately modeling noise components
inside Rnoise can be a science in itself [85].
Two noise models depended on the antenna design are given below. The first is the antenna
external noise field. To model this noise, apply a noise temperature weighting function T (r) to the
overlap matrix equation
AT,m,n

R2
=
2η

Z

∗

T (r)Ēm (r) · Ēn (r) dr
Ω
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(2.87)

This overlap matrix has the expected external noise field correlations. Form Rext by scaling for the
reference current I0 , bandwidth B, and Boltzmann’s constant kB
Rext =

16kB B
AT,m,n
|I0 |2

(2.88)

Noise due to antenna loss can modeled with the physical temperature Tphys , the matrix of radiation
resistances Rrad , and the mutual impedance of the array ZA like so
Rloss = 8kB Tphys B(Re [ZA ] − Rrad )

(2.89)

Together, these noise components constitute the fundamental noise theorem for phased arrays
Rnoise,array = Rext + Rloss
=

2.7

(2.90)

16kB B
AT,m,n + 8kB Tphys B(Re [ZA ] − Rrad )
|I0 |2

(2.91)

Models for Signal Leveling in the Receiver
The correlations of the noise signals are important for the beamformer design, but the

relative energy scale of the matrices in the Rayleigh quotient beamformers have no effective impact
on the beamformer weights obtained from the maximization search. This is because in practice the
resulting weights are usually normalized by some convention such as unit energy or by dividing
by the first weight. But if the phased array receiver model wishes to compute the effective SNR
obtained after beamforming, it is important to track the signal levels of both the signal and noise
through the receiver. Knowing the expected signal levels in the receiver electronics is essential for
designing the correct dynamic range. For example, a typical analog front-end followed by digital
converter would want the noise power set at the lowest quantization bit to maximize dynamic range
for the signal of interest. This section shows several models used to track signal and noise levels
through the receiver.
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2.7.1

Available Power Gain
A common practice is to treat the signal levels as power spectral densities through the sys-

tem. This means take the input signal power and divide it over its effective modulation bandwidth.
The resulting unit is typically reported in dBm (decibels relative to the milliwatt) per Hz. Using
dB units, the multiplicative gains become additive terms. Perfect tones are modeled as 1 Hz wide.
If filters change the effective bandwidth of the system, the power spectral density allows tracking
signal power through the transitions.
Each device has its essential performance characterized by scattering parameters over frequency S(f ) that indicate the change to voltage (or current) phasors through a device. The change
in power from input port 1 to input port 2 at a particular frequency is given by the available power
gain in a matched system G(f ) = |S21 (f )|2 .
Without matching, the available power gain is less. From chapter 10 of [84], a two port
network with internal S parameters and a reflection coefficient looking towards the source Γs has a
reflection coefficient looking toward the output Γout given by
Γout = S22 +

S12 S21 Γs
1 − S12 Γs

(2.92)

The available power gain G from port 1 to 2 is given by
G=

2.7.2

|S21 |2 (1 − |Γs |2 )
|1 − S11 Γs |2 (1 − |Γout |2 )

(2.93)

Equivalent Noise Temperature
Noise power is modeled relative to the voltage stimulated v by a warm resistor with resis-

tance R Ohms at physical temperature T in Kelvin over bandwidth B in Hz like so
v=

p
4kB T BR
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(2.94)

If this resistor is attached to conjugate matched load, the delivered power P is
PL =

 v 2
R
2R

= kB T B

(2.95)
(2.96)

after the R cancels. This expression provides a metric for noise power delivered by a system in
terms of an equivalent system noise temperature Teq per unit of bandwidth
Teq =

PL
kB B

(2.97)

An equivalent system noise temperature is in general a distinct quantity from physical temperature.
The standard room temperature reference point is defined as T0 = 290 K. A room temperature
resistor will deliver a noise power of -174 dBm of power per Hz.

2.7.3

Noise Figure
Any physical system adds noise via thermal contact or otherwise. The noise power out of

a device is the sum of G times the input noise power Pnoise,in plus the added noise Pnoise,added . A
convenient metric for tracking noise powers through a system is the noise figure F of a device
based on the ratio
GPnoise,in + Pnoise,added
Pnoise,in
SNRin
=
SNRout

F =

(2.98)
(2.99)

The last expression is derived from the change in noise powers and shows how the noise figure
measures degraded SNR. The noise figure F has a direct relationship with equivalent noise temperature through the conversion
Teq = (F − 1)T0
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(2.100)

2.7.4

Cascaded Noise Temperature
As components add noise power in sequence, the first components have a dominating effect

on the equivalent noise temperature of lumped system. Noise power introduced early passes more
gain stages than noise added later, so at the output, the early added noise power is closer to the
input signal power. With the available power gain represented by G, this can be represented by
Teq,out = GTeq,in

(2.101)

Input referred noise temperature takes the total noise power observed in the output, works backward, and reports what the effective noise temperature would be if the model were lumped into
one unit and noise added at the input. It can be calculated from each stage via
Teq = Teq,1 +

2.7.5

Teq,2
Teq,3
+
+ ...
G1
G1 G2

(2.102)

Noise Temperature of a Lossy Component
Some components exhibit a net loss factor L = 1/G > 1. The total noise power out of

these systems is
Pnoise,out = GPnoise,in + GPnoise,added
=

Pnoise,in kB Teq B
+
L
L

(2.103)
(2.104)

Assume the devices are in thermal equilibrium at T0 by convention. Dividing both sides by kB B
yields
T0 =

T0 Teq
+
L
L

(2.105)

and therefor
Teq = (L − 1)T0
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(2.106)

which implies the noise figure F is equal to L. This relationship holds for any lossy component.

2.7.6

Noise Temperature of Lossy Antenna
All practical antennas have internal resistances that cause loss. The loss term is related to

the radiation efficiency by L = 1/ηrad . Assume thermal equilibrium at Tphys . This makes the input
referred equivalent noise temperature
Teq = (L − 1)Tphys

(2.107)

By popular convention, the input of the receiver is the output of the antenna terminal. The equivalent noise temperature relative to the input of the receiver requires dividing by L to yield
Tloss =
=

Teq
L
1−

(2.108)
1
L


Tphys

= (1 − ηrad )Tphys

2.7.7

(2.109)
(2.110)

Noise Temperature of Lossy Antenna Connected to General Two Port at Some Temperature
This segment derives the system noise temperature of a system that arises frequently in

practical designs, but whose analysis is subtle. The system is a lossy transmission line at physical
temperature Tphys with power loss factor L = 1/G = 1/|S21 |2 connected to an antenna input with
reflection coefficient Γ observing the antenna noise field with effective noise temperature T0 . This
situation is shown in Figure 2.4.
The total noise coming out of the transmission line Pnoise,out is the sum of noise from the
antenna noise field temperature Tantenna and added noise from the transmission line Pnoise,added .
Pnoise,out = GkB Tantenna B + GPnoise,added
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(2.111)

Figure 2.4: A lossy transmission line connected to an antenna with input reflection coefficient.

The equivalent noise temperature of the line is
Teq =

Pnoise,added
kB B

(2.112)

The Pnoise,out is related to G through Bosma’s theorem derived in [86]. This theorem states that
the correlations of the noise in a passive device are determined by their constraint that no net
power flow can leave the device. This requires the noise correlations Cs are determined by the S
parameters like so
Cs = kB Tphys I − SSH



(Bosma’s theorem)

(2.113)

For the passive 1 port antenna matched to the lossy line in thermal equilibrium, the Pnoise,out per
bandwidth is the Cs [2, 2] scalar meaning
Pnoise,out
= kB Tphys (1 − G)
B

(2.114)

Substituting (2.114) into (2.111) into (2.112) solves Teq as
Teq =

Tphys (1 − G)
− Tantenna
G
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(2.115)

The final expression for Tsys becomes
Tsys = Teq + Tantenna
= Tphys

1−G
G

= Tphys (L − 1)

(2.116)
(2.117)
(2.118)

The general loss term with reflections is given in chapter 10 of [84]
|1 − S11 Γs |2 (1 − |Γout |2 )
|S21 |2 (1 − |Γs |2 )
1 − |S21 S12 Γ|2
=
(applied to figure)
|S21 |2 − |S21 Γ|2

L=

2.7.8

(2.119)
(2.120)

Measuring System Noise Temperature
There are two methods for measuring a system noise temperature: the direct approach and

the Y factor method. The direct approach is easy, but less accurate than the industry standard Y
factor method [87].

The Direct Approach
The system gain G must known across operating bandwidth. Take a calibrated noise source
and find its noise power spectral density in dBm per Hz in the operating band. Set the spectrum
analyzer bandwidth B to some fixed quantity (such as 1 Hz) so the power spectral density terms
will be observed as some power in watts. Inject the noise source into the receiver and note its
scaled power Pin . At the system output, observe the power Pout . Compute the equivalent noise
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temperature from
Pout = GPin + GPadded
Pout − GPin
G
Padded
Teq =
kB B
Pout − GPin
=
kB BG

Padded =

2.7.9

(2.121)
(2.122)
(2.123)
(2.124)

Using Hot and Cold Measurements
Direct measurement is not possible without knowing G. The system gain can be measured

using a calibrated noise source. Repeat the measurement procedure with the spectrum analyzer in
the direct approach, but take two sets of measurements out of the receiver. One measurement is
taken with a calibrated noise source turned on (hot) and the second measurement is taken with the
noise source turned off (cold), a terminated input. The system gain is computed from measured
power spectral densities like this
Pout,hot = G(Pin,hot + Padded )

(2.125)

Pout,cold = G(Pin,cold + Padded )

(2.126)

Pout,hot − Pout,cold = G(Pin,hot − Pin,cold )

(2.127)

G=

Pout,hot − Pout,cold
Pin,hot − Pin,cold

(2.128)

Substituting this gain back into the direct approach equation yields
Teq =

Pout,hot − GPin,hot
GkB B

(2.129)

This turns out to be equivalent to the Y Factor method given below, but author prefers this formulation because it reveals the system gain (a receiver figure of merit) from measured powers and
shows how gain is related to noise temperatures.
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Y Factor Method
Classically, the Y factor computation involves using a term called the effective noise ratio
(ENR). The calibrated noise source has an ENR defined by
Thot,source − Tcold,source
T0
Phot,source − Pcold,source
=
kB T0 B

EN R =

(2.130)
(2.131)

The first step in the procedure it to use knowledge of Tcold,source and the ENR to compute Thot,source .
Typically this means take Tcold,source = T0 and solve. Now take the hot and cold power measurements out of the device. Compute the Y factor as follows
Pout,hot
Pout,cold

(2.132)

Thot,source − Y Tcold,source
Y −1

(2.133)

Y =
Now use the Y factor to compute the Tsys
Teq =

2.7.10

Tracking Using A Link Budget
Link budgets are tools for tracking signal and noise power through a receiver chain. This

tool provides away to adjust receiver designs to achieve a dynamic range target. The author has
had success using table in spreadsheet program with adaptive formulas between cells. The table
contains a row for each component in the link. The top row is the input, and the bottom row is the
output. Each row will has the following fields across columns.
• The component fields should include [Sequence Number, Name , Power Gain, Noise Figure,
Noise Temperature].
• The signal fields should include [Equivalent Bandwidth, Power Spectral Density In , Power
In, Power Spectral Density Out, Power Out].
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• The noise fields should include [Equivalent Bandwidth, Power Spectral Density In , Power
In, Power Spectral Density Out, Power Out].
• The ADC voltage fields should include [Signal, Noise].
• The bits toggled fields should include [Signal, Noise].
• The summary fields should include [Signal to Noise Ratio, Equivalent Noise Temperature,
Remaining Dynamic Range].
The fields should be in base units (natural scale, no scale factors). Additional fields can be
used to display the information in more readable units like dB. A table with these fields provides a
reliable mechanism for tracking the receiver performance and lessens the chances for introducing
errors due to common mistakes like bandwidth changes, dB conversion, etc.

2.8

Loading Condition Conversions Between Radiated Fields
The electric field radiated by an antenna in the presence of other antennas is called the

embedded element pattern [88]. The total radiated electric field E(ω, p, r) for an array antenna is
the sum of all the antennas’ embedded element patterns E(ω, p, r, n), weighted by each stimulus
function [89]. The argument n is used here to index the element pattern with respect to antenna
number. When computing the total radiated fields from the outputs of a numerical model, understanding the loading conditions is critical. The loading condition affects how the measured currents
and voltages are reported.
Each embedded element pattern will change slightly over ω, Ω, p, n depending on the loading condition. Each loading condition represents a different boundary condition for the governing
differential equations. The various boundary conditions have different far field solutions. Knowing
the loading condition is essential to correctly computing the total radiated fields from the embedded element patterns. This nuance creates a pitfall for unwary users when using post-processing
codes on data obtained from commercial software packages. It may be required to convert between
conventions. The conversion formulas are derived in the coming sections.
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Figure 2.5: A general electric source model.

2.8.1

Loading Conditions
An electric source model can provide of voltage, current, or a mixture of the two into the

active antenna port [1]. Figure 2.5 shows the most general case. The Norton equivalent current
source representation can be made by setting v = 0. Likewise, the Thévenin equivalent voltage
source representation is made by setting i = 0. The open circuit voltage voc and short circuit
current isc are two defining quantities of the source related by the generator impedance/admittance
zg = yg−1 . The quantities in Figure 2.5 are interrelated via
voc = v + zg i

(2.134)

isc = i + yg v

(2.135)

i = yg v
zg i = v
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(2.136)
(2.137)

Figure 2.6: The various conventions for simulating embedded element patterns. The driven element in the middle. Adapted from [1].

The inactive ports can be terminated with three conditions: short-circuit, open-circuit, and
matched-load. The open-circuit termination means zero terminator admittance, which implies the
inactive ports do not experience current while the active port is driven by a short-circuit current. In
contrast, the short-circuit termination means zero generator impedance which implies the inactive
ports do not experience voltage while the active port is driven by a open-circuit voltage. The
general loaded condition means all ports are connected to loads zg and both the active and inactive
ports experience both voltages and currents when the active port is stimulated with voltage and
current. Matched load is special case of the loaded condition where zg is conjugate matched to the
antenna load for maximum power transfer. All of the conventions are shown graphically in Figure
2.6.
Subscripts are used to indicate the loading condition: short-circuit is ss, open-circuit is oc,
loaded with voltage stimulation with a vector of port impedances zg , loaded with current stimulation with a vector or port admittances yg . The notation (ω, p, r, n) is used to identify frequency ω,
polarization p, direction r, and antenna number n.
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The total array electric field produced by each loading condition is given by the shared
equivalences below

E(ω, p, r) =
=

=

=

N
X
n=1
N
X
n=1
N
X
n=1
N
X

E sc (ω, p, r, n)voc (n)

(2.138)

E zg (ω, p, r, n)v0 (n)

(2.139)

E oc (ω, p, r, n)isc (n)

(2.140)

E yg (ω, p, r, n)i0 (n)

(2.141)

n=1

The common summation provides a mechanism to implicitly convert between loading conditions
and stimulations. For example, the short circuit fields have this relationship

E(ω, p, r) =
=

N
X
n=1
N
X

E sc (ω, p, r, n)voc (n)
E sc (ω, p, r, n) (v(n) + zg (n)i(n))

n=1




N
X



E sc (ω, p, r, n) 
=
v(n) + zg (n)

n=1

!

y(m, n)v(n) 


m=1
{z
}
|
N
X

coupled current contributions

=

N
X

E sc (ω, p, r, n) 1 + zg (n)

n=1

=

=

=

n=1
N
X
n=1
N
X

!!
y(m, n)

v(n)

(2.142)

m=1

|
N
X

N
X

{z

loaded pattern for voltages

E zg (ω, p, r, n)v(n)

}
(2.143)

E zg (ω, p, r, n)zg (n)i(n)
E yg (ω, p, r, n)i(n)

n=1
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(2.144)

Likewise, the open circuit fields have this relationship

E(ω, p, r) =
=

N
X
n=1
N
X

E oc (ω, p, r, n)isc (n)
E oc (ω, p, r, n) (i(n) + yg (n)v(n))

n=1





N
X



E oc (ω, p, r, n) 
=
i(n) + yg (n)

n=1

!

z(m, n)i(n) 


m=1
{z
}
|
N
X

coupled voltage contributions

=

N
X

E oc (ω, p, r, n) 1 + yg (n)
|

=

!!
z(m, n)

i(n)

(2.145)

m=1

n=1

N
X

N
X

{z

loaded pattern for currents

}

E yg (ω, p, r, n)i(n)

(2.146)

n=1

=

N
X

E yg (ω, p, r, n)yg (n)v(n)

n=1

=

N
X

E zg (ω, p, r, n)v(n)

(2.147)

n=1

These term wise formulas help define a means to convert between loading conditions and stimulation, but these formulas can be expressed in simpler form using linear algebra matrix notation.
When performing the conversions, the bracketed terms represent the forward transforms. To move


P
N
backward, invert that transform. For example, the operator 1 + yg (n)
z(m,
n)
conm=1
verts a loaded current source into a short circuit current source. So if the field was computed with a

P
−1
N
short circuit current source, applying the inverse transform 1 + yg (n)
z(m,
n)
will
m=1
make the total field summation accurate when stimulated by a loaded current source.

2.8.2

Field Conversion Matrix Notation
The summation notation can be replaced with dot products on matrices and vectors. This

segment defines some matrix vector symbols before giving the conversion formulas in matrix form.
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The matrix F(ω, p) (adapted by original notation G in [90]) is the M × N matrix that
contains the fields for N ports evaluated at the M points of Ω arranged like so


E (ω, p, r1 ) E 2 (ω, p, r1 ) . . .
 1

 E 1 (ω, p, r2 ) E 2 (ω, p, r2 ) . . .
F(ω, p) = 


···

E 1 (ω, p, rM ) E 2 (ω, p, rM ) . . .


T
E(ω, p, r1 )



T
 E(ω, p, r2 ) 

=




...


T
E(ω, p, rM )

E N (ω, p, r1 )





E N (ω, p, r2 ) 




E N (ω, p, rM )

(2.148)

(2.149)

The symbol s(ω, p) is a column vector that contains flattened power flux density pattern over
discrete M total pattern samples. Each sample is denoted Sm (ω, p) for each discrete sample point
m of Ω. The vectors i, v contains the excitation currents and voltages respectfully. In this form, the
entire radiation pattern is computed in one operation. For example, with short circuit currents and
open circuit fields the radiation pattern flattened into a column vector is
s(ω, p) =

|Foc isc |2
2η

(2.150)

Where each element in the column vector is
Sm (ω, p) =

|Eoc (ω, p, rm )isc |2
2η

(2.151)

This last expression can be converted into a quadratic form by expanding the element wise magnitude squared to show the relationship with the signal response matrix B(ω, p, r)

Ssig (ω, p, rm ) = isc

H Eoc (ω, p, rm )Eoc (ω, p, rm )

2η

= isc H B(ω, p, rm )isc
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H

isc

(2.152)
(2.153)

The total electric field summations have the compact form

2.8.3

E(ω, p, r) = Esc (ω, p, r)voc (n)

(2.154)

= Ezg (ω, p, r)v0 (n)

(2.155)

= Eoc (ω, p, r)isc (n)

(2.156)

= Eyg (ω, p, r)i0 (n)

(2.157)

Antenna Loading Condition Conversion as Matrices
The current vector i for the antenna ports is is related to voltage vector v at the antenna

ports v through the array mutual admittance matrix Y = Z−1 like so
i = Z−1 v

(2.158)

= Yv

(2.159)

The source voltages and currents are related to open-circuit port voltages voc via the generator port
impedance matrix Zg = zg I (assuming all ports have the same generator impedance).
voc − v = Zg i
v = voc − Zg i

(2.160)
(2.161)

and similarly
isc = i + Yg v
i = isc − Yg v

(2.162)
(2.163)

Now by inserting equations into one another, the various conversions can be obtained and represented as a compact operator Q. The operator Q sits between the E and the source vector. This
matrix is equivalent to the underbraced portions of the derivations with summation notation above.
Explicitly, the various Q matrices for transforming the source stimulations vectors are
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isc
(I + Yg Z)
=
i0
 
i0
=
(I + Yg Z)−1
i
 sc 
voc
=
(I + Zg Y)
i0
 
i0
(I + Zg Y)−1
=
voc


Qyg ,ss

[loaded to short-circuit current source]

(2.164)

[short-circuit to loaded current source]

(2.165)

[loaded to open-circuit voltage source]

(2.166)

[open-circuit to loaded voltage source]

(2.167)

Qyg ,zg = Zg

[current to voltage source]

(2.168)

Qzg ,yg = Yg

[voltage to current source]

(2.169)

Qss,yg
Qzg ,ss
Qss,zg

The various scale factors in parenthesis are included as a reminder that all of the sources should
be scaled to the unity stimulus convention before the conversion. This is emphasized for working
with fields derived from software simulation packages. Sometimes a simulation software defines
the reference current in the loaded condition with available power Pavg . In that case, the reference
current is
p
i0 =

2.9

8Pavg Zg
Zg

(2.170)

Models for Antenna Mutual Coupling
Mutual coupling in the antenna array is defined by any off diagonal terms in the antenna

system matrix. For example, in the open circuit loading convention for the antenna array, the mutual coupling in the array would be lumped together into the mutual impedance matrix Z. Mutual
coupling can also be modeled by non-diagonal Q matrices in the receiver.
Without mutual coupling, the system matrix is diagonal and full rank. Mutual coupling
introduces correlation into the system which transforms the system matrix into something else. The
transformed system matrix will not in general have the same properties or optimizing solutions as
the uncoupled system matrix. It is possible for the mutual coupling to introduce a transformation
that creates a rank deficient null space in the system matrix.
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If the null space is near the response vector for a direction of interest, the optimizing beamformer search relying on the system matrix could become singular and may not be able to find a
good solution (because none exists). This is called scan blindness. Scan blindness is undesirable
in many cases, but exists in all practical arrays. For high fidelity array modeling, the mutual coupling should be included . This section shows several methods for modeling mutual coupling in
the antennas.

2.9.1

Computing the Mutual Impedance Matrix Directly
Analytic expressions for mutual coupling between 2 dipole antennas can be evaluated in

closed form as shown in [91]. Expanding these methods for N element arrays quickly becomes
intractable for hand analysis. In practice, the preferred method for computing mutual coupling is
to use a numerical solver.
A full-wave electromagnetic model can directly compute Z (or S or Y) during the simulation. Network parameters are computed by stimulating one port while observing the response on
the other ports. The network parameter is the correlation coefficient between ports. Since network
parameters are frequency dependent terms, the computation should incorporate many frequencies.
For harmonic methods, the correlation can be computed for each frequency of interest explicitly.
For time domain based numerical methods, the frequency equivalent values can be obtained via
Fourier transform processing. Formulas for the impedance parameters are
vm (ω)
[Harmonic phasor form]
(2.171)
in (ω)
RT
vm (t) exp(−j2πωt)dt
= R0T
[Fourier transform form]
(2.172)
i
(t)
exp(−j2πωt)dt
n
0
vm (ω)i∗n (ω)
=
[Harmonic cross-correlation form]
(2.173)
|in (ω)|2
RT
RT
v
(t)
exp(−j2πωt)dt
i (t) exp(j2πωt)dt
m
0 n
= 0
[Fourier cross-correlation form]
RT
| 0 in (t) exp(j2πωt)|2

z(ω)m,n =

(2.174)
The general pattern can be extended to the other network parameters. In the case of finite sample
periods of the time domain signals, the Fourier methods can be computationally efficient via the
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Fast Fourier Transform algorithm to yield discrete frequency samples. The discrete samples can
then be interpolated for continuous resolution.

2.9.2

Computing the Mutual Impedance Matrix By Loading Condition Interpolation
As shown by [90], the mutual impedance matrix can be computed approximately with a

least-squares matrix solution involving the embedded element patterns computed under two distinct generator impedances Zg . Given two sets of embedded element patterns F, the solution
emerges after converting both F to the shared open-circuit loading condition.
Consider the fields for two different loading conditions F1 , F2 and two stimulating currents
vectors chosen as unity i1 = i2 = 1. Apply a Q to convert each to the shared condition Foc yields
F1 (I + Yg,1 Z)i1 = F2 (I + Yg,2 Z)i2 = Foc isc
F1 (I + Yg,1 Z) = F2 (I + Yg,2 Z)

By uniqueness property

(2.175)

F1 (Zg,1 + Z) = F2 (Zg,2 + Z)
(F1 − F2 )Z = Zg,2 F2 − Zg,1 F1
Z ≈ (F1 − F2 )−1 (Zg,2 F2 − Zg,1 F1 )

(2.176)

This last solution may be estimated using the least squares solution. The more pattern samples that
are used in F, the better quality result. As observed by [90], the quality of the solution improves
with greater disparity in loading conditions 1 and 2.

2.9.3

Computing the Mutual Impedance Matrix Using LRMSA
In some applications, only the real part of the mutual impedance matrix is required. This

can be obtained from fields computed under a single loading condition. The real part of the mutual
impedance matrix can be calculated approximately from the correlations between the embedded element patterns of several antennas (including the phase reference shift). This is called the Lossless
Resonant Minimum Scattering Approximation by [57]. The derivation is paraphrased below.
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The mutual impedance matrix has three components: radiation resistance Rrad , loss resistance Rloss , and reactive load jX all related like so
Z = Rrad + Rloss + jX

(2.177)

The real part of the mutual impedance matrix is Re [Z] = Rrad + Rloss . The power stimulated into
the network Pin is proportional to the product of the voltages and currents. These quantities are
related to the (symmetric) mutual impedance matrix Z via
1  
Pin = Re iH v
2

1 
= Re iH Zi
2
1
= iH Re [Z] i
2

(2.178)

(2.179)

By conservation of energy, the power in the system is either radiated or lost, so
Pin = Prad + Ploss

(2.180)

The total radiated power is
Z
Prad =

Ssig dΩ

(2.181)

|E|2
dΩ
2η

(2.182)

Ω

Z
=
Ω

To approximate this continuous integral with discrete samples, a quadrature rule is required. If the
column vector of power flux density samples from equation (2.150) are taken at points corresponding to the quadrature rule, the integral can be approximated by the weighted inner product. Let the
diagonal matrix W contain the quadrature weights, the scale factor 1/2η, and the reference current
normalization 1/|I0 |2 along the diagonal. For the open-circuit convention, the integration is now
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the quadratic form
Prad = Eoc H W Eoc

(2.183)

= isc H FH WFisc

(2.184)

= isc H Aisc

(2.185)

that can be expressed in terms of the pattern overlap matrix A. The remaining Ploss is computed by
summing up the power loss contributions due to resistance Rloss of the currents from every port.
Ploss = isc H Rloss isc

(2.186)

If this system is assumed lossless Ploss = 0, then the real part of impedance matrix is related to the
overlap matrix A via
Pin = Prad

[lossless assumption]

1H
i Re [Z] i = isc H Aisc
2

[open-circuit condition means i = isc ]

Re [Z] = 2A

(2.187)
(2.188)
(2.189)

This expression shows that the overlap matrix can be used to approximate the mutual coupling of an array by computing the real portion of the mutual impedance matrix. This approximation is called the lossless resonant minimum scattering antenna (LRMSA) approximation of
mutual coupling. Lossless comes from the Pin = Prad assumption. Resonant means the imaginary
portion of Z is zero. Minimum scattering antennas means the Prad does not have multiple scatters
from nearby antennas affecting the embedded element patterns.
Another approximation is implied by using the open circuit loading condition. The patterns
of minimum scattering antennas in the open circuit loading condition look similar to embedded
element patterns of that antenna in isolation. If these are approximated as equal, then mutual
coupling can approximate for an array of identical antennas by using phase shifted copies of one
antenna to compute the overlap matrix. This last approximation greatly speeds up computation
compared to computing a full wave electromagnetic solver on each antenna in a large array. The
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embedded element patterns for several canonical antennas are readily available in analytic form.
With good quadrature rules, and the this alleviates the need for explicitly computing Z using a
full wave numerical solver. For rapid prototyping design exploration, this approximation saves
significant time and computational resources.
The advantage of the LRMSA method is that antenna mutual coupling effects can be included in the array modeling with computations based simply on the embedded element patterns.
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CHAPTER 3.
HIGH ISOLATION DEVICES FOR PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FULL
DUPLEX MICROWAVE TRANSCEIVERS

3.1

Motivation
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) are presently being using for hosting all kinds of flying

sensors and electronic equipment. Antenna systems can be challenging to deploy on UAS (and all
vehicles generally) because the size, weight, and power restrictions of craft. High quality wireless
radios and sensors make use of several antennas, which put multi-antenna devices at odds with the
requirements for vehicles. Multi-antenna systems may refer to classical phased array type antenna
systems, but another class of multi-antenna system involves operating a transmitting antenna in
tandem with receiving antenna concurrently.
Simultaneous transmit and receive devices are known as full duplex. Full duplex technologies provide greater performance in applications such as airborne remote sensing and real time
communication networks. The continuous wave family of radars use full duplex antennas. Continuous wave radars do not have the minimum range issue of pulsed radars, making them good
candidates for UAS in applications such as drone collision and avoidance systems [19]. Full duplex radios can support higher duty protocols compared to time division multiplexed systems. For
example, a user may like to download video footage from an on board camera while receiving
guidance controls using the same spectrum allocation. Other examples of multi-antenna communication technologies include MIMO protocols with enhanced channel capacity.
The size and weight requirements of UAS lend to using printed circuit boards (PCBs) to
build antenna systems at X and Ku band. PCBs are notorious for undesirable electromagnetic coupling and interference because they contain tightly spaced components and exposed transmission
lines. One type of stray electromagnetic interference detrimental to full duplex radios is selfinterference from the transmitter within the same device. Self-interference is a well documented
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performance bottleneck for all full duplex radios with simultaneous transmit (TX) and receive
(RX) operation.
TX bleed-through occurs when high power signals from the transmitter section enter the
adjacent receiver. TX bleed-though reduces the effectiveness of the receiver electronics, and in
severe cases, renders them completely useless. If the TX bleed-through is sufficiently strong, the
total power seen by the first amplifier (and/or other amplifiers) may be strong enough to drive
amplifier into compression. A compressed amplifier will irreversibly distort the received signal
by hard limiting and introducing spurs and mixing products. This vulnerability is still present for
frequency division duplexed system without filtering before the amplifier. Even if the amplifiers
are not driven into compression, unfiltered TX bleed-through will raise the power level seen by the
analog to digital converter (ADC) and reduce the total dynamic range.
Electrical engineers have long battled challenges with radio frequency interference (RFI).
They have developed many solutions to enhance TX to RX isolation in full duplex radios. Some
techniques are passive hardware, other require active signal processing. Passive devices are often
preferred over active devices for simplicity and robustness. Active devices that rely on signal processing are still subject to decreased dynamic range at the ADC. Examples of passive components
for managing RFI include circulators, metal waveguide components, discrete reflectors, ferrites,
and milled-out solid metal casings. These components can be large and heavy, and are more accessible for large ground based platforms. Small vehicles do not have the luxury of supporting large
structures. In the interest of the size, weight, and power considerations for UAS, this research
investigates if high TX isolation can be achieved using passive techniques on a PCB with a smaller
size and weight than technologies available on ground stations.
The work in this chapter was reported in [58] and [59]. The goal was to develop small,
lightweight, PCB based structures to enhance TX to RX isolation. Using creative techniques,
the passive PCB techniques were able to block 105 dB of transmit to receive isolation before the
receiver’s low noise amplifier (LNA). The novelty in this result is how 105 dB of isolation is on par
with closed metallic waveguide style components on ground stations, while only using components
compatible in many existing PCB radios. While none of the components are explicitly novel in
themselves, the integrated measurement of 105 dB is unprecedented for a printed circuit board
based technology. All the isolation components fit within 21 x 5 x 5 cm3 with less than 115 grams
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram showing various subsystems for rejecting TX bleed-through

mass on the integrated PCB. Any developments that reduce size and weight for microwave antenna
systems are useful for vehicular integrations.

3.2

Component Descriptions
The system operates in two 250 MHz frequency bands centered at 8.5 GHz for RX and

10.5 GHz for TX (a fractional bandwidth of 3 percent). The RX and TX frequencies are separated
by 2 GHz of transition bandwidth for the band-reject structures. The antennas are separated by 15
cm (about 5 wavelengths) consistent with a small UAS platforms. Both antennas are mounted to
a plastic frame that holds the copper barrier and joins the PCB antennas into one structure. The
frame contains vertical sheets of copper in a resonant barrier between the two antennas. Each
antenna is a rectangular patch fed by a microstrip line. The microstrip line is designed into a phase
canceling feed network for the planar aperture.
The receiver chain begins with a resonant notch reject filter. The notch filter is followed by
the low noise amplifier. After the gain stage, a 7th order band pass microstrip filter is centered on
the RX band. These components are shown in Figure 3.1. Each subsystem is described below. A
top view is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Prototyped isolation system that blocks 115 dB of 10.5 GHz TX bleed-through into
the receiver 15 cm away. This design can enhance performance for frequency division duplex
technologies on printed circuit boards at microwave frequencies.

3.2.1

Antenna Separation
As antennas move physically farther apart, the electric field strength falls off ∝ 1/R2 . Any

arbitrarily low level of isolation could be obtained by simply spreading the antennas farther away.
Vehicles have constrained baselines. For this experiment, a baseline separation of 150 mm was
chosen between the center pins of the antennas. 150 mm is between 4 and 5 times the wavelength
of the TX and RX frequencies.
The gap between the antennas was prototyped in many forms before the final design. Early
experiments showed how antennas embedded within the same PCB substrate could couple up to
10 dB more than antennas placed in the same locations on separate PCB boards. This implies an
air gap is a more effective barrier than sharing a PCB substrate. If the antennas must share the
same PCB substrate, experimentation showed that cutting a slotted air gap in the substrate between
the antennas produces more isolation compared to a solid substrate. If a solid substrate is required,
experiments showed removing copper in the space plane between the antennas reduced coupling.
With these insights, it was decided to separate the antennas on two distinct PCBs for a best case
scenario.
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The TX and RX antenna were fabricated and tested individually. The TX antenna is
matched over the 10.3 – 10.8 GHz and the TX antenna is matched over 8.4 – 8.6 GHz. The
S11 responses taken with a N5230C PNA-L [92] vector network analyzer are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2.2

Copper Grating Barrier
Physical barriers are an important component for blocking radiative coupling. Stray ra-

diation can enter the RX chain through other locations besides the antenna, circumventing the
isolation components in the receiver chain. A good barrier prevents that leakage.
The electromagnetic interference literature generally has two forms of barriers: absorbing
and reflecting. Absorbing material will have high resistance and produce heat instead of reradiating the induced currents at the boundary. Absorptive materials tend to have relative magnetic
permeability above unity. Common examples include ferrite and carbon impregnated foam. Carbon impregnated foam is very flexible, and commonly scattered throughout electronic housings as
first line of defense.
Reflective barriers are good conductors that reradiate the surface currents at the boundary
to reflect the electric field. Reflective boundaries rely on geometry design to be effective. Gaps in
the conductor geometry creates diffraction patterns such as the aperture or knife edge variety. The
limit of reflective barrier thinking leads to a Faraday cage around the circuits of interest. A cage
is undesirable for a compact barrier, and blocks the antenna patterns, so a vertical plane (grating)
type reflective barrier between the antennas was used.
The quality of the copper grating barrier increases as more layers of conductor are added
with air gaps in between. The thickness of the conductor has little effect compared to number
of medium transitions. For example, 10 mm of solid copper is less effective than 5 layers of 1
mm copper separated by 1 mm air gaps. By observing the radiated fields of this structure in a
full wave finite difference time domain simulation Empire XPU, it appears air cavities between
vertical conductor sheets provide diffraction boundaries that successively remove radiation across
the edges of the barrier.
The final barrier designs contains short strips of copper sheeting arranged into a grating of
vertically oriented and horizontally spaced sheets. The copper plates were located between the RX
and TX antennas in a geometry that roughly resembles an approach taken by [30] and is reminiscent
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Figure 3.3: The return loss of the RX antenna demonstrating the pass band at 8.5 GHz.

Figure 3.4: The return loss of the RX antenna demonstrating the pass band at 10.5 GHz.
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Figure 3.5: The periodic spacing of the copper sheets creates a rejection bandwidth typical of
electromagnetic band-gap structures.

of many electromagnetic band-gap designs such as [26]. Band-gap designs rely on the periodic
geometry of boundary condition to cause destructive interference from the reradiated currents.
The spacing between sheets appeared to have a band-gap effect in simulation and experiment.
The copper barrier has a measured blockage over frequency shown in Figure 3.5. The bandgap resonance places a null over the TX band. The average null depth is roughly 15 dB. With many
small copper sheets, the localized shielding can be lighter than a full Faraday cage. Specialized
manufacturing could likely improve on this concept. The hand assembled copper grating barrier is
shown in Figure 3.6.

Near Field Diffraction Study
The reflective barrier redirection of radiation can be observed by studying the near fields
from the finite difference time domain model. Scanning the phase of the near fields reveals the
phase front of the propagation path. The near field phase front showed lateral radiation passing
across the copper gratings and diffracting into the cavity between the parallel plates. This result
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Figure 3.6: A side view of the grating barrier.

agrees with the modeling in [29]. Each diffraction pulls away more energy into the cavity leaving
less to enter the receiver antenna.

Poynting Streamline Visualization
The near fields can also be analyzed using streamline analysis of the Poynting vector field.
Streamlines describe tangent paths to the field gradient. Tracing these paths in the Poynting vector
field be used to visualize power flow across free space. This technique has been used to study mutual coupling paths in antennas [31]. This segment presents similar results involving the antennas
and barrier design.
The native Empire XPU software does not compute streamlines, so they must be computed
via external post-processing. After importing the field dumps into Matlab [93], the streamline()
method can be used to estimate the discrete gradient and seek tangent paths from a seed point.
To analyze Poynting flow between two coupled antennas, choose the seed point at the
receiving antenna port. Negate the direction of the field before finding the streamline in order to
backtrack the flow. With the field gradients reversed, all streamlines flowing into the receiver port
originate from the transmitter port.
Figure 3.7 shows a bundle of streamlines. This depicts a spatial envelop of power flow from
one port to the other. Each antenna is shown in red, the copper barrier in green, and the streamlines
in blue. The blue lines that appear to penetrate the copper are traveling around the outside of the
barrier and appear overlaid in the side projection.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of Poynting streamlines terminating at the antenna ports. The bottom
design simulates 20 dB more isolation than the top design because many of the streamlines in the
frame are interrupted.

In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 the power flow terminating in the receiver tends to radiate upward,
then tunnel in the barrier frame before entering the port. This suggests that the best path for power
flow is not through free space, but actually inside the connecting medium. This result matches
observations with earlier prototypes that showed how breaking the substrate connection between
antennas improves their isolation.
Compare this to Figures 3.12 and 3.13 where the power flow completely avoids the barrier.
There are paths around the barrier like Figure 3.9, but these paths are not smooth compared to the
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Figure 3.8: Streamlines starting near the first barrier tend to deflect upwards.

Figure 3.9: Streamlines that form vortices trap energy flow

streamlines terminating in the ports. It can be seen the conductive sheets deflect the flow of energy
out of the substrate.
The takeaway principle from this study is that many streamlines tend to stay within the
plane of the supporting frame. This suggests the frame is the dominant path of power flow. Interrupting the streamlines by penetrating the frame with copper sheets adds 20 dB more isolation in
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Figure 3.10: Top view of antennas with no barriers for comparison

Figure 3.11: Side view of with no barriers for comparison
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Figure 3.12: Top view of antennas with three barriers

Figure 3.13: Side view of with three barriers
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Figure 3.14: Phase canceling feed connecting four patch antennas designed to destructively combine TX signals traveling along the plane of the antenna

simulation because the flow must go around the conductive sheets. Future barrier designs should
penetrate the frame of the barrier. This can be accomplished with slots in the PCB.

3.2.3

Phase Cancelling Feed
The phase canceling feed network is a passive technique for attenuating undesired fre-

quency bands inside the antenna feeding network [27]. The line lengths in the feed are designed
to create a time delay that presents a 180◦ phase shift to undesired frequencies arriving from the
direction of the neighboring antenna. When the signals combine at the corporate feed, the opposite
phase components cancel. Each branch of the feed network is tuned for matching the impedance
of the 50 ohm rear-mounted SMAs. The phase cancelling feed tuned for the TX center frequency
is shown in Figure 3.14.
The phase cancelling feed measured around 20 dB of TX rejection. This measurement was
produced by de-embedding scattering parameters during testing. The rejection across the operating
band is shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: The phase canceling feed provides at least of 20 dB of rejection from the transmitter
across the RX and TX bands.

3.2.4

Defected Ground Plane Filter
The receiver design places a TX band notch filter with low RX band loss before the low

noise amplifier. This placement is justified because in the high bleed-through scenario, the TX
band leakage can be more devastating to the RX signal than the degraded SNR due to a small loss
before the low noise amplifier.
There exists a type of low insertion loss notch filter compatible with the microstrip transmission line structure. These kinds of filters have defects in the ground plane beneath the waveguide [34]–[37]. The defected ground plane creates a resonant notch rejection at the target frequency, but maintains the low loss of the waveguide in the other bands. The spatial footprint is
easily inserted into existing microwave PCB designs because it simply sits underneath existing
waveguide traces.
Taking inspiration from the defected ground plane filter in the literature, the design in Figure 3.16 was produced. The defect in the ground plane creates a resonating antenna-like structure
that pulls TX band energy away from the microstrip trace. The radiation removal effect is equiva76

Figure 3.16: Top and bottom views of the defected ground plane filter showing the simple microstrip line on top and the resonant structure on the bottom.

lent to a second order band reject filter. The insertion loss in the RX band is comparable to that of
a microstrip trace with less than 1 dB of loss. Microstrip lines are often used in connecting PCB
surface mount components, so this filter is a justifiable loss component in front of the low noise
amplifier. Bleed-through radiated off the trace is redirected away from the component chain in the
receiver.
The fabricated notch filter has rejection response with a quality factor Q of 5. The narrow
bandwidth can be seen from the measured response of Figure 3.19. The resonant properties of this
notch filter make it similar to an antenna in the ground plane. Care must be taken that radiation
from the defect does not leak into other portions of the design.
Changing the substrate thickness adjusts the Q factor of the band-pass coupled line filter.
As shown with Empire XPU simulations in Figure 3.17, increasing the thickness of the substrate
creates a wider quality factor. These simulations are variations on the nominal 20 mil thickness of
the Rogers 4350B substrate.
The defect in the ground plane creates a inductor like element underneath the microstrip
waveguide that resonates when capacitatively coupled from the microstrip line above. The resonance pulls energy away from the trace to radiate along the defect. The relatively narrow band
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Figure 3.17: The substrate thickness changes the Q factor of the coupled line filter in simulation.
The nominal substrate thickness is 20 mils.

signal removal creates a band-reject filter across the microstrip line. That is, a resonant band-pass
circuit is subtracted from the transmission line.
After iterating the design in simulation, the final geometry in Figure 3.18 was constructed
and integrated into the receiver. The dimensions of the defect are similar in size to the 50 ohm
microstrip line above it. The measured response of the defected ground plane filter is given in
Figure 3.19. It demonstrates a null bandwidth of about 200 MHz.
The transfer function of the resonant circuit matches a series capacitor-inductor-resistor
(CLR) circuit driving a 50 ohm load. This circuit topology was inferred during a system identification experiment taken from the measured frequency response. A comparison of the model and
measurement is shown in Figure 3.19
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Figure 3.18: The footprint is relatively small compared to the size of the microstrip line above it.

Figure 3.19: Good agreement from a system identification experiment to match a CLR transfer
function model to the frequency response of the defected ground plane filter.
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Figure 3.20: The transfer function represents a band-pass filter. When removed from the main line,
the band-pass feature becomes a band-reject filter. The fundamental frequency has a Q = 5.

Defected Ground Plane Filter Analysis
This section gives the analysis used in the system identification experiment. The assumed
transfer function model is shown in Figure 3.20. The end result of this analysis provides capacitor,
resistor, and inductor values of the CLR circuit.
The CLR equivalent circuit in Figure 3.21 is a physically intuitive model for the defected
ground plane filter. The capacitance is created by the air gap between the microstrip line and
the ground plane. The inductance is created by the defected radiator structure. The resistance is
created from losses in the return path. A CLR circuit has a transfer function of the form
H(s) =

R
+R+

s
L

1
Cs

(3.1)

This transfer function can be put in standard form via
H(s) =
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(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)

Figure 3.21: This estimated equivalent circuit corresponds to subtracting a narrow band-pass transfer function when observed at P2. This model has physical intuition because the air gap corresponds to gap between the microstrip line and the ground plane, and the lossy inductor corresponds
to the radiating defect. Values are estimated from a parallel plate capacitor model, then solving the
remaining quantities.

The A and B are related to component values C, L, and R via
C=A
1
B
1
R
L=
=
AB
C

R=
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(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)

The coefficients A and B are related to a pair of system parameters: the center frequency fc and
quality factor Q like so
√
1
1
=√ = B
LC
R
2πfc L
2πfc
Q=
=
R
A

2πfc = √

(3.8)
(3.9)

or in other words
A=

2πfc
Q

B = (2πfc )2

(3.10)
(3.11)

The poles of (3.4) demonstrate the CLR transfer function is a band-pass system. The poles in the
denominator are depended of the center frequency and quality factor like so
spoles

√
−A ± A2 − 4B
=
r

 2
1
−1
±j 1−
= 2πfc
2Q
4Q2

(3.12)
(3.13)

The pair of stable complex conjugate poles near the resonant frequency fc on the imaginary frequency axis causes the band-pass response. Increasing Q reduces the amount of dampening and
creates a sharper frequency response as the poles approach the origin.
The abstract standard form is useful for system identification via Padé approximant curve
fitting. A pair of A and B were sought that yielded good agreement between curves in Figure 3.19.
With a good fit for A and B, working backwards produced
fc = 10.4E9

(3.14)

Q=5

(3.15)

To map the center frequency and quality factor back to physical components R,L and C, begin by
considering the the physical intuition of the problem. The waveguide structure suggests C can be
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estimated from the size of parallel plate formed between the defect and the microstip line. Namely,
C=

(1.8E − 3)2 (8.8E − 12)(3.7)
A
=
= 0.21 pF
d
0.5E − 3

(3.16)

For a resonant frequency at 10.4 GHz, this requires and inductor with
L=

1
1
=
= 1.1 nF
2
C(2πfc )
2.1E − 13(2π(10.4E9))2

(3.17)

From the quality factor of 5 the resistance must be
R=

3.2.5

2π(10.4E + 9)(1.1E − 9)
2πfc L
=
= 14 Ω
Q
5

(3.18)

Low Noise amplifier
Low noise amplifiers are useful as first stage amplifiers because the first component has

the greatest impact on noise temperature of the receiver. This receiver uses the commercial IC
from MACOM, the MAAL-010528. This low noise amplifier has about 20 dB of gain with 1.5 dB
noise figure. The MAAL-010528 fits in a quad-flat-no-lead (QFN) surface mount (SMD) package. The small size, shown in Figure 3.22, facilitates use in many commercial radar and satellite
communication circuits. Larger, connectorized amplifiers could be used with superior gain and
noise performance, but this amplifier is used to keep the spacial footprint as small as possible. The
MAAL-010528 draws 70 mA with 4 volt supply.
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Figure 3.22: MACOM’s miniature microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) low noise amplifier has
20 dB of gain with a 1.5 dB noise figure

The measured gain of the MAAL-010528 is shown in Figure 3.23. It has roughly 20 dB
of gain in pass band with about 2 dB less gain in the transmit band. This measurement was taken
from a test board using the vector network analyzer.

Figure 3.23: The MAACOM low noise amplifier performs provides about 2 dB less gain in the TX
band compared to the RX band.
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With the low noise amplifier in the system, the receiver equivalent noise temperature is 372
K. Assuming a 300 K noise signal from the antenna, the input referred noise floor is -170.3 dBm
per Hz. This can be seen from the table in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24: Noise budget for the receiver electronics.

3.2.6

Microstrip Filter
The integrated receiver board includes an additional guard against TX bleed-through with a

seventh order coupled line microstrip filter. With so much isolation before the low noise amplifier,
this component could be considered obsolete, but was included for completeness.
A popular topology for a PCB geometry based microwave filters is the coupled microstrip
line. Our seventh order coupled line filter was designed with a templates available in Empire XPU.
The final design provides about 500 MHz of RX bandwidth with 10 dB of insertion loss with 60
dB of TX band rejection.
The fabricated filter is shown in Figure 3.25. The measured coupled line filter has a response shown in Figure 3.26. This measurement was taken from a test board using the vector
network analyzer.
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Figure 3.25: Coupled line 7th order microstrip filter achieving 55 dB of TX band isolation.

Figure 3.26: The filter response of the coupled line filter over frequency. The insertion loss in the
8.5 GHz pass band is about 3 dB and about -60 dB in the reject band at 10.5 GHz.
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3.3

System Integration Model
The sensitivity of the receiver across frequency can be modeled with cascade of scattering

parameters in the receiver chain. The S parameters in this model are taken from measurements of
individual PCBs containing each component. The S parameters were measured using the vector
network analyzer. The S parameter frequency samples were converted into time domain FIR filters
with equivalent (real, symmetric) frequency responses. The FIR filters were applied to the time
domain waveforms. The time domain models included a linearity model for the low noise amplifier
and additive random Gaussian noise to account component’s system noise temperature.
The model generates a time domain pulse containing a frequency rect() function (windowed
time domain sinc() function) 500 MHz wide centered at 10.5 GHz. The TX interference signal
was passed through a barrier model and phase canceling feed model, then into the receiver circuit
models. The receiver circuit models include the defected ground plane filter, low noise amplifier,
and microstrip filter models.
The computed power spectral density out of each component in the receiver chain is given
in Figure 3.27. The model predicts upwards of 150 dB of TX band rejection if the scattering
parameters remain consistent in the integrated design.

3.4

Prototype Hardware Integration Measurements
After tuning the designs with software models and individual component boards, a proto-

type of the receiver chain was made with physical hardware and measured with live signals.

3.4.1

Tone Injection Tests
These tests consist of broadcasting a narrow band tone out of the TX antenna, and observing

the power coming out of the receiver into a spectrum analyzer. The testing occurred inside two
anechoic chambers to prevent room multi-path reflections from perturbing the measurements. This
method is justified for modeling small aircraft in flight with an outboard platform. One anechoic
chamber is roughly 6 x 3 x 3 meters with pyramidal absorber foam. The other is roughly 0.5 x 0.5
x 1 meter lined with flat absorber foam. The test apparatus was placed on a cart inside the large
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Figure 3.27: The simulated power spectral density after cascading through each component in the
system.

chamber. The circuits were contained inside the smaller chamber on the cart. The test configuration
is shown in Figure 3.28.
The RX tones were measured in several ways. The first was directly on the carrier without
frequency down conversion. The second was after frequency down conversion using an external
mixer. Occasionally, the interference signal power was so low that it was beneath the thermal noise
floor of the spectrum analyzer. In these cases, external amplifiers were used to boost the signal.
All of the amplifiers and cable losses were measured and calibrated out of the measurements.
The plot in Figure 3.29 shows isolation for the receiver chain. This measurement contains
the free space separation, barrier, phase canceling feed, and defected ground plane filter. The total
effect produces at least 105 dB of protection to guard the low noise amplifier against saturation.
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Figure 3.28: Placing the circuitry within a pair of anechoic chambers.

The null bandwidth is mainly set by the defected ground plane filter. The null bandwidth is around
200 MHz.
A connection of individual component boards via SMA were also measured alongside the
receiver chain to serve as a comparison benchmark. Figure 3.30 gives a table that compares the
cascade of components on separate boards bound with SMA connectors to the performance of the
integrated receiver chain. The yellow columns show measurements of individual components. The
green columns show the cumulative TX rejection across the various components. The difference
between results are likely due to the sensitivity limits of the spectrum analyzer and booster amplifiers. The bottoming out at 120 dB is the thermal noise floor of the spectrum analyzer and booster
amplifiers.
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Figure 3.29: Coupling into the receiver low noise amplifier interpreted from tone stimulations into
the receiver chain.

Figure 3.30: Contributed isolation of each subsystem for the total 122 dB of measured isolation.
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Figure 3.31: Gain response from single RX chain prototype. This plot was taken without the RX
antenna after down converting to an IF signal band. There is 45 dB of TX to RX isolation. The
stitching curves are cubic interpolations between measurement regions.

The tone test was also conducted after frequency converting to an intermediate frequency
after leaving the integrated RX chain. Figure 3.31 shows the TX to RX isolation as observed at the
L band intermediate frequency. This plot is representative of what L band radios would observe
when using the Ku band front-end electronics.

3.5

Continuation Study of Antenna and Barrier Interactions
After completing measurement of the hardware prototype, a further study was conducted to

evaluate improvements to the barrier see the interaction with the antenna patterns. This hardware
design was never physically completed, but the simulation results are included here. The RX and
TX bands were moved into the Ku band with channels used by the SATCOM community.
This computational model in Empire XPU calculates the coupling between four transmit
and receive antennas in the integrated four layer PCB. The full wave 3D model is capable of modeling near field effects beyond hand analysis. The 3D model is shown in Figure 3.32. Another model
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Figure 3.32: Model of aperture PCB in Empire XPU.

Figure 3.33: 3D concept model incorporating RF electronics near the TX and RX ports.

was generated incorporating RF electronics on the TX and RX ports using the Altium software
package [94].
A cross section of the intended PCB design is given in Figure 3.34. The PCB provides a
solid medium to support the antennas, barrier, and RF electronics. The copper barrier is penetrating
the PCB because of the Poynting vector streamline study suggest that there were many paths for
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Figure 3.34: Side view of key components in the aperture PCB.

power flow inside the substrate that should be interrupted. The antennas have the phase canceling
feed structure built into the PCB aperture.
Figure 3.35 shows a plot of S parameter power vs frequency for simulation with and without
the copper barrier sheets. The TX ports are numbered 1 to 4 from top to bottom and the RX
antennas are numbered ports 5 – 8 from top to bottom. The resonant band-gap effect was tuned for
the TX frequency between 13 and 14 GHz. The no barrier curves can be used to infer how much
coupling is reduced with free space path loss and the phase canceling feeds. This shows the barrier
removes and additional 20 to 30 dB of coupling between antenna ports.
The computational model has the ability to measure the impact of the barrier on the embedded element patterns of the PCB aperture antennas. The finite difference time domain engine
collects the near fields on the radiation box and then implements a near to far field transformation.
The resulting far field patterns are given in Figure 3.36.
The 0 degree phi slice shows the array response from a 4 element linear array. The sinc-like
pattern is expected. The 90 degree phi pattern slice contains the radiation pattern in the plane that
contains the barrier. In this coordinate system, the barrier would be located at -90 degrees theta for
the 90 degree phi plane. The slight knee around 45 degrees theta and asymmetry of the curve shows
where additional reflections from the barrier are radiated. The deep null at -90 degrees indicates
the phase canceling feed and barrier are providing significant radiation blockage. The absence of
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Figure 3.35: Simulated port coupling with and without the copper barrier.

the barrier at +90 degrees, while still having the symmetry of the phase cancelling feed, provides
some comparison to gauge the barrier contribution to the null at -90 degrees.
It was also observed in some simulations (not shown) that if the barrier slats encroached
too close to the antenna, there was significant skewing of the radiation pattern. The pattern grows
wider towards the side without the barrier. In some extreme cases, the slat reflection introduces
another side lobe lobe.

3.6

Conclusion
This study involved a design to address the issue of unwanted transmit bleed-through in

compact, shared aperture, full duplex transceivers. The integrated system provides more than 105
dB of isolation at 10.5 GHz while fitting within a 21 x 5 x 5 cm3 box with less than 115 grams
mass. The unique copper barrier design redirects radiation away from the receiver and provides an
alternative to solid absorptive barriers. This device delivers the same kind of isolation performance
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Figure 3.36: The copper barrier tends to create an side lobe on the reflecting side

as a traditional metal waveguide design without the size and weight penalty. This lightweight
solution can help support full duplex radar and communication technologies for vehicle platforms.
Future work should produce the hardware in the last simulation study.
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CHAPTER 4.

4.1

SYSTEM ON CHIP REAL TIME ADAPTIVE GPS BEAMFORMER

Motivation
Modern multi-antenna systems are driven by digital computers that coordinate the signal

processing between many antennas in parallel. A popular strategy for high performance signal processing is called heterogeneous computing. These architectures delegate computational problems
to a collection of specialized computing hardware units. For example, the field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) may catch data from analog converters and compute continuous discrete Fourier
transform blocks, while the graphic processing unit (GPU) implements phasor correlation operations between parallel subbands, all while the central processing unit (CPU) directs traffic in
system memory and implements higher level algorithms with branch logic. The combination of
specialised hardware enables powerful real time computations.
Heterogeneous computing solutions often require a medley of motherboards and networking devices integrated together inside something like a server cabinet. The size, weight, power,
and complexity of these installation makes them prohibitive for vehicular deployments. This means
that multi-antenna technologies with heavy computation are often limited to fixed installation environments with space for the digital computation servers and analog signal conditioning equipment.
A technology released to the public in 2018 has begun to change this paradigm for multi-antenna
signal processing.
The technology follows the industry trend to integrate several discrete computing devices
into one digital circuit called a system on chip (SoC). The company Xilinx created an SoC device that integrates several heterogeneous computing cores popular for antenna signal processing
alongside high speed analog converters inside one silicon chip. The reduction in size from this SoC
integration provides a means whereby multi-antenna technologies with heavy computation can be
more viable for vehicular deployment. Upon release, there was not a prototype demonstration of
this SoC technology in recognizable form for the mainstream body of vehicular systems engineers.
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The goal of this research was to develop an interesting prototype that could demonstrate to vehicle system engineers that sophisticated multi-antenna signal processing could be performed in a
package compatible with vehicular platforms.
This chapter showcases work implementing a 16 port receiving beamformer inside one of
the new SoC devices. To make the beamformer interesting, the signal processing is configured for
adapting and tracking L1 band GPS. The purpose of choosing GPS signals is 1) give an interesting
context for the project for vehicle engineers 2) explore if beamforming algorithms can improve
GPS quality. A multi-antenna beamformer could enhance resilience to multipath reflection and
filter out GPS spoofing.
The work on this project produced two research contributions for the unmanned aircraft
community. First and most broadly, this work showcases an example of how ultra-wideband antenna signal processing can be incorporated with size and weight compatible for midsized unmanned aircraft. The aforementioned size restrictions on high performance heterogeneous computing environments have historically limited the use of such devices to large ships or aircraft.
With the smaller SoC integration, this work suggests these kinds of technologies may be viable for
small to mid-sized vehicles.
Secondly, a simulation study revealed the existence of a valid SNR regime could be used
during GPS cold starts to train an adaptive beamformer used for spatial filtering unwanted GPS
signals. This algorithm allows existing GPS receiver output data to be used in controlling an
upstream adaptive beamformer. This addresses part of the question about how to reliably track,
estimate, and update beamformer weight dynamically in flight without means for a priori array
calibration. Phased array devices on vehicles may not have the luxury of in depth array calibration
procedures, nor have the precision of installation to guarantee calibration stability between deployments. This discovery suggests a method for disciplining an adaptive beamformer in flight using
the existing GPS system.
There are several tests and milestones throughout this chapter that document progress over
3 years of consistent effort towards making a GPS beamformer inside the SoC. This project duration itself is a qualitative result that implies the engineering difficulty of developing custom SoC
architectures. This chapter organizes the work into three parts.
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The first part is the introductory material and background information that gives context
for computer architecture and signal processing involved. The second part gives a summary of
the computer architecture used in the final design. The last part gives some results from benchtop testing various portions of the hardware. At the conclusion of this work, a beamformer that
can adapt to the statistics of the incoming GPS signal was successfully tested, demonstrating that
adaptive beamformer technologies could be viable inside the SoC.

4.2
4.2.1

Background Material
SoCs
A SoC is a generic name for a device that incorporates many different computational de-

vices into one silicon chip. The term SoC represents an industry trend towards component integration onto single chips. For example, the company Xilinx supports a line of SoC devices that embed
several ARM CPU cores surrounded by an FPGA fabric. More recent devices are using network
on chip (NoC) technologies to integrate graphical processing units (GPUs), tensor processing units
(TPUs), random access memory (RAM), analog converters, and neural network cores around the
CPUs. The general term for this trend in computer architecture is called heterogeneous computing.
The goal of integrating the various compute architectures into one device is to provide the
power and speed performance of dedicated compute silicon while providing fast input/output (I/O)
bandwidth between cores. Dedicated silicon cores can be very efficient for their task, but moving
the required signal on/off chip is often the frustrating bottleneck. Off silicon signal routes have
long wires with degrading effects such as high capacitance, electromagnetic radiation, voltages
and current conditioning, packaging connections, timing skew, and impedance matching. These
considerations impose constrains on the effective bandwidth of the I/O channels on/off chip. Placing all of the compute cores in the same silicon limits the routing within the layers of silicon, which
ultimately yields higher I/O bandwidth between cores.
Integrating compute cores has a long history in computer engineering. In the last decade,
there has been a trend to place microprocessor cores inside the configurable logic of the FPGA.
These “soft-core” processors were able to run embedded software while enjoying close I/O with
the FPGA fabric. To borrow the nomenclature from Xilinx, the processing system (PS) existed
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Figure 4.1: Depiction of the RFSoC incorporating high speed analog converters on chip with other
computing cores.

within the programmable logic (PL) of the FPGA. The PL cores have fundamentally lower performance compared to dedicated silicon PS cores. Modern Xilinx SoCs provide dedicated silicon
for “hard” PS cores [95]. The PS and PL in Xilinx SoCs are tightly coupled together by a high
speed bus protocol called the AXI-Stream (AXIS) bus [96]. As SoCs grow in complexity with
more components, next generation devices are moving towards higher level bus protocols such as
network in chip (NIC). The NIC technologies suggest that SoC devices will only continue to grow
in heterogeneous complexity.
The SoC devices interesting for multi-antenna signal processing are the recent devices that
marry high speed analog to digital converters into the silicon with FPGA fabric and a hard core
CPU. This technology was released to the public in 2018 [40] and is changing the paradigm for
microwave signal processing. The line of Xilinx devices providing this technology are called
radio-frequency SoCs (RFSoCs) [2]. The GHz conversion rates and I/O of the RFSoCs allows
direct carrier processing for many common wireless signals. The device utilized in the research of
this chapter is the Xilinx XCZU29DR. A summary of the specifications of the chip are shown in
Figure 4.2. Figure 4.1 gives a depiction of this technology.
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Figure 4.2: Product specifications taken from [2].
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the basic components in a traditional analog receiver chain.

4.2.2

Traditional Analog Front-ends
A traditional analog receiver architecture has four key components: the antenna, amplifier,

mixer, and low pass filter. These basic components are shown in Figure 4.3. The circuit components in the chain can occupy a considerable amount of physical real estate on a printed circuit
board.
The worst offender of space constraints is traditionally the local oscillator distribution network. Generating a stable oscillator generally requires several subsystems such as a frequency
reference, phase locked loop, and loop filters. The local oscillator is usually at frequencies where
transmission line effects must be managed. This means the routing geometry is constrained and
generally difficult to manage. Additionally, every split in the oscillator signal halves the available
power (at best without loss), so the oscillator circuit generally must have high power or amplification within the distribution network. The mixer circuits generally have a narrow range of operable
powers for the oscillator input, so the gain levels must be carefully managed during distribution.
With a high speed analog converter, the analog circuitry may be reduced to simply an
active antenna (explained in the next section). An active antenna is an antenna driven by a set
of (low noise) amplifiers. The amplifiers provide current gain to/from the antenna and provide
signal conditioning for the analog converter source/sinks. The active antenna may also have a
filter around the band of interest. The active antenna designed by Spencer Ammermon and used in
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Figure 4.4: The active antenna designed by Spencer Ammermon has only one connection: power
over SMA.

this project is show in Figure 4.4. It has only one connection: power over SMA. This makes the
antenna easier to use on vehicles.
The active antenna has smaller footprint without the local oscillator distribution network.
The also makes simplifies the cable management on a vehicular chassis. A possible array configuration for an octocopter is shown in Figure 4.5. This configuration would give the ability to scan
over the sky dimensions in several polarizations. The antennas only require a single SMA cable
that could be routed to the centralized computer in the middle of the chassis.
The components used in the active antenna are shown in the link budget of Figure 4.6.
After the analog front-end, the expected incoming SNR at the analog converters is -12.3 dB based
on the minimum viable power provided in the GPS standard. The coding gain from integrating the
chip makes this seemingly low SNR viable in the signal processing. More on this is shown later in
Figure 4.11.

4.2.3

Direct Carrier Processing
The GHz analog conversion rates of modern SoCs provide more capability for the digital

signal processing. Converters operating in the GHz range allow direct computation on the carrier
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Figure 4.5: A possible mounting configuration for the active antenna onboard an octocopter chassis.

wave of many wireless communication protocols in the microwave band. That is, the converters
can directly sample or synthesize target modulations and carrier waves. This operation is called
direct carrier processing. The general topology is shown in Figure 4.7.
Direct carrier processing eliminates the need for analog frequency conversion with a mixer
circuit. Once sampled at a high rate, any frequency conversion from baseband modulations to the
carrier wave can be handled with digital computations in the signal processing. Incorporating the
mixing steps in the digital computations rather than with an analog circuit frees up the constraints
imposed by the local oscillator distribution network. The analog processing front-end electronics
simplify to an active antenna with possibly a preselect filter. Active antenna components are easily
incorporated into many commercial antenna packages, so the direct carrier processing effectively
eliminates the spatial footprint of the analog front-end electronics.
Direct conversion at a high sample rate provides other benefits. Once the signal is digitally
converted, it is immune to further corruption by noise, coupling, or electromagnetic interference.
Fewer analog components means fewer noise sources in the signal processing and less variation in
the analog performance. The spurs and mixing products of imperfect analog mixers are avoided.
Sampling with good dynamic range settings will fix the noise floor at the quantization error for the
remaining processing. Sampling at a faster rate spreads the constant power quantization error (not
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Figure 4.6: Link budget for the analog front-end.
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Figure 4.7: Depiction of moving the ADC forward of the mixer to implement direct carrier processing. Compare with Figure 4.3.

thermal noise power) over a wider support bandwidth leading to processing gain not available at
lower sampling rates. High sampling speed allows processing on multiple frequency channels in
parallel, eliminating analog parallel mixers or analog frequency scanning. The high sample rate
enables all forms of wide-band signal processing inside the digital domain.

4.2.4

Instantaneous Bandwidth
A common misconception of the high conversion rates of the SoCs is that the FPGA fabric

can process the entire sample bandwidth simultaneously. This is incorrect; the FPGA can only
process a few hundred MHz of instantaneous bandwidth. That is, the baseband modulation information imposed on the carrier wave. The high conversion rate can reach microwave band carriers,
but the modulation processing is limited to few hundred MHz around the carrier.
The instantaneous bandwidth inside the Xilinx RFSoC devices is connected to the analog
I/O ports via a digital frequency conversion block inside the rfdc IP block [97]. The rfdc contains
all of the hardware to connect the FPGA to the analog converters. There are many configurations for real vs IQ processing, channel interleaving, carrier frequency, dual carrier processing,
and multi-port synchronization. The rfdc contains a digital mixer and efficient cascaded integrated comb filter network to convert the instantaneous bandwidth to/from the carrier wave. The
XCZU29DR can process a maximum of 500 MHz of instaneous bandwidth.
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For many wireless applications, 500 MHz is a huge amount of instantaneous bandwidth.
This corresponds to roughly 500 megabits per second of BPSK. For comparison, WiFI channels
are 20 MHz wide, FM radio is 200 KHz, and HAM radio voice channels are 5 KHz. In radar
applications, 500 MHz enables huge time-bandwidth products that imply fantastic radar resolution.
The 500 MHz is often plenty for most applications, and this limit is often not met in practice.
Instead, the I/O bottleneck out of the FPGA is often the limiting factor. For example, processing 8
bits complex IQ samples at 500 MHz means the FPGA must be able to handle 4 gigabits per second
of data throughput. In practice this is extremely challenging so smaller bandwidths are typically
used in present designs. But, data rates may improve as the technology continues to advance.

4.2.5

The Carrier Card
The SoC devices are sophisticated silicon chips, but often have little use by themselves.

Chips require an ecosystem of other hardware peripherals to interact with the outside world. The
SoC vendors typically partner with outside companies to design printed circuit boards (PCBs) that
provide hardware peripherals to showcase all the features of the chip. These PCBs are called
development platforms or carrier cards.
The carrier card for the XCZU29DR used in this research was made by company called
HiTech Global (HTG). This company produced a carrier card called the HTG-ZRF16 [98] to support the 16 RX and 16 TX analog ports of the XCZU29DR. This card weighs about 2 lbs, requires
around 30 Watts (depending on the IP and signal processing), and fits within an 8 inches square
envelope. The HTG-ZRF16 is shown in Figure 4.8.
The HTG-ZRF16 contains several features for developing with the XCZU29DR. This
board contains a subsystem for generating the high precision clocks required for reliable sampling in the analog converters. There is 4 GB of DDR4 RAM in the base model for the processing
system (PS) of the XCZU29DR. A popular use case for the board is to sample the data with the
XCZU29DR, perform some initial signal processing, then create network packets for shipping the
data off to another server for further processing. The HTG-ZRF16 provides 8 gigabit transceivers
for this purpose. Rather than following this use paradigm, the work in this chapter embeds all of
the signal processing inside the XCZU29DR and does not communicate externally.
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Figure 4.8: The HTG-ZRF16 carrier card by HiTech Global for developing with the Xilinx
XCZU29DR RFSoC.

4.2.6

System Generator Tools
The Xilinx SoC devices are supported by the Vivado [99] and Vitis [100] software toolkits.

Since many FPGA customers are interested in signal processing algorithms inside the FPGAs,
Xilinx has partnered with Mathworks Simulink [101] to produce a graphical environment to design
and simulate FPGA hardware in a manner familiar to digital signal processing (DSP) engineers.
This set of tools is called System Generator for DSP [102] (SysGen for short).
The SysGen tools extend the Simulink environment with a collection of blocks that represent various hardware primitives. The primitives are connected to each other with a graphical
schematic. The Simulink environment provides behavioral analysis of the schematic. This means
the full power of the Matlab language is available for generating and validating test benches of the
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Figure 4.9: Key specifications for the HTG-ZRF16 taken from the product page.

hardware. After validation, the SysGen tools provide a means to export the hardware description
language of the schematic into IP cores for the Vivado tool flow.
The work described in this chapter relied heavily on the SysGen tools for developing the
signal processing IP. The various cores relied on SysGen primitives for implementing FIR filters,
multipliers, adder trees, FIFO buffers, vector operators, and a fast Fourier transform. Many of
the cores were designed using fundamental components such as logic gates, muxes, and counters.
Other cores relied on Xilinx blocks for floating point operators and memory buffers. The attributes
of the various FPGA hardware cores will be described later on.

4.2.7

GPS
This section contains a brief introduction to the basic principles of the global positioning

system (GPS). This summary is provided for context throughout the remainder of this chapter. The
appendix D contains a larger segment dedicated to giving more technical details about the signal
processing algorithms for GPS. A full treatment on GPS is given in popular book [103].
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The United States’ global positioning system (GPS) is an array of satellites in the Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) that help provide navigation services from space. A receiver’s
location can be estimated with computations involving the precise timing relationships of broadcasts from satellites in orbit. The timing of each satellite is kept by precise atomic clocks that are
monitored and calibrated by a ground station control.
The satellite clocks drive the timing schedule for broadcasting spread spectrum codes in a
repeating pattern. The spread spectrum codes are amplitude and phase modulations on the radio’s
carrier wave. The codes contain a mixture of public and military codes that are designed to superimpose on each other without interference. The public codes operate slower than the military
codes, and since only the public code definitions are openly published, the public has access to
limited timing precision (which implies limited spatial precision).
Since the codes’ broadcasts originate at a known time, the position of the code observed
by the receiver indicates the propagation distance from the satellite. The time delay of the code
can be measured by a radio receiver using a temporal cross correlation with a local copy of the
broadcast code. With the time delays measured, the delays are fed into a non-linear system of
quadratic equations involving the satellite positions used to solve for the user location. The system
of quadratic equations is solved efficiently within a few steps by using a gradient descent search
algorithm.
There are several code and carrier frequencies utilized in the GPS system. This chapter
focused on processing the simplest GPS signal called the L1 band coarse acquisition (C/A) code.
The L1 carrier wave is 1575.42 MHz, The C/A codes for the various satellites have 1023 chips per
1 millisecond interval. This puts the modulation bandwidth of the code upwards of 1.023 MHz.
The modulation bandwidth is less than a thousandth of the carrier wave frequency, meaning the
modulation bandwidth satisfies the narrow band approximation for signal processing. The chip
components are generated from linear feedback shift registers of different phases and generator
polynomials. Each C/A code is nearly orthogonal to the other C/A codes when integrated over the
millisecond period. Information from the satellite is sent by modulating the amplitude sign of the
code during the chip interval. The chip is repeated twenty times per information bit.
Digital phased arrays can be leveraged to improve the quality of GPS services in severely
degraded environments. Two cases of degraded GPS have been encountered in both civilian and
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military scenarios. In crowded urban areas, the GPS spread spectrum code at the receiver is heavily
degraded from multipath bounces. Each multipath bounce introduces a possible propagation path
that the receiver may detect. This increases uncertainty in the code timing, which ultimately increases uncertainty in the position estimates. One approach to minimize the impact of multipath is
equalization using a RAKE receiver [46] from several antennas. Another approach involves using
many antennas to deploy a spatial filter to limit the receiver sensitivity to a region containing the
satellite of interest and not the reflections.
Another kind of interference has been observed in tactical military scenarios. Since the
public GPS protocol is an open standard, fake GPS signals can be generated that follow the spread
spectrum protocol, but have misleading navigational information. This tactic is called GPS spoofing and has been observed in world at large [47], [48]. GPS spoofing from ground transmitters has
produced errors in user navigation systems. Military grade GPS signals utilize a secret protocol
that provides protection against these attacks (unless the code secrecy has been compromised). The
public codes are always exposed.

4.2.8

Beamforming Spatial Filter
Smart adaptive spatial filters that limit the receiver antenna pattern to the expected track of

GPS satellites can be used to alleviate concerns from multipath and spoofing. The filter emphasizes
a spatial region of interest and places nulls over undesired signals (Figure 4.10). Some examples of
these GPS adaptive beamformers in the literature are [42]–[45]. These beamformers adapt based
on real time correlations from the various antenna ports. Managing the various computations in
real time lends to using a custom digital design integrating both hardware and software components
inside the SoC platform.
SoC devices equipped with high speed analog converters can provide coherent sampling of
many antenna ports at once. This ability makes these platforms ideal candidates for implementing
spatial filters with beamforming. Beamforming is the process of summing several coherent data
streams from separate antennas with weighting functions tuned with phase and amplitude tapering.
That is, the combined antenna pattern of the array antenna is determined by the weights in the
beamforming summation. The shape of beam can be designed to create a spatial filter across the
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Figure 4.10: The beamformer can help eliminate multipath and spoofing interference.

antenna array field of view. The beam will provide a strong antenna response in a target direction,
and minimize signal from other directions.
The beamformer multiplies the observed baseband IQ phasors from each antenna with a
complex beamformer weight and sums the several signals together. The baseband rate for L1 band
GPS in this design is 2.046 MHz obtained from a 1575.42 MHz carrier, meaning the complex
multiplication satisfies the narrow band constraint for approximating a time delay with a narrow
band phase shift. The complex weights w are designed with phase and amplitude tapering to
increase sensitivity for satellites in the sky and reduce sensitivity from bounces or spoofing near
the horizon.
Since the phase relationships from each antenna are not known a priori, the adaptive beamformer relies on phasor correlation information in the receiver observations. The correlation between ports are computed by integrating the conjugate product of voltage phasors v of ports m
and n at time index t to to estimate the sample correlation matrix R over time interval T . See the
background chapter for more detail.
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Adaptive beamformer algorithms use R for designing beamformer weights. A maximum
signal to noise ratio (SNR) beamformer seeks to maximize the dominant signal present in the ports
while minimizing a noise model. The beamformer weights maximize the Rayleigh quotient
wmax SNR = arg max

wH Rs w
wH Rn w

(4.1)

of the signal (s) and noise (n) correlation matrices under beamformer weights w. The solution is
largest solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem wRs = λwRn . The solution is normalized
such that 1 = wH w. Correlation measurements in environments absent signals of interest can be
used to estimate Rn . Assuming uncorrelated random noise between ports, Rn can modeled as an
identity matrix yielding the maximum directivity beamformer. The signal correlations Rs can be
updated in real time. The signal processing can run real time computations of R, compute the eigen
vector solver every so often, the apply the beamformer weights to each beam of interest.
The sample correlation matrix contains correlation information for all of the signal components in the antenna. If the signal components are spatially distinct, they will exhibit a separability that allows splitting the correlation matrix subspaces into into three distinct components
R = Rsig + Rintf + Rnoise . These three components are models representing combinations of the
various basis vectors that define the span of R. The linear subspaces of a measured R are revealed
with a singular value decomposition. After the decomposition, each subspace is assigned to one of
these three classifications.
Signal modeling and calibration routines can be used for classifying the basis vectors of R
into the three groups. Models that are a priori take user inputs to produce array response vectors
that can be used to model subspaces in R. These models may use computational electromagnetic
simulations to aid modeling both noise and signals. Other a posteriori use plausible heuristics
to sort the subspace of measured R. A popular heuristic is to choose the strongest basis vector
as a signal vector, and the other basis vectors as interference and noise. Another heuristic may
assign the strongest subspace as the interference, and assign the others as signal spaces. Some
techniques will combine an a priori model for a theoretical result and make corrections based on
measurements. The adaptive GPS spatial filters discussed below are closer to this style. Regardless
of how the signal models are chosen, once sorted, there is enough information to design statistically
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optimal filters to emphasise the signal of interest and mitigate the undesired components. This is
called the maximum signal to interference noise ratio (SINR) beamformer

wmax SINR = arg max

wH Rs w
wH (Rn + Ri )w

(4.2)

The statistical independence of the three components strongly determines the effectiveness
of this technique. Statistical independence is influenced by differences in time, frequency, and
spatial direction of the signals. The closer the signals align in time, frequency, and space, the poorer
the filter can discriminate between them. For wide-band signals, a bank of spatial filters is applied
in parallel over narrow frequency channels with their own correlation matrices, then reconstructed
back together. The wide-band effect from a bank of narrow-band filters is approximately a true
time-delay between antennas. In the GPS spatial filter, the signal is sufficiently narrow band that
only one channel is correlated and filtered. All of this theory is presented in more detail in the
background chapter.

4.2.9

GPS Adaptive Filters
For both spoofing and multipath scenarios, controlling the sensitivity of the receiving ra-

diation pattern reduces the impact in observing extraneous GPS signals. Since GPS satellites
are moving targets, beamformers to track their position must be adaptive in some sense. Some
heuristics for assigning beamformer weights in the context of the maximum SINR beamformer are
presented below.
One approach is to use the problem geometry of the array antenna, along with computational electromagnetics, to produce estimates of the array response vectors of various satellites
based on their estimated position in the GPS almanac. This can produce an estimate of Rs . An
estimate of the noise correlations can be made by measuring Rn on the hardware. The beamformer
algorithm then applies both in the beamformer algorithm to solve the weights.
A pre-deployment calibration routine can be used to estimate the noise correlation matrix
Rn . For example, without the GPS antennas attached sample Rn and use that in the denominator.
Or perhaps in an anechoic chamber without GPS, Rn can be sampled. Once in flight, the signal
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matrix Rs can be updated periodically. A large change in the eigenspectra of Rs may indicate a
spoofer has emerged.
Another heuristic may be to measure a sample correlation matrix on the hardware, sort the
subspaces with an singular value decomposition, and assign the largest N subspaces to Rs and the
weaker subspaces to Rn . In a perfect signal environment, each of the N subspaces would describe
a beam optimally placed on a distinct N satellites. In this method, the port noise correlations can
be modeled as isotopic with a diagonal Rn . Each beam could then run a cold start GPS acquisition
step to discover which satellite it discovered.
A heuristic to combat spoofing may use the GPS almanac to assign satellites to subspaces
based on expected power and relative intensities. In a hostile spoofing scenario, it may be known
the strongest subspace belongs to nearby ground transmitter. This beam subspace could be discarded. Choosing the right heuristic becomes the job of the engineer and operator based on situational context.

4.2.10

Beamformer Gain
The verification tests of the beamformer system relies on a definition of beamformer gain.

Beamformer gain is defined as the ratio of input and output SNR of the system.
Gbeamformer =

SNRbeam
SNRref

(4.3)

The signal power Ps from the beamformer is defined with sample voltages v and weights w by
Ps = w H v

2

(4.4)

The noise power Pn is defined in terms of the noise correlations Rn
Pn = wH Rn w
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(4.5)

This makes the SNR ratio
2

wH v
SNR = H
w Rn w

(4.6)

The beamformer weights are always scaled to enforce the unit energy criteria
1 = wH w

(4.7)

Without a measurement or simulations to produce a noise model, the best available noise
power reference is one of the incoming ports to the beamformer. Without loss of generality, say
this port is 1. The beamformer weights that isolate this port are
w1 = [1, 0, 0, . . . , 0]

(4.8)

In this model, the noise is assumed uncorrelated or spatially white across ports. This makes the
noise correlation matrix the scaled identity matrix
Rn = σn2 I

(4.9)

Now to evaluate the beamformer gain term
Gbeamformer =

SNRbeam
SNRref

(4.10)
2

wH v
w1 H w1 σn2
2
wH Rn w
|wH
1 v|
!


2
wH v
(1)σn2
σn2 (1)
|v1 |2

=
=
=

!

wH v

!
(4.11)
(4.12)

2

|v1 |2

≈N

(4.13)
(4.14)

The last approximation is what is expected to see if all the ports contain the same information as the
reference port: a gain of N which is the number of ports. Gains higher than this means exploiting
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an advantage in the noise correlations (non-isotropic noise). Gaining less than this means either
the ports were not all equal value, or the beamformer is under performing and has a loss.

4.2.11

A Study About GPS SNR Estimation
In the course of developing the adaptive beamformer feedback loop, a theoretical question

arose that seemed to confound several other students and faculty members. This segment contains
results from a numerical simulation that clarifies the issue. This also suggests a method that can be
used to adjust the array calibration in flight, which is a known issue for phased array technology.
The question: is the input SNR of a sampled direct sequence spread spectrum chip correlated with two statistics computed on the matched filter output over one chip period. The first
statistic is the peak to average value ratio. The second statistic is peak to standard deviation ratio
(Z score).
The answer is yes for both statistics, but only within a valid SNR region. Each statistic
has a distinct SNR region that shows correlation with input SNR. Outside that range, the statistic
saturates due to the properties of the spread spectrum code. The relationship between input SNR
and each statistic is shown in Figure 4.11.
This plot was produced by simulating a matched filter detection scheme using 4 superimposed GPS PRN sequences with added Gaussian noise scaled to the input SNR level. The input
codes did not have Doppler shifts. Each symbol was repeated over 20 chip cycles. The codes
where processed with a soft-decision matched filter (cross-correlator), and the resulting powers
over lag where obtained. The detection statistics were computed on the powers over one period
and averaged over 1000 repetitions at the same SNR level.
The blue line on the plot indicates the expected input SNR according to the link budget of
the analog active antenna given the minimum viable power listed in the GPS standards document
[6]. The red Z score statistic has a positive correlation near this SNR range. This suggests the Z
score metric can be used to estimate a detection threshold for a valid GPS signal. The red curve
also has a less sensitive negative correlation in the low SNR regime. In this low SNR regime,
the black peak to average ratio statistic has negative correlation. At high SNR, the black curve
approaches a minimum constant value.
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Figure 4.11: There are SNR regions where the matched filter detection metrics are correlated with
input SNR. The minimum SNR guaranteed by the GPS standard and the system link budget (blue)
puts the incoming SNR in the region sensitive to the peak to standard deviation metric.

The correlation regions of the black and red curves are disjoint. This implies it should
be possible estimate the input SNR by using both statistics to invert the curves. The broader
implication is that it should be possible to estimate the SNR quality of an applied beamformer
by using the downstream output of the matched filter as feedback in algorithms estimating the
adaptive beamformer weights. This provides a mechanism for disciplining and updating the array
beamforming weights and calibration states. This can be accomplished using feedback procedures
similar to those used the Appendix C.

4.3

Computer Architecture Design
The XCZU29DR ships with a few core libraries [104] for basic configuration and elemen-

tary drivers, but further engineering is required to develop the computing architecture for the real
time signal processing. The signal processing algorithms of this project requires a medley of custom hardware and software engineering. In this section, the term hardware refers to the FPGA
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Figure 4.12: The distribution of computational tasks across FPGA (hardware) and the CPU (software) and the communication between them.

configuration in the programmable logic (PL in Xilinx terminology). The term software will refer
to C++ code running inside the ARM cores inside the processing system (PS in Xilinx terminology). The software is bare metal meaning executable files without an operating system like
embedded Linux. The interrelationship of computational tasks between the hardware and software
processing components is given in Figure 4.12.
The signal processing required to demodulate L1 band GPS spans several layers of computer architecture. The classifications used in this chapter are:
1. physical layer hardware including the configurable logic in the FPGA
2. device level drivers between the PS and PL
3. software data structures, containers, and memory mapping
4. application layer C++ code inside the ARM processor
5. network layer for interacting with an external host
This next sections present a tour of the design traveling through each layer of architecture.
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Figure 4.13: The hardware cores contained inside FPGA fabric provide real time direct carrier
processing, multi-beam computation, port correlation, and various accelerators for GPS signal
processing operations.

4.3.1

Configurable Logic Cores
The configurable logic is responsible for the majority of the real time computation required

for L1 band GPS signal processing. The prominent modules are depicted in Figure 4.13. The
signal flow goes as follows: filter, decimate, and convert to floating point, broadcast the data to
the beamformers and the port correlator for computations, then stream into the CPU memory via
direct memory access. The CPU then orchestrates further operations for demodulating GPS using
the hardware accelerator cores to implement the matched filters and decoding procedures.

XCZU29DR FPGA
At the 2018 release, the XCZU29DR contained one of the largest PL regions in a Xilinx
FPGA. In 2021, the device is still competitive with new models (Figure 4.2). One of the key size
metrics for signal processing engineers is the number of DSP slices. DSP slices are a hardware unit
inside the configurable logic that provide various flavors of multiply and accumulate operations on
fixed point data. The DSP slices are the staple component of many algorithms such as the fast
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Fourier transforms of finite impulse response (FIR) digital filters. The XCZU29DR is part of the
Ultrascale+ series that contains over 4000 DSP slices. For comparison, the previous generation of
Xilinx Kintex 7 FPGAs released a decade earlier have 2000 slices. The Ultrascale+ series also has
13 megabytes of RAM inside the FPGA that can be used for buffers in various algorithms.

RF Data Converter (rfdc)
Xilinx provides an IP core for interfacing with analog converters called the Radio Frequency Data Converter (rfdc) [97]. This is the black block in Figure 4.13. The rfdc manages the
local oscillator for frequency conversion and provides the filtered decimation to the instantaneous
bandwidth of the FPGA. The rfdc is divided symmetrically into 4 ports per tile, with a total of four
tiles to manage the 16 analog to digital (ADC) ports and 16 digital to analog (DAC) ports.
The GPS design configures the rfdc to sample the ADC at 2.046 GHz. This corresponds
to 2000 times the fundamental chip sample interval of 1.023 MHz. The rfdc applies a mixer from
the second Nyquist zone at the L1 band center frequency 1.575246 GHz. The conversion applies a
combination of 3 digital decimating FIR filters with 80% Nyquist cut-off to produce 255.75 MHz
of complex IQ instantaneous bandwidth out of the block. Each complex sample is a pair of 16-bit
signed integers meaning the rfdc produces 32 parallel bits per clock cycle at 255.75 MHz. The IP
settings are summarized in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.

Decimation Block
The data rate coming our of the rfdc is 250 times the native chip rate of the C/A code.
This is grossly over-sampled for the downstream DSP on the spread spectrum code. The first
processing step is to average the samples and decimate to a rate of 2 complex samples per chip
period (filtered decimation by 125). The oversampling by 2 is maintained for filter roll off and
Doppler correction downstream. The SysGen tools provided tool to create a Parks-McClellan
equiripple FIR filter [105] of length 2048. The filter response is shown in Figure 4.16
This FIR is implemented with the FIR Compiler 7.2 IP SysGen IP [106]. It operates on
complex fixed point data with parallel paths for the IQ pathways. This core produces the efficient
systolic multiply accumulate FIR architecture that emphasises clock speed performance. The IP
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Figure 4.14: Summary of settings in the rfdc IP GUI.

Figure 4.15: Summary of the settings inside the rfdc IP configuration menu.

also efficiently handles the decimation by 125. There are 16 total FIR filters, one for each port.
Each filter uses 18 DSP slices and 1 BRAMs.
If DSP resources are scarce in the FPGA, Xilinx provides a resource efficient cascaded
integrated comb filter that uses fewer DSP slices at the expense of filter response shape. There was
plenty of room in this design, so the higher quality FIR filter was used.
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Figure 4.16: The filter response of the decimating FIR filter.

Quantization Block
Fixed point arithmetic in the DSP chain can be tricky because each core introduces bit
growth to the output. Allowing full bit growth in the DSP slows down I/O into the CPU and takes
more routing and FIFO resources. For this reason, a single precision floating point converter is
placed after the FIR filter. The single precision format fits cleanly into the memory bus widths,
locks the dynamic range to 24 bits, and simplifies routing. Single precision multiply and add
operations each take 1 DSP core.
The floating point conversion block contains a multiplier to scale the output. The downstream port correlator has a requantization to 16 bits signed integer before the multiply and accumulation therein. This means the scale factor controls the dynamic range of the port correlator.
The beamforming pipeline is implemented with floating point hardware. The scale factor is loaded
into a register by the CPU at boot. The floating point conversion and scalar multiply require 6 DSP
cores per complex channel.
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Broadcast Block
After requantization and scaling, copies of the data path needs to be broadcast to several
other cores. The correlation matrix core requires two splits from every stream, and the beamforming core requires a third split. Since the data path is carried using the AXI stream protocol, there
needs to be proper handling of the back pressure and interface timing from the downstream cores.
This suggest using a series of asynchronous FIFO cores to copy the stream into three directions.
The broadcast block uses the Xilinx AXI Broadcast IP core to generate the FIFOs and broadcasting
logic. The FIFOs are all implemented with configurable logic blocks (CLB).

Port Correlator Block
The port correlation operator is computing a matrix based on the accumulation
Rn+1 = Rn + vn vn H

(4.15)

In this notation, n is the time index, v is a column vector of complex phasor samples from all of
the ports and time n. The computation architecture is a distributed set of multiply-accumulate DSP
operations.
The incoming data is 16 bit signed integers, so the product will have 16 + 16 + 1 = 33 bits.
The accumulation will allow growth to 48 bits. This corresponds to allowed accumulation growth
by 248−33 = 32768. The complex conjugate multiply operation requires 3 DSP slices and 6 clock
cycles. The complex accumulation takes 2 DSP slices and 2 clock cycles. There are 16 ports to
correlate making the final matrix 16 by 16 with 256 elements.
There are many possible schedules for the multiply-accumulate operations with performance trade offs. A study was conducted to select the desired port correlation architecture.
A direct computation is the most costly for hardware. That is, every multiply accumulate
in the entire matrix happens simultaneously in parallel. To multiply accumulate every sample in
the matrix would require (2 + 3)256 = 1280 DSP slices, with a latency of 8 clock cycles.
Since the correlation matrix is a Hermitian symmetric matrix with conjugate symmetry
between the upper and lower diagonals, the number of resources can almost be halved by inferring
the lower diagonal as the conjugate of the upper diagonal. The requires only 256/2 + 16/2 = 136
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multiply accumulates. This would require (2 + 3)(256/2 + 16/2) = 680 DSP slices and maintain
a latency of 8 clock cycles. In an FPGA with 4000 DSP slices, this could be acceptable, but there
is an important factor to consider.
The correlator is receiving signals that have been decimated by a factor of 125. This means
there are a 125 clock cycles between adjacent inputs. The means the direct computation has a
utilization of less than 1 percent. There is room to reuse hardware cores during the idle period.
There are many schemes that could be proposed to do this. They all involve sharing the conjugate
multiply unit and some form of shared accumulation strategy. One such shared accumulation
strategy is to use an addition block and FIFO to cyclically maintain the distinct summations.
The symmetry of 4 is convenient for designs inside the RFSoC series devices. If the 16 by
16 matrix is divided into 4 x 4 processing units each computing 4 x 4 ports while time multiplexing
across 4 time intervals, the hardware required is 4(3) + 4(2) = 20 DSP slices per processing unit.
With 16 processing units, the total DSP slices is 320. This has about 3 percent utilization. This
could be further optimized by exploiting the conjugate symmetry, but only saves 6 processing units
for a total of 20(16/2 + 4/2) = 200 DSP slices. As the processing units occupy larger blocks in
the full matrix, the efficiency of removing the conjugate blocks tends to decrease.
Another natural approach for time multiplexing is to operate on each row of 16 ports over
16 time intervals. The requires only 16(5) = 80 floating point units, and has almost 13 percent
utilization. This approach loses efficiency in using the conjugate symmetry and might as well
compute the full matrix.
The limit of multiplexing thinking leads to a full time multiplexed computation of the 256
elements, or 136 elements with conjugate symmetry. Unfortunately, decimating by 125 does not
provide enough time to compute the full matrix, so the largest possible time multiplex symmetry
is 64 with a utilization around 51 percent.
In this project’s design, the 16 multiplex design was first attempted. The input broadcast
routing became very complex and the Vivado tools struggled to find fast routing paths that operated
at 255.75 MHz. The 4 multiplex design was chosen for the final implementation. This design
had faster routes, and fit nicely with the symmetry of the rfdc tiles. The conjugate symmetry
optimisation was ignored because of complexity in the output I/O into the DMA. It was simpler to
leave the samples in place for packing into the DMA and unpacking in the CPU.
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The correlation matrix samples integrated for roughly a second between output I/O events,
so the serial output I/O rate was not a constraining factor. The integration times are managed by
a hardware timer that is controlled by the CPU. The integration timer fires at a regular interval
that triggers a dump from the cyclic accumulators into the DMA. The DMA has a width of 32
bits per transaction, so the 48 bit accumulator values are requantized to single precision floats
before streaming across the DMA. The cyclic accumulators are reset with zeros after dumping
their outputs. The accumulator dump flows into a FIFO buffers that are then consumed by the
DMA in a fixed order. This means the receiving CPU program must permute the order in memory
to correctly reconstruct the matrix.

Beamformer Block
The beamformer implements the operation
b = vT w

(4.16)

where v is a collection of voltage phasors at one time instant, and w is a vector of beamformer
weights. The scalar result is one sample from the beam. This operation is implemented with single
precision floating point. This avoids dynamic range issues from the multiplication and summation.
The summation is implemented with a 4 stage adder tree. Time multiplexing was not considered
because the adder tree resources are comparatively small. There is room in the FPGA fabric and
processing time available to support 8 parallel beamformer cores in the hardware, but only is used
in the present design.

Hardware Accelerators
There are several hardware accelerators in the FPGA configured to support the CPU with
specialized computation tasks. The hardware accelerators implement a
• Fast Fourier transform
• Vector multiplier: c[n] = a[n]b[n]

0≤n≤N −1

• Vector addition/subtraction: c[n] = a[n] ± b[n]
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0≤n≤N −1

• Vector integrator: c =

PN −1
n=0

a[n]

Each core operates on complex single precision floating point. The Fast Fourier transform core is
capable of processing vectors of length powers of 2 up to 216 . When bench-marked against pure
C++ radix 4 FFT in the CPU, the FFT core is over 100 times faster. The vector operators perform
5 - 10 times faster than the comparable C++ operations compiled with g++ -o3 on the ARM core.

4.3.2

Device Drivers
The device drivers consist of the software components that directly interact with the hard-

ware via register control operations. Each IP core is memory mapped with control registers that
these drivers can manipulate. The device drivers are written in C++ and compiled into the executable machine code on the ARM processing core 1. The device drivers manage
• The external clock programming over I2C
• The rfdc configuration initialization
• The beamformer weight programming
• The DMA out of the beamformer
• The DMA in/out of the FFT core
• The correlation matrix integration count timer
These drivers are built upon the low level example designs provided by Xilinx in [104].

4.3.3

Containers and memory sharing
There are several container objects in the software portion that provide interfaces between

processing tasks. One example is the GPS sample buffer. This buffer handles the packets out of
the beamformer core and prepares it as a flat array for easy access. Another example is the beamformer weight container. This container enforces the unit energy condition on the floating point
weights. In general, this software layer provides several memory buffers used for the hardware
acceleration cores to transfer results on vector operations. Other containers contain configuration
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data for the programming the clocks on boot up and timing the port correlation matrix interrupts.
A full description of the software is this layer is beyond the scope of this chapter.

4.3.4

Application Layer
The application is responsible for directing the hardware accelerators to process the base-

band voltage samples from the beamformers. The hardware accelerators are used to perform equalizing, demodulating, deciding, decoding the GPS messages, and retrieving the spread spectrum
symbol timing information within an epoch. Since this portion of the software is real time, a central task loop organizes the computation tasks to complete within time slots of 20 ms corresponding
to the GPS sample time.
After decoding the timing and information in the GPS message, the software has everything
required to estimate position and velocity vectors. The first step in GPS processing is to convert
the timing differences within an epoch for each satellite into psuedo-range estimates of satellite
distances to the antenna.
The psuedo-range estimates are fed into the multidimensional Newton-Raphson method
discussed in the GPS appendix. The iterative solutions can be updated from streaming input from
the hardware. The solver requires knowledge of satellite position and velocity maintained within
an almanac. The almanac is constantly updated with information from the GPS messages in conjunction with kinematic models of the satellite and vehicle trajectory.
With position, velocity, and an almanac of satellite station, the software can form signal
models for the satellites in the sky along with measured correlation data to compute the beamformer weights required to spatially filter each satellite. These weights can be regularly updated
with position and velocity to continuously track the satellites in the sky. This feedback loop is
shown in Figure 4.12.
The GPS message handling in the application layer has been framed and developed by
Jacob Bartschi as of the writing of this chapter, and can be found in his future master’s thesis.
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4.4

Test Results
The lifetime of this project had three key milestone tests. The first test verified the func-

tional correctness of the connected IP blocks in processing the spread spectrum GPS signal. The
second milestone demonstrated the multi-port temporal correlator was correctly computing samples when implemented inside the FPGA. The third milestone demonstrated the beamformer, temporal correlator, and spread spectrum processing accelerator cores worked together on recorded
GPS signals.

4.4.1

Verifying the GPS Signal Processing IP
The Matlab Simulink extensions for Xilinx’s System Generator for DSP framework was

used to develop and verify the IP for the initial processing on the GPS modulations. This software
package allowed for unit testing the various DSP segments including the decimating FIRs, AXI
stream slitter, beamformer block, spread spectrum chip correlator (deprecated in the final design),
and decision block (deprecated in the final design). The unit tests involved generating test signals
within the Matlab environment, importing the signal into FPGA native types, simulating the IP
execution over clock cycles, and dumping the waveforms back to Matlab types. The unit test
waveforms consisted of common signals such as constants, pulses, tones, and ramps.
After many unit tests, the IP were integrated together into a larger test. The input waveform
was several copies of a QPSK modulated carrier wave matching the characteristics of the L1 band
modulated signal. The IP was able to correctly down-convert to baseband, copy, sum, matched
filter, and decide the chip correlations of the test waveform. The output decisions matched the
input IQ modulations. The input and output digital signals are compared in Figure 4.17. The
difference between the curves is the processing latency.

4.4.2

Verifying the Sample Correlation Matrix Core
A key processing step for the DSP is to compute the matrix of complex correlation coeffi-

cients between ports. The core was able to successfully compute the phase relationships between
tone signal during unit tests using the Simulink simulation environment.
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Figure 4.17: Results from a Simulink test bench that show the hardware IP can correctly recover
simulated digital modulations corresponding to GPS messages. Note that a processing time delay
exists between the sent and decided waveforms in this graphic.

The next step was testing the port correlator implementation in the FPGA fabric. This
integration test required: clock generation on the HTG-ZRF16, connected AXI DMA pipelines,
working AXI GPIO control logic, correct AXI interupt timer programming, operating multi-tile
synchronization, and a bare metal C code application to read from the DMA in the CPU. A successful test of the port correlator was a big step in verifying critical parts of the signal transport
inside the FPGA.
Figure 4.18 shows a colorful depiction of the powers computed from a sample correlation
matrix taken from a live data set measured by the HTG-ZRF16. The color scale refers to the power
of the correlation coefficients plotted in dB. The input signal was an L band tone split 15 ways in
analog and sampled by each of the analog to digital converters. All of the line lengths varied on the
several SMA cables, so this test is similar to the variation in propagation path delays that a phased
array receiver would observe on each antenna.
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Figure 4.18: The sample correlation matrix taken on the hardware while splitting a tone into 15
ports shows is nearly a rank one response vector. Port 16 was terminated during the measurement.

Although exact determination of the input values was impossible (and therefor correct verification of the output values) the matrix showed evidence that it was correctly computing because
it had all of the expected features of a port correlation matrix.
1. The sampled matrix demonstrated conjugate symmetry. The strongest power levels are from
the all real auto-correlation terms along the diagonal.
2. In this data set, the port 16 was terminated. The matrix demonstrates proper port identification because row and column 16 show no measured correlation power.
3. The exceptionally strong power levels from port 10 show high power along the row and
column 10. The ports 8 and 9 physically located near the strongest port 10 demonstrated
strong powers as well, presumably from radiative coupling. This implies the correlation
operators are correctly aligning channels.
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Figure 4.19: The low rank structure of the sampled correlation data is consistent with the expected
result from sampling several delayed copies of a tone waveform.

4. In a separate test, the fixed point accumulators were allowed to overflow and the matrix
exhibited random values. This suggests the fixed point accumulators were working.
A working port correlation matrix allows computation of statistics used in solving the adaptive beamformers. Another test was performed to verify if useful correlation data was begin produced.
The eigenspectra of the matrix obtained from the hardware was computed in post-processing.
The singular values of the sample matrix are shown by the black curve in Figure 4.19. For comparison, a synthetic full rank spectra (from noise) is plotted in red, and a synthetic rank 1 structure
(from an ideal array response vector) is plotted in blue. The roll-off shown by the singular values
demonstrates the correlation matrix has a low rank structure approaching rank 1. This is consistent with the expected spectra from a rank 1 array response vector. The agrees with the expected
correlations spectra of sampling many delayed copies of tone signal.
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4.4.3

Bench Testing the Beamformer and GPS Detector
After verifying the various subsystems with the port correlation test, the next test involved

a demonstration of the beamforming capability. This test had three parts.

SDR Post Processing Detection
The first part of this test involved capturing live GPS signals from the rooftop of the Clyde
building (Figure 4.20). Using the active antenna system designed by Spencer Ammermon, an
ADALM-Pluto [107] software defined radio (SDR) was used to capture a few seconds of L1 band
GPS.
The GPS signals were loaded back from memory into Matlab for post processing. A delayDoppler scanning routine was applied in Matlab to search for GPS satellites during the observation.
After computing the chip correlations, a detection threshold was chosen based on the ratio of
peak correlation to standard deviation in the matched filter output (Z score). Figure 4.21 shows
the observed detections with green stars. The map was obtained from an almanac showing the
satellites overhead during the observation. This post-processing experiment demonstrated 1) the
active antenna system worked correctly 2) the Matlab prototype of the FPGA’s DSP algorithms for
collecting L1 band GPS were operating correctly.

Beamformer Array Gain Testing
For the second part of this testing, the recorded data was regenerated by the SDR and input
into the RFSoC. The SDR signal was split into 16 ports with various cable lengths. The phase
relationships between cables and ports was intentionally left uncalibrated to make this environment
simulate unknown aperture delays from a 16 port receiver array. The recorded signal was looped
repeatedly.
The reason for this abstracted test methodology was four fold. First, a stable and repeatable
GPS source was desired for diagnostics and debugging. The SDR playback provided the ability to
generate realistic GPS on demand from the comfort of the lab bench. Second, to avoid regulatory
issues with broadcasting inaccurate GPS signals in a live environment, the SDR signal could be
distributed via cable to reduce stray radiation (in fact, even the stray radiation from the cable was
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Figure 4.20: Photograph during testing on the roof of the Clyde building.

Figure 4.21: This map shows all the available satellites overhead during the time of capture using
the SDR.
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Figure 4.22: Testing the beamformer using a cabled system from a controlled SDR source. The
delays are left uncalibrated to model the effect of a random aperture.

sufficient to jam a GPS receiver in the author’s smart phone within a 10 meter radius). Third, in the
wake of emerging COVID 19 cases, the funding for this project was dropped leaving insufficient
funds to manufacture the full array of 16 active antennas required for live testing. Fourth, the
version of the HTG-ZRF16 board acquired for this project had a congenital design error. This
routing mistake prevented the clock generator system from operating without a frequency reference
from a bench top signal generator. Without independent clock generation, and without funding to
acquire a portable dedicated frequency reference, outdoor testing would have been cumbersome
with the bench top equipment. Using the SDR based test platform was the reasonable option given
the circumstances of the project. A picture of the test environment is given in Figure 4.22.
With the SDR signal sampled by 16 independent ADCs, a sample correlation matrix was
computed by the FPGA hardware. The resulting matrix Rs was used to estimate the maximum
directivity beamformer corresponding to the phase delays of the SMA cables. This beamformer
computation method assumed the noise correlation matrix Rn is a scaled diagonal matrix. The
maximum directivity beamformer weights were set to the strongest eigenvector of Rs . These
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Table 4.1: Integrated power out of the beamformer during bench testing.
Received Power Out of Beamformer
Maximum Uniform Maximum Beamformer
Single Port Weights Directivity
Gain
Tone
Source
GPS
Recording

91.2 dB

92.7 dB

98.1 dB

6.9 dB

79.1 dB

76.6 dB

87.5 dB

8.4 dB

beamformer weights were then applied inside the FPGA hardware on streaming data. The resulting beam was streamed into CPU memory over DMA. Inside the CPu memory, the integrated
power could be computed with the vector multiplier and integrator.
The integrated signal powers after beamforming are shown in Table 4.1. With tone sources,
the maximum directivity beamformer weights found a solution that measured 6.9 dB of beamformer gain compared to the strongest individual port. Naively assumed uniform weights w = 1
provided less beamformer gain than the maximum directivity weights. With recorded GPS, the
beamformer solver found a solution with 8.4 dB of beamformer gain over the strongest single port.
These results demonstrate that the beamformer is working because it improves the SNR
assuming a uniform noise model (according to the earlier derivation in the background material).
The maximum directivity beamformer improves upon the naive channel summation, indicating
the beamformer phase modulation is working. It also shows that the beamformer solution is not
achieving its full theoretical 12 dB potential. It is unknown if these losses are due to an issue with
the eigenvector solution, or that measuring relative to the maximum port is an unfair reference that
violates the assumption that all ports have equal noise performance.

Satellite Acquisition Testing
The third part involved testing the GPS signal processing. The procedure for processing
GPS modulations begins without knowledge of the satellite positions and progresses towards tracking the satellite via small updates. A cold start means the Doppler and code lags are unknown by
the receiver and must be searched. Tracking updates means the Doppler is known, and only the
early and late lag need to be monitored from chip to chip. A cold start search involves adjusting
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matched filters across all possible lag and Doppler states until a strong matched filter return is
observed. The metric used for evaluating the correlations out of the matched filter is the peak to
standard deviation ratio (Z score). Based on the numerical experiments in Figure 4.11, and the
Matlab post-processing, a detection threshold of 15 suffices to indicate a detection.
Each GPS symbol is repeated 20 times before changing. This gives the receiver the opportunity to combine several chips’ matched filter outputs (non-coherent integrations) to improve
resolution in the Z score test. It was difficult to obtain detections from the radio recording with
1 chip integration, but using 5 was generally sufficient. Using all 20 integrations provided the
sharpest resolution in the detection ratio.
Each matched filter was implemented with the hardware accelerated FFT, vector multiplier,
and vector adder inside the FPGA. The hardware acceleration introduced a 100x speed up over
CPU based FFTs, vector multiplication, and vector addition. The final speed for implementing a
matched filter for one chip with 2046 samples (2 samples per chip component) is 456 microseconds. Streaming the data from 20 chips takes less than 400 microseconds. The time span for 20
chips is 20 milliseconds. This means the GPS matched filter is capable of real time operation. The
matched filter can be scheduled according to use in the GPS tracking cycle.
The resulting detections inside the RFSoC are shown in Figure 4.23. At first glance, this
map suggests that the FPGA beamformer is doing a poor job at detecting satellites in the sky. After
much testing and debugging, it is suspected the added quantization noise from the ADC and DAC
reproduction inside the SDR obscures the weak satellite signals along the horizon making them
undetectable. This is concluded based on the observation that changing the SDR power or number
of chip integrations in the receiver does not lead to detecting these weaker satellites, whereas
the stronger satellites show and improvement in SNR when these parameters are increased. This
implies the weaker signals are unobservable after the distortion from the SDR playback.
The positive result of this test is that using the naive summation was only able to observe
satellite 6. Similarly, demodulating a single port was only able to observe 6 and 19. After applying
the adaptive beamformer, 17 and 2 became observable. This implies the adaptive beamformer is
enhancing the signal quality for the demodulator. This implies the system is working as far as a
bench-top test can prove.
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Figure 4.23: Observed satellites while beamforming inside the FPGA hardware with 16 ports
using a max directivity beam to phase align the cabled signal. The SDR’s reproduction error likely
occluded the weaker satellites 12, 24, and 28 along the horizon.

4.5

Conclusion
This chapter documented the development of a 16 port digital beamformer using direct

carrier processing inside an RFSoC. The L1 band GPS signals were used to provide meaningful
context for the adaptive beamformer as envisioned for vehicular deployment. The DSP infrastructure can implement an adaptive beamformer informed with port correlation statistics to make GPS
services more robust to multipath reflections and spoofing.
The bench top verification testing revealed 1) the hardware can solve adaptive beamformer
weights that improve signal strength and 2) the FPGA acceleration allows demodulating GPS signals in real time. The bench top tests are encouraging, but do not provide the fidelity of a live
outdoor environment. This makes a natural follow-up project for a later student.
The broader implication of this work aside from GPS, is that a 16 port reconfigurable
system on chip radio successfully implemented a multi-beam digital beamformer within a 200 x
200 millimeter footprint. This size footprint is well within the range of medium sized vehicle.
Compared to many existing phased array installations that occupy a server rack or bigger, this is
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a step forward in terms of miniaturization and component integration. This project demonstrates
an early example of what may be the new trend in digital phased array technology for the coming
decade powered by system on chip computing.
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CHAPTER 5.

5.1

HADAMARD PROJECTION BEAMFORMING

Motivation
Radio frequency interference (RFI) is a serious problem for passive spectrum users in re-

mote sensing and radio astronomy. There are several strategies to overcome RFI [57], [108] including time and frequency blanking, adaptive filters, and using phased array receivers to perform
beam pattern nulling and spatial filtering. For digital phased array beamformers, two popular
beamforming algorithms for RFI cancellation are the maximum signal to interference and noise
ratio beamformer and the subspace projection beamformer [108]. These beamformers are derived
from the principles of phasor analysis, and can only be implemented for wideband signals by subbanding with a fast Fourier transform or filter bank after sampling. This means the interference
statistics must be identified and canceled separately in each subband, leading to significant computational requirements for real time signal processing.
To cancel wideband RFI, Ghaderi et al. [109] introduced a true time delay (TTD) [56] [55]
and truncated Hadamard projection operator method. The TTD aspect makes this RFI cancellation
technique a wideband solution for a line-of-sight interferers incident onto aperture arrays. Unlike
historical analog beamforming schemes, where the beamformer summation collapses the received
ports into one stream, the Hadamard transform discards one port of data, but preserves information
in the other ports. This means the truncated Hadamard transform allows additional beamforming
downstream.
This chapter shows that there is an analytical equivalence between the ideal TTD and truncated Hadamard projection and the subspace projection methods. The TTD and Hadamard can
serve as the analog implementation of wideband computational subspace projection. The analog
form could offload the computational cost of wideband subspace projection for high sensitivity
phased arrays and protect their dynamic range while allowing further multibeam processing in
digital. The time delay and Hadamard projection operator can also be implemented with discrete
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time processing in a computer. The digitally computed form provides an alternate framework for
implementing wideband subspace projection.
This technology can benefit astronomical and vehicular phased array technologies in three
ways. First, by using an analog centric technique for RFI cancellation, the dynamic range of high
sensitivity instruments is preserved. Techniques that cancel RFI with digital computation are vulnerable to dynamic range loss at the analog converter due to excess RFI energy saturating the
power levels in the receiver. Second, the computational cost of wideband digital RFI cancellation
is moved to the continuous time analog circuitry. For vehicular technologies desiring simpler computer electronics, analog centric RFI cancellation is preferable. Third, the Hadamard projection
preserves the ability to perform multi-beam imaging after placing the null in the antenna pattern.
This means the TTD and Hadamard beamformer can be placed into existing phased array receiver
designs.
The goal of this chapter is to present the TTD and Hadamard beamformer technique within
the framework of the phased array community (as opposed to the original MIMO centric presentation [109]). This chapter expands the results reported in the preliminary conference paper [62] and
journal paper (in review) [63]. Numerical simulations of the analog TTD and Hadamard projection method confirm the analysis results and show the algorithm places a wideband zero-forcing
null over the RFI while maintaining the main beam response to the SOI and good beam pattern
sidelobes.
Key practical issues explored in this chapter include the degree of signal loss with the proposed cancellation method and how the analog TTD and Hadamard projection method compare
to traditional array signal processing methods for RFI mitigation. This research presents some
error bounds on how the proposed method degrades with imperfect TTD. It also suggest possible
TTD calibration algorithms to correct imperfect TTD in deployment. Lastly, this chapter shows
an efficient recursive hardware mapping that could be used to implement the approach with physical analog circuits or digital computation blocks. This is important for others that may seek to
implement the algorithm in analog or digital hardware.
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5.2

Background Material
This section provides some background material before proceeding with the analysis sec-

tions. This relies on the TTD material presented in the background chapter 2.

5.2.1

Hadamard Matrices
Hadamard matrices are square matrices filled with ±1 such that all the rows are mutu-

ally orthogonal. They are sometimes referred to as Walsh-Hadamard matrices in the mathematics
literature and can be defined with a recursion called the Sylvester construction like so

H1 =

h


H2n = 

1

i

Hn

(5.1)
Hn

Hn -Hn


(5.2)



H2k = H2k ⊗ H2k−1

(5.3)

For example, the 2x2 Hadamard kernel H2 is


1 1

H2 = 
1 −1

(5.4)

and with the Kronecker product the 4x4 Hadamard kernel is
H4 = H2 ⊗ H2

1 1


1 −1
=

1 1

1 −1
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(5.5)
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(5.6)

For reference, the 16 x 16 Hadamard matrix produced by the Sylvester construction is
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The Sylvester construction with natural ordering is used in this chapter because of the symmetry
properties. Another form called sequencing ordering arranges the rows according to increasing
number of ± transitions. This form has use for binary pattern analysis, but is not used here. In the
coding theory literature [50], the Hadamard matrix is often presented in GF(2) where the negative
one is replaced by zero. The ± 1 form is useful for the beamforming in this chapter. Hadamard
matrices have the following properties [49]:
• The matrix dimension is a power of 2. N = 2k
• The matrices are full rank. Rank(H) = N
• The matrices are orthogonal in the sense the transpose is the scaled inverse. HHT = N I
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N

• The determinant is det (H) = N 2 .
Hadamard matrices have been explored for many applications in numerical and statistical
analysis [49]. Perhaps the most familiar application for signal processing engineers are the error
correcting Hadamard codes [50]. Broadcasting Hadamard coded modulations have been used for
decreasing signal to interference ratio in phased array radars [52] and improving SNR in phased
array imaging [53]. The common mode isolation property of the Hadamard transform has been
explored for use in simultaneous wireless information and power transfer by extracting DC power
embedded in communication waveforms [51]. Other work has investigated Hadamard antenna
feeding networks for forming dual concurrent beams in a phased array [54]. This chapter explores
another application for Hadamard matrices with phased array antennas.
When the Hadamard matrix is applied as a matrix transform to some vector v, this is called
a Hadamard transform Hv. The Hadamard transform has recursive symmetry properties that allow
computing the transform in linear-logarithmic time using an algorithm called the Fast Hadamard
Transform [49]. This recursive operations in this transform are similar to the butterfly operations
in the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. More on this topic is given later.

5.2.2

True Time Delay
The true time delay (TTD) is the direct implementation of the time delay operator
x(t) →
− x(t − τ )

(5.8)

for some delay τ . As defined here, this operation applies in the continuous time domain and is
valid across all bandwidths (with no interpolation error or beam squint). Although conceptually
simple, controllable true time delays can be technically challenging to implement.

True Time Delay Technologies
True time delays can be implemented by extending the propagation path of a signal. For
fixed delays, this is fairly straightforward. The antenna feed lines can be extended, but this does not
allow dynamic control. For arrays operating at low frequencies, the span of the array is proportional
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to the wavelength, which is proportional to the required delays, meaning large lines are required.
Long delay lines can be implemented with coils of microwave transmission line, but these tend to
be lossy and cumbersome.
Fiber optic cable has less propagation loss and is more compact than microwave transmission line. A common technique for implementing long delays is to modulate the microwave signals
onto coherent optical waves and use spools of fiber optic cables for the delay line. After the fiber
delay, the microwave signal is recovered and regenerated at the output.
Dynamic delay lines can implemented using switched delay lines. The impedance and gain
of the switches and lines must be managed, but this approach has been implemented successfully.
Using optical components can also simplify the implementation of switched delay lines. Path
switching can be accomplished with prisms, mirrors, crystals, and microelectronic mechanical
switches (MEMS) devices.
The TTD chip presented in [56] works by taking a high speed reference sine wave and
creating multiple clock divider phases. The various phases drive sets of parallel analog converters.
The relative phases contain information for an interpolation scheme to estimate the TTD. This
chirp works at baseband after frequency conversion off the microwave carrier and requires phase
compensation in the mixer (details later).

5.3

Beamformer Analysis
This section presents an analysis of the TTD and Hadamard projection beamformer. This

section connects the beamformer to the body of existing beamformer literature [57].

5.3.1

Block Diagram
Figure 5.1 shows the combined analog and digital beamformer architecture. The TTD

stage is designed to create coherence for signals arriving in the direction of RFI. When TTD is
implemented with an analog circuit at baseband, the local oscillator phase of the mixer must also
be compensated in the down-conversion to preserve the correct phase relationship before the matrix
summations. When a unique TTD is applied to n ports, the causal system convention is that the
time lags are all positive and shifted such that the smallest time delay is zero. The time delays for
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Figure 5.1: The analog TTD and Hadamard projection beamformer remove RFI before the digital signal processing to recover dynamic range in high sensitivity receivers. This is an analog
implementation of the digital subspace projection beamformer.

port n are depended on array geometry and the direction of arrival of the RFI. If this information
is not known it can be estimated with a calibration step (discussed later).
After time aligning the RFI, the RFI appears like a common mode bias to each port. The
truncated Hadamard transform implements a projection matrix that removes the common mode
among all ports to cancel the RFI. The result of removing the common mode is a zero-forcing
condition imposed on all signals in the direction of the RFI. This projection operator sacrifices
an output port and produces a spatial whitening effect on the remaining ports that can be further
processed by a digital beamformer downstream.
The Hadamard projection matrix Hp is formed by setting the top row of the Hadamard
matrix to zero. For example, the length 4 truncated Hadamard matrix is




0 0
0
0




1 −1 1 −1


Hp = 

1 1 −1 −1


1 −1 −1 1

(5.9)

The zero row reduces the rank of the operator and introduces a null space with a basis vector
of ones 1. The 1 vector means this projection matrix is orthogonal to any common signal found
among the elements of the array response vector v. What data remains is linear combinations of
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the variation found in the array response vector
vp = Hp v

(5.10)

The effects of this operation can be intuited from the perspective of differential pair signaling. The Hp operator is removing the common mode terms found among all the port. If vp were to
be analyzed with a discrete Fourier transform matrix, it would appear as if passed through a high
pass filter and have have no DC frequency components. If the truncated Hadamard transform were
applied to an antenna array without delay or phase modulation, the signal in the main broadside
beam would be nullified instead of emphasized.
The top row common mode port is discarded for theoretical derivation of the RFI cancellation beamformer, but it may have great practical use that warrants maintaining the port in the
analog Hardware. As discussed later, this port may be sampled for further use in characterizing
the RFI in the digital signal processing (assuming the coherent RFI does not saturate the dynamic
range of this port). This feature can be useful for calibrating the TTD weights. Another reason
for maintaining the port is RFI leakage. A practical TTD device has discrete delay states that will
not allow perfect zero-forcing of the RFI and some leakage through the projection will occur. The
common mode port will have a strong estimate of the RFI time domain waveform and can be used
for RFI subtraction later in the DSP via established methods such as those found in [110].

5.3.2

Heuristic Time Domain Analysis Using Stochastic Variables
The Hadamard projection operator is an analog technique for removing common mode

bias between channels. To analyze the projection effect, this section will use some loose heuristics
based on random variables and random process theory to give some intuition behind the effect.
Consider case where the response vector contains a bias term v0s (t) = vs (t) + b(t). Here
vs (t) is the collection of N delayed copies of a signal s(t − τn ) for n range 1 to N . The time
dependence on t represents a collection of time domain waveforms.
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With N realizations of τ , the vector vs (t) is a collection of random sequences of delayed
s(t). Considering each time index separately, this is a random vector. From linearity,
E [v0s ] = E [vs ] + b

(5.11)

= E [vs ] + b

(5.12)

where b means a constant vector b1. The Hadamard matrix projection is a linear transform on the
random vector vs for each instant t. Therefor the expected value and covariance of vp are
E [vp ] = Hp E [v0s ]

(5.13)

Cvp = HT
p Cv’s Hp
h
i
0
0 T
0
0
Cv’s = E (vs − E [vs ]) (vs − E [vs ])

(5.14)
(5.15)

The E (vp ) term can be analyzed by approximating each row of the Hadamard transform
as a random walk with flip probability equal to 0.5. This model works because each row of the
Hadamard matrix contains a balanced number of positive and negative 1’s. Each row can be considered a different realization of the random process of the walk. The resulting binomial distribution
from the random walk will have an expected value of 0. This implies
E [vp ] = Hp E [v0s ]

(5.16)

0 = Hp (E [vs ] + b)

(5.17)

= Hp E [vs ] + Hp b

(5.18)

= Hp E [vs ]

(5.19)

The final expression is a zero forcing condition on E [vs ]. If E [vs ] is already 0 for every time t,
such as a fast oscillating signal with respect to τ , then there will be little perturbation on samples of
s(t). This implies a high pass filter condition. If the E [vs ] is not zero, there will be a transformation
applied to vs to enforce the zero condition. This implies the following relationship
vp ≈ vs − E [vs ]
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(5.20)

Now to evaluate the mean subtracting condition over different levels of variation. For an
oscillatory function s(t) there are three general cases
1. Small variance of τ follows the locally linear model.
This suggests s(t) − s(t − τ ) ≈ τ ds(t)/dt
2. Medium variance τ is more general than case 1 and produces a phase and amplitude shift.
This suggests s(t) − E(s(t − τ )) = αs(t − β) = g(t).
3. Wide variance τ implies the samples periodically decorrelate and the expected value approaches zero in the limit of infinite samples and infinite variance.
This suggests s(t) − 0 = s(t).
The first case approximates a derivative operation. For oscillatory signals, this is a signal
of the same frequency and in quadrature. As the variance grows, the more general case takes over
where the output is a phase and amplitude shifted version of the original function g(t). In the limit
of infinite variance, the third case is just the original function without distortion.
The rational justification for these cases can be shown with a simple example. Consider
cos(x) − cos(x + a) = 2 sin(0.5a) sin(0.5a − x). The size of a models the amount of variation in
δ. As a approaches zero, this is a scaled derivative operation. For larger a, this is a frequency and
amplitude shift. As a approaches infinity, the sin term oscillates and has no true limit, but may be
loosely considered 0.
The punchline is that if the realizations of τ [n] come from a distribution that is symmetric
about some mean delay, in general the output of the projection vp = Hp v0s will approximately
generate N − 1 copies scaled and phase shifted copies of of s(t) (case 1 and 2). Each row of the
Hadamard matrix is a different linear transform, that on average leads to zero, so each row has a
different zero forced term which in general produces a different phase and amplitude shift to the
original signal.
This heuristic analysis can be justified with a numerical simulation of an frequency modulated signal of interest (SOI) in the presence of a strong radio frequency interferer (RFI). A true
time delay has been applied to force coherence of the RFI, creating a constant bias on each port.
The RFI aligned time delay is modeled as a random Gaussian variable from an unknown aperture
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Figure 5.2: The Hadamard projection introduces a phase shift and amplitude shift of the original
input signal shown in the top of Figure 5.3.

array and direction of arrival. The random delays are spatially uncorrelated with the SOI arriving
from boresight.
Figure 5.2 which show an FM signal of various delays coming out of Hadamard projection.
This shows how the Hadamard projection is creating a collection of random time and amplitude
shifted copies of the original input waveform. The input vs is randomly time shifted version of the
top function in Figure 5.3. The bias term b(t) is RFI in the second plot of Figure 5.3. The bias
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Figure 5.3: Removing RFI with the Hadamard projection

term is completely removed after the Hadamard projection. The bottom plot of Figure 5.3 is the
waveform in Port 1 of Figure 5.2.
Assuming minor distortion within the time shifted and amplitude shifted s(t) in size vp (t),
if the τ [n] are known a priori, in principle s(t) can be mostly recovered. This may not be the case
at spatial frequencies near DC (regions close to the null) as the high pass filter effect may cause
attenuation and distortion.
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Figure 5.4: Removing RFI with the Hadamard projection reveals a high pass filter effect on the
resulting spectra.

5.3.3

Phasor Domain Definition
The majority of beamformer literature is described in terms of phasor analysis. This section

shows how the TTD and Hadamard projection operate on the phasors within array response vectors.
This allows direct comparison of the Hadamard beamformer to existing beamforming algorithms.
Wideband analysis involves analyzing a collection of phasor transformations over the bandwidth
of interest.
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A time delay operation is a phase shift in the frequency domain. The phasor transformation
corresponding to TTD can be stored in a column vector
d[n] = exp(jωτn )

(5.21)

To apply the time delay to each port, define a diagonal matrix operator D to apply the phasor
transformation across the array response vector v like so
D = diag (d)
vdelayed = Dv

(5.22)
(5.23)

To cancel RFI, the delays should be tuned to the conjugate-field-match (CFM) constraint d = vRFI ∗
across the bandwidth of support. Physical delay hardware is causal, so adding a constant b to CFM
lags make all of the delays τn positive
τn =

arg vn ∗
+b
ω

(5.24)

b : min(τn ) = 0
When the phasors are multiplied, the result is an equalized phase front
d[n]v[n] = exp(jωb) ∀ n

(5.25)

Now the Hadamard projection step is a linear transformation on vdelayed . This means the lumped
TTD and Hadamard beamformer operation W on the array response vectors is
W = Hp D

(5.26)

vout (ω) = Wvin (ω)

(5.27)
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5.3.4

Visualizing the Phasor Definition
A quick numerical simulation can demonstrate that W is a null placing operator. Define

a collection of array response vectors incident onto some array geometry with positions r̂n . For
simplicity, allow the antenna pattern to be unity around space (isotropic). This makes the array
response vector for frequency ω over a grid of discrete θ and φ
v[n, θ, φ] = exp(−jk(ω)r̂n · r(θ, φ))

(5.28)

Now tune the time delay vector to the conjugate array response vector of a null region at θ0 , φ0 and
ignore the phase of b for this model. The means
dθ0 ,φ0 [n] = v[θ0 , φ0 ]∗
Wθ0 ,φ0 = Hp diag (dθ0 ,φ0 )

(5.29)
(5.30)

The matrix Wθ0 ,φ0 models the TTD and Hadamard projection at a particular frequency. Now plot
the power observed after the beamformer by using an L2 norm. Scan this power across the dense
grid of φ and θ like so
P (θ, φ) = kWθ0 ,φ0 v[θ, φ]k2

(5.31)

The power P (θ, φ) will have a null around θ0 , φ0 .
Figure 5.5 shows a simulation of a 8 x 8 = 64 element isotropic array with half wavelength
spacing. This model is meant to be typical and ideal in the sense that is does not include mutual
coupling, ignores power scaling, and assumes full precision accuracy of the TTD. The spatial null
is formed around 25 degrees θ with little deviation over bandwidth as predicted by the phasor
analysis.
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Figure 5.5: The beamformer operator W placing a null over 25 degrees θ.

5.3.5

Equivalence to the Bank of Subspace Projection
This section shows that the TTD and Hadamard projection are a subspace projection beam-

former. The subspace projection beamformer is defined by the matrix P
P=I−

vvH
= PH
N

(5.32)

with null space equal to the span of exactly one array response vector v such that
Pv = Iv − v

vH v
=0
N

(5.33)

The Hadamard matrix is a full rank orthogonal matrix. Setting the top row to 0 creates a new matrix
with null space equal to the span of the removed row. The removed row for Hp is 1, meaning the
null space is the span of 1. Since v is defined with terms on the unit circle, there exists a diagonal
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matrix D such that 1 = Dv. This is the same D defined by the conjugate-field-match constraint on
the TTD weights and exists for every phasor frequency.
Since D is full rank (and invertable), this implies the null space of the cancellation beamformer can be transformed via some matrix operator into the exact array response vector v. Since
both approaches yield matrices with equivalent null spaces equal to the span of v, they must be isomorphic projection operators related by some full rank matrix F. This implies the analog TTD and
Hadamard projection method is an isomorphism of the subspace projection beamformer through
F. Namely,
FPv = Wv = 0

(5.34)

If a set of beamformer weights w0 are designed without the subspace projection, they can be
transformed by the projection into a new set of weights. The beam response power p obtained under
a subspace projection operator P is approximately preserved for all array response vectors outside
the spatial null neighborhood  of the matrix null space of P via the transformation w = Pw0 .
p = w0 H v

(5.35)

≈ w0 H Pv = wH v

∀v∈
/ 

(5.36)

This last statement provides the context and justification for using downstream beamformers. Theses beamformers filter out the remaining signals around the null. The transformed beamformer
weights after the TTD and Hadamard projection are w = Ww0 .

5.3.6

Downstream Beamformer Definitions
Array response vectors outside of the null are preserved, but may have been rotated by W.

A secondary downstream beamformer can align the surviving ports to provide a second coherent
summation. That is, another beamformer can be used after null projection for filter out the SOI in
the remaining ports.
In this treatment, assume the secondary digital beamformer is implemented in the DSP
after sampling the analog ports. The secondary beamformer could also be performed in analog
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hardware with another TTD stage, but this may be impractical. The digital beamformer will operate
in narrow subband typical of existing technologies. Performing multiple parallel modulations and
summations allows multi-beam imaging in the DSP.
As discussed in the background chapter, a large class of canonical digital beamformers are
defined as optimizing solutions of generalized Rayleigh quotients of correlation matrices of array
response vectors v summed by beamformer weight vectors w. The maximum signal to interference
and noise ratio beamformer is defined to maximize the expected power ratio of the SOI power to
the combined interferer and noise powers like so
wmaxSINR = arg max
w

wH RS w
wH (RN + RI ) w

(5.37)

Quadratic form Rayleigh Quotient optimizations like this are solved with the eigenvector
of the largest eigenvalue solution to the generalized eigenvalue problem wA = λwB where A and
B are the top and bottom matrices between the vector products. This beamformer yields great
success for emphasizing the antenna array response in the SOI direction and placing a spatial null
over the interferer location.
Since the TTD and Hadamard beamformer are modeled by the linear matrix operator W,
linear system theory states we can use the matrix to transform the correlation statistics of the array
response vectors. The transformed correlation matrices are
v0s = Hp Dvs

(5.38)

= Wvs

(5.39)

H

(5.40)

= Wvs vs H WH

(5.41)

= WRsignal WH

(5.42)

R0signal = v0s v0 s

Similarly, the transformed noise correlation matrix is R0noise = WRnoise WH . To avoid issues with
the rank reduction of the correlation matrices, the W used here is the truncated form without the
top row of Hp , meaning the square matrices go down in size by 1. This leads to the transformed
definition of the downstream maximum SNR beamformer under the TTD and Hadamard projection
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operator
wmax SNR, Hadamard = arg max
w

wH WRsignal WH w
wH WRsignal WH w

(5.43)

Other statistical beamformers could be defined following this pattern.

5.4

Phasor Simulations of Hadamard + TTD Beamformer
The simulation in the prior section can be modified to showcase the performance of the

TTD and Hadamard beamformer working alongside a secondary beamformer. The same halfwavelength spaced 8 x 8 array of isotropic antennas without mutual coupling is used. The procedure goes as follows
1. Define an array geometry.
2. Define a grid of array response vectors at a desired frequency.
3. Choose a null location θN ,φN .
4. Chose an interesting location θI ,φI .
5. Choose a noise model for the array.
6. Project the array response vectors and the noise model through W.
7. Solve (5.43) to compute the weights for observing θI ,φI .
8. Use the weights to evaluate the scalar power in the numerator of Rayleigh quotient. The
Rsignal should be computed for every array response vector of interest.
9. Optionally compute the scalar power from the noise model in the denominator.
10. Integrate and normalized the scanned powers for directivity, SNR, or some other metric of
interest.
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Figure 5.6: The red analog TTD and Hadamard projection method beamformer of Equation (5.43)
is practically identical to the green digital subspace projection beamformer of (5.32) and very
close to the black digital maximum SINR beamformer of (5.37). The blue maximum directivity
beamformer shows the optimization criteria for SNR without RFI present.
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5.4.1

Directivity Comparisons
Figure 5.6 compares the directivity across frequencies for a SOI at boresight with RFI at 10

degrees (left) and 25 degrees (right) θ along the φ axis at 45 degrees. The blue maximum directivity
beam indicates an optimized SNR beam without the presence of RFI. This provides a baseline
comparison of a good beam in ideal circumstances. The black maximum SINR beamformer is the
optimization criteria of Eq. (5.37) in the narrow band. The green subspace projection beamformer
from (5.32) is given for comparison. It is practically identical (lies underneath) the red TTD and
Hadamard projection beamformer curve. The zero-forcing constraints of the projection methods
sacrifice some main lobe directivity and control over the side lobe ripple. Overall, the TTD and
Hadamard method have the directivity pattern expected from a subspace projection beamformer
(confirming the analysis that they are equivalent), and the beam performance gives good main lobe
response and infinitely deep null depth.

5.4.2

SINR Map
The SINR figure of merit can also be used to quantify the quality of the beamforming

algorithms. In this case, the metric is the SINR obtained while observing a pixel at θI , φI while a
null is being placed a θN , φN . The SINR is obtained by taking the ratio of the numerator (signal
power) and denominator (noise + interference power).
The SINR observed across the field of view is portrayed in Figure 5.7. The blue curve
shows how the RFI causes SINR loss if it is ignored (not cancelled). The black Max SINR curve
shows the theoretical bound on how much SINR can be recovered with beamforming. The red
(and green) TTD and Hadamard curve show how the projection methods achieve almost the same
SINR region as the theoretical bound, but with a slightly wider null. This demonstrates the TTD
and Hadamard projection method can be used to recover SINR during an observation.
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Figure 5.7: The difference between the red and blue curves show the recoverable synthesis imaging
space around the null by utilizing the analog TTD and Hadamard projection method. Black is the
theoretical bound.

5.5

Practical Considerations
The previous section described the analytical framework of the beamformer. This section

discusses several topics that arise when implementing the beamformer in physical hardware.
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5.5.1

Hardware Recursive Symmetry
The Hadamard matrix has many desirable symmetry properties that can be useful during

computation. The fast Hadamard transform algorithm [49] is a computationally efficient implementation of the operation Hv. The fast Hadamard transform has O(log(n)) complexity compared
to the O(n2 ) complexity of the naive matrix multiply. The efficiency comes from exploiting the
recursive definition of the Sylvester construction.
The fast Hadamard transform shares many similarities to the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The Kronecker product with the Hadamard kernels plays the same role as the butterfly
operations in the fast Fourier transform [111]. The butterflies can be defined over different size
kernels called the radix. The product of the radices of each stage equals the total length of the
transform. Combining radix 2 and radix 4 butterflies is sufficient to cover any transform length
that is a power of 2 (which is all Hadamard matrices). The radix determines the base of the logarithm in the expression for computational complexity. Larger radices mean fewer recursive stages
and possibly faster computational speed.
Software implementations of the fast Hadamard transform will often use radix 2 kernels.
Mapping the fast Hadamard transform to a physical analog hardware circuit can justify using a
radix 4 hardware kernel for balancing utility, cost of fabrication, and simplicity in routing. A radix
4 kernel can implement a radix 2 kernel by simply terminating port 3 and 4 on the input and output.
Figure 5.8 shows a diagram of a radix 4 Hadamard kernel. In this diagram, the four analog inputs are injected at the top of each column. The diagram follows a left matrix operating
on a right column vector. The signal is broadcast (split) down each column and assigned a polarity determined by the sign of the cell. The signals are combined using operational amplifiers to
add/subtract each column. Each row output corresponds to a different add/subtract pattern across
the columns.
Figure 5.9 shows how a collection of radix 4 kernels can be used to implement at 16 x
16 Hadamard transform using two layers of four radix 4 kernels A-D and E-H. The arrows on E
show how the operation is carried out on the main block. The purple arrow show the direction
of summation from right to left. The green arrow show how a value is broadcast and carried to
different kernels. The blue circle is showing the output of row 1 on units A-D corresponds with
the inputs to E.
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Figure 5.8: The operations in a radix 4 Hadamard transform kernel.

Figure 5.10 shows the interconnections between chips in the Hadamard computation network. Purple show the analog input ports labeled 1 - 16. The gold port labels indicate how the
outputs from the top layer are connected to the bottom layer inputs. The orange output port labels
show the permutation of output row summations.
A 16 port Hadamard transform can be implemented with with 8 radix four chips. The
general pattern for number of required chips is
c0 = 1
cn = 4cn−1 + 4

(5.44)
: 0 < n < log4 (N )

(5.45)

This means 64 antennas can be supported by ((1)4 + 4)4 + 4 = 36 radix 4 chips. As
mentioned earlier, a radix four chip can implement a radix two operation by terminating ports 3
and 4 on the input and output. This will be required to reach sizes that are 2 to an odd power.
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Figure 5.9: Example of using the radix 4 processing unit to simplify the computation using 8
processing units. This can be efficiently mapped to hardware for computing the full 16 x 16
Hadamard transform.

5.5.2

TTD Errors
The analog RFI cancellation can be proven to work exactly with perfect resolution TTD

stages and exact a priori array response vectors. In practice, quantized TTD states introduce
rounding errors that tend to relax the zero-forcing null depth. The TTD weight quantization effect
was studied with a numerical simulation of the same 64 element array with a null at 10 degrees θ.
Figure 5.11 shows how TTD resolution affects interference rejection and SNR across bandwidth. These metrics are computed on the same beam as Figure 5.6. The left scale shows the interference rejection ratio (IRR) which is the interference to noise ratio (INR) out of the Hadamard
projection on all ports divided by the INR of the strongest INR port on the input. This quantity
is related to null depth. The IRR is linear in log scale with the precision of the TTD weights.
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Figure 5.10: Wiring diagram for a 16 x 16 Hadamard transform using radix 4 Hadamard kernel
chips. Purple are inputs to the network. Orange are outputs from the network. Gold indicates
connections inside the network between chips.

This shows how an increasingly perfect TTD approaches the zero forcing condition that yields an
infinitely deep null.
The right scale shows array gain for the signal of interest. Array gain is defined to be the
SNR at the output ports divided by the SNR at one input port. RFI power is not included in array
gain. For 64 elements, the array gain is expected to be 10 log10 (64) = 18.06 dB. Achieving less
array gain than this curve indicates SNR loss across the bandwidth of the beamformer. The TTD
and Hadamard projection shows less than 1 dB of SNR loss. This loss is identical to that the loss of
a bank of narrow band digital subspace projection beamformers. It appears the array gain saturates
as soon as a sufficient amount of TTD resolution is used.
Using the Hadamard projection, there will always be some loss in the array gain because
the common mode port is discarded and N − 1 ports are left for beamforming. This predicts that
loss in array gain will always be at least 10 log10 [(N − 1)/N ] dB. For N = 64, this value is -0.068
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Figure 5.11: Array gain and interference rejection ratio vs TTD resolution for the 10 degree null
beam in Figure 5.6. The resolution of TTD directly influences null depth across bandwidth (left
scale) while providing consistent array gain (right scale) given sufficient TTD precision. The array
gain is within 1 dB of the limit of 18.06 dB is typical of a bank of subspace projection beamformers.

dB. This bound is often exceeded by subspace projection beamformers because degrees of freedom
are allocated to zero forcing then null depth and the expense of main lobe quality.

5.5.3

TTD Calibration
Calibrating the TTD weights means seeking delays that maximize RFI suppression. This

step may be necessary when there is uncertainty in the physical hardware that prevents good characterization of vRFI . It may also be used a means to correct imperfect TTD implementation. This
calibration requires observations for which the interference is static and stronger than the SOI
and noise signals. This section presents two algorithms that rely on information from all of the
Hadamard ports. For the common mode port, this may require the use of an attenuator to prevent
saturating the dynamic range of the ADC on that port.
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Power Ratio Heuristic Search
A feedback loop is used with a heuristic problem solver to seek a solution that minimizes
the ratio of interference power to signal of interest power. If the RFI power is strong, the optimization space should be highly convex and amenable to quasi-gradient techniques. This ratio is used
with a heuristic search [112] such as the simplex method, gradient descent, simulated annealing,
or a genetic algorithm to find the weights that minimize the ratio. The steps are
1. Sample data emerging from all the ports of the full rank Hadamard transform.
2. Integrate the power observed from the top row common mode port. Call this P1 .
3. Integrate the power observed from all other rows. Call this P2 .
4. Apply a heuristic search such as simulated annealing or a genetic algorithm to methodically
seek TTD weights that minimize the observed ratio P2 /P1 .
A beam resulting from TTD weights produced by a simulation using a Nelder-Mead search is
shown by the red curve of Figure 5.12.

Array Response Vector Estimation
A second approach relies on the correlation information among all the ports after the
Hadamard projection. This information is traditionally computed for narrow subbands for statistically optimal beamforming algorithms. If a signal correlation matrix is obtained when the
TTD weights are set to zero (bypass), the Hadamard transform is full rank, and the array output
correlation matrix contains the relationships between the SOI, RFI, and noise. Assuming strong
RFI, taking the strongest eigenvector of the correlation matrix (or some other eigenvector based on
knowledge of relative RFI strength) will yield an estimate of the transformed array response vector
of the RFI vRFI . Extracting the phase from each element of the estimated array response vector and
scaling for frequency allows estimating of a TTD weight that aligns with the RFI. This technique
is based on (5.34) and (5.24). Explicitly, the procedure goes
1. Let the N × M matrix V represent M discrete time voltage signals from N antennas.
2. Reset the TTD weights to bypass mode (common delay) D = I.
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Figure 5.12: Beam patterns with ideal and calibrated weights. The calibration methods yield
solutions for the TTD weights that are close to the ideal subspace projection (green) but suffer
from mildly reduced null depth.

3. Sample the ADC voltages and time filter the ADC codes with a mixer and baseband filter
operator Fω on each time series for a narrow frequency channel ω of interest. Call these
baseband voltages the matrix Vω = Fω (IHV).
4. Compute the sample port correlation matrix of the baseband voltages R = Vω Vω H .
5. Select the largest eigenvector s from the eigenvector decomposition of R.
6. Now the estimated TTD weights should be set ∆ = −ω −1 arg (s)+b following the definition
in (5.24). These weights should now cancel the dominant RFI array response vector.
The blue curve of Figure 5.12 shows a beam resulting from a simulated calibration using this
approach.
The beams in Figure 5.12 are formed using a bank of (5.37) as the secondary digital beamformers. The beamformer is solved using correlation information that leaks through the imperfect
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calibrated TTD weights obtained from the 2 search methods. This leakage effectively reintroduces
RI next to RN in the denominator. The residual calibration search error reduces the null depth and
slightly increases the side lobes.

5.5.4

TTD at Baseband
When TTD circuits are implemented, the may be applied before or after the frequency

mixer. A TTD applied before the mixer behaves as expected; a delay is applied and the coherent
signals are passed downstream without issue. However, if TTD is implemented after the mixer at
baseband, there will be an excess phase distortion introduced by the mixing operation. For circuits
that apply beamformer summation, this phase needs to be compensated in an equalization step to
preserve the coherent summation. The equalization can be applied by phase shifting the mixer
local oscillators opposite the causal phase direction of the TTD. This phase equalization is easy to
forget because many beamformer engineers work with digital signals where the phase is equalized
when solving the beamformer weights. This section is given to show when and why the phase
equalization is need for an analog beamformer.
To establish notation, consider a complex time domain signal a(t) modulating a complex
RF carrier wave signal s(t) with frequency ω
s(t) = a(t) exp(jωt)

(5.46)

The signal a(t) is the complex analytic of the signal on carrier ω. Complex notation is used to avoid
the filtering operations required by real signal frequency conversion. A real only derivation has
been done by Jacob Bartschi in his thesis [113]. The down-converting mixer signal m− required
to recover a(t) from s(t) is given by
m− (t) = exp(−jωt)
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(5.47)

The mixer operation for frequency down-conversion is a time domain multiplication
s(t)m− (t) = a(t) exp(jωt) exp(−jωt)
= a(t)

(5.48)
(5.49)

which recovers the baseband signal (without filtering for complex signals). After conversion to
baseband, many delayed copies of the signal from many antennas are added together with the
beamformer. This summation is weighted by w[n] for antenna port n. For the boresight case,
the weightings are all equal to one to provide a coherent summation. The maximum directivity
beamformer time signal D(t) is then a scaled copy of a
w[n] = 1 ∀ n
D(t) =

N
X

w[n]a(t)

(5.50)
(5.51)

n=1

= N a(t)

(5.52)

Now consider signals outside of boresight. When propagating from the farfield to the
antenna aperture, there is propagation path extension that introduces a time delay τn for each
antenna port n. The time delay is depended on look angle and array geometry. Applying the time
delay into (5.46) yields
s(t − τn ) = a(t − τn ) exp(jω(t − τn ))

(5.53)

Now apply the regular time domain mixer operation to produce
s(t − τn )m− (t) = a(t − τn ) exp(−jωτn )

(5.54)

The baseband signal has a slight phase offset given by exp(−jωτn ). The beamformer weights to
produce the maximum directivity beamformer must be adjusted to produce the coherent summation
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like so
w[n] = exp(jωτn )
D(t) =

N
X

w[n]a(t − τn )

(5.55)
(5.56)

n=1

= N a(t)

(5.57)

This is the conjugate field match solution. For boresight, τn = 0 ∀ n and this expression is
equivalent to (5.51).
An important principle for beamformer weights is that they are applied when a(t) is a
narrow band signal. The wider the bandwidth of a(t), the more the beamformer weights decorrelate
in phase exp(j(ω−ω 0 )τn ) over analysis frequency ω 0 producing an effect called array squint. Squint
effects grow stronger as as τn increases, typical of scan angles further from boresight.

5.5.5

Modeling the TTD at baseband
The time delay operation has different implications for wireless radio signals depending on

whether the operation is implemented on the carrier wave or at baseband. If there is a frequency
conversion to baseband, the TTD operates on a(t) → a(t − τ ). There is a subtle difference in the
two operations. To illustrate, consider the mixer operation applied after a TTD at the RF frequency
(before the mixer)
s(t − τ ) = a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − τ ))
s(t − τ )m− (t) = a(t − τ ) exp(−jωτ )

(5.58)
(5.59)

This produces a delayed copy of the baseband signal, but also introduces a phase shift exp(−jωτ )
called excess phase. To remove the excess phase downstream, the mixer should also be delayed
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after the TTD stage like so
s(t − τ ) = a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − τ ))
s(t − τ )m− (t − τ ) = a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − τ )) exp(−jω(t − τ ))
= a(t − τ )

(5.60)
(5.61)
(5.62)

Delaying the mixer signal during frequency down-conversion preserves the time delay from upstream to downstream. The procedure is exactly the opposite when implementing the time delay at
baseband. Start with (5.46) and solve the baseband signal in terms of the modulated carrier signal
a(t) = s(t) exp(−jωt)

(5.63)

a(t − τ ) = s(t − τ ) exp(−jω(t − τ ))

(5.64)

The time delay applied here is

= s(t − τ )m− (t − τ )

(5.65)

This result is not surprising because it matches (5.61), but here there is a critical subtlety that is
easy to miss. Equation (5.61) represents a cause and effect relationship where the cause was a TTD
upstream before the frequency conversion and the effect downstream after frequency conversion.
Equation 5.65 was derived with a cause downstream after frequency conversion, and looking at the
effect upstream before frequency conversion. The effect happened before the cause! That is, this
line of thinking is time reversed.
Working backwards in time from baseband to RF, allow there to be a phase delay factor c
to make the up-converted baseband signal a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − c)) look like the time delayed RF
signal s(t − τ ). Setting the expressions equal allows solving for c
a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − c)) = s(t − τ )
= a(t − τ ) exp(jω(t − τ ))
c=τ
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(5.66)
(5.67)
(5.68)

In receiver mode, time moves forward again, so the down converting mixer can add this phase c by
advancing the oscillator phase by exp(+jωτ ) before the frequency conversion to compute a TTD.
This is the opposite of the delaying the mixer when the TTD is implemented on the carrier wave.
So the difference in where the TTD is implemented makes big difference on how to compensate
the excess phase.
To summarize, to implement a TTD before frequency conversion, the downstream mixer
must also be delayed. When implementing a TTD after frequency conversion, the upstream mixer
must be advanced in anticipation of the excess phase that will be introduced in the downstream
processing.
s(t − τ )m− (t − τ ) = a(t − τ )
s(t)m− (t + τ ) −−−−→ s(t − τ )m− (t)
a(t−τ )

(TTD before mixer)

(5.69)

(TTD after mixer)

(5.70)

This all assumes the excess phase needs to be compensated. It can be argued that the excess
phase exp (±jωτ ) is irrelevant from a system level DSP perspective. An imperfect TTD system
that leaves the excess phase from the frequency conversion can be easily compensated in the DSP.
This logic follows for signals considered individually. But what impact does excess phase have
when many signals are summed together in a beamformer?

5.5.6

The impact of excess phase on the beamformer
Start by considering a boresight beam. The set of best TTD weights to produce a coherent

beam are the weights set to some common constant τ0 . This value could be zero for a boresight
beam, but the more interesting general case is if it is some small number greater than zero. Assume
the excess phase from the local oscillator is compensated. The beamformer is exactly as expected,
but the output is slightly delayed by τ0
w[n] = 1 ∀ n
D(t − τ0 ) =

N
X

w[n]a(t − τ0 )

(5.71)
(5.72)

n=1

= N a(t − τ0 )
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(5.73)

Now remove the excess phase compensation.
w[n] = 1 ∀ n
D(t − τ0 ) =

N
X

(5.74)

w[n]a(t − τ0 ) exp(−jωτ0 )

(5.75)

n=1

= N a(t − τ0 ) exp(−jωτ0 )

(5.76)

The output of the boresight beam has slight phase shift exp(−jωτ0 ) equivalent to the individual
signal case. Is this detrimental? Based on the previous rational, any high quality DSP algorithm
would be able to correct for this combined excess phase in an equalizer stage. The shared delay
case is identical to if the transmitter and receiver had been separated by a few extra centimeters
line of sight, which should not impact the DSP. In the case where all TTD stages implement the
same delay τ0 , the phase compensation does not make a difference.
Now move to some arbitrary beam away from boresight formed by an aperture array antenna. In this model, the TTD will be different for each port n and contain time delays τn . The
SOI will also contain propagation delays ρn from the far source to each antenna port as shown in
(5.53). First consider a TTD stage implemented before the frequency conversion
s(t − ρn − τn ) = a(t − ρn − τn ) exp(jω(t − ρ0n − τn ))

(5.77)

Let the TTD weights have the form
τn = C − ρn

(5.78)

C : τn > 0 ∀ n

(5.79)

Solutions of this form implement the class of conjugate field match beamformers. Choosing the
TTD in this manner leaves a simple common delay C like so
s(t − ρn − τn ) = s(t − C) ∀ n
= a(t − C) exp(jω(t − C))
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(5.80)
(5.81)

The excess phase term is constant across n and does not need to be compensated before the beamformer. Now there is another subtlety. If desiring to compensate for excess phase, the local oscillators must apply a constant lag of C across all ports, not τn as suggested by the earlier analysis
namely
a(t − C) exp(jω(t − C))m(t − C) = a(t − C)

(5.82)

a(t − C) exp(jω(t − C))m(t − τn ) = a(t − C) exp(−jωτn )

(5.83)

Surprisingly, when implementing the conjugate field match TTD before the frequency conversion,
the τn interacts with the ρn before the mixer, so the excess phase produced by the operation is
constant C across ports. The constant excess phase does not require removal before the beamformer. This contrasts when implementing the TTD after frequency conversion. The excess phase
compensation by +τn is required to remove the effects of ρn like so
s(t − τn )m− (t + τn ) −−−−−−→ s(t − τn − τ )m− (t)
a(t−τn −τn )

= s(t − τn )m− (t + τn ) −−−−→ s(t − C)m− (t)
a(t−C)

(5.84)
(5.85)

So to summarize the results from the analysis of the beamformer. The excess phase compensation is not required when implementing a TTD stage before the frequency conversion. The
excess phase must be compensated with an LO advance by τn when the TTD is implemented after
frequency conversion.

5.5.7

Numerical Verification
The results from the analysis are confirmed with a numerical time domain simulation. Ad-

ditionally, the simulation works with real only time domain signals whereas the analytic solution
used complex (to further establish confidence in the derivation). In the numerical model, a wideband signal is produced by a distant source (Figure 5.13). This signal is a purely real cosine chirp
windows with a Tukey(0.1) window [114]. The receiving array is a pair of isotropic antennas
spaced 1/2 wavelength apart at a center operating frequency of 1.5 GHz. There is no mutual cou-
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pling. The array is equipped with a local oscillator at 1.5 GHz and low pass filter. The spectra
shifts to baseband as shown in Figure 5.13.
The TTD stages are moved to different locations for the various simulations. The TTD are
modeled using a time domain cubic B spline interpolator [115]. The signals are over sampled by
256 sample per wavelength at 1.5 GHz to maintain reliability of this interpolation method. The
propagation paths from the source to the antennas are modeled with an individual TTD stage before
entering the system.
After applying the TTD stages, and mixing to baseband, a 2x2 full Hadamard transform
is applied for every time sample. The top port produces a summation beam. The bottom port
produces a cancellation beam. The output of each beam is converted from voltage to power, and
integrated over time. The integrations are recorded as the source moves angle θ from boresight.
The resulting power from the summation beam is shown in Figure 5.14 and power from the difference beam in Figure 5.15.
The RF label indicates the TTD stage is implemented before the frequency conversion.
The BB label indicates the TTD operates after the frequency conversion at baseband. On the
summation port in Figure 5.14, not compensating the excess phase in the BB TTD stage leads to
beam squint. That is, the sensitivity of the receiver to the wideband signal tapers off with angle.
Compensating the excess phase in a BB TTD preserves the beam sensitivity across scan angle.
The phase compensation is not required for the TTD stage implemented at RF. All of these results
numerically demonstrate the conclusion about phase compensation reached in the prior analysis.
The difference port in Figure 5.15 represents how much leakage occurs after cancelling
a signal at that scan angle. The beam squint of the uncompensated BB TTD stage manifests as
high leakage through the canceller. The other two cases have very strong rejection. The 100 dB
difference between red and blue might suggest that the RF implementation of TTD is more robust,
but this could be an artifact of the cubic spline interpolation routine and dB plotting. The blue
curve essentially has no numerical error because the delay models invert each other, whereas the
red curve may experience more numerical error because of a frequency conversion separating the
delay models.
The interference rejection ratio of the Hadamard projection can be interpreted as the difference between the curves in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15. This is a preliminary result that suggests
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Figure 5.13: The (real) incident signal is cosine chirp with a Tukey(0.1) window and has a symmetric power spectral density shown on top. The bottom shows the power spectral density after
the frequency conversion by the real 1.5 GHz mixer and low pass filter.
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Figure 5.14: Comparing the received power from a wide-band signal across a two antenna
Hadamard sum row using isotropic antennas. The TTD stage is compared for implementation before the frequency conversion (RF) and at baseband (BB). The baseband TTD shows beam squint
across incident angle when the excess phase is not adjusted with the local oscillator (LO). The
RF TTD does not require phase adjustment to maintain sensitivity across the field of view. The
same field of view is obtained by compensating the excess phase when implementing the TTD as
baseband.

the Hadamard projection with TTD stages can place strong nulls anywhere across the field of view
depending on the tuning of the TTD stages and the shape of the embedded element pattern.

5.6

All Digital Implementation
This chapter’s presentation has emphasized using the analog implementation of TTD and

Hadamard projection to offload the computation from the digital signal processing. For some situations, the native errors in the analog circuitry would be undesirable, and a full digital implementation is desired. Fortunately, there is nothing that requires strictly analog components to implement
the beamformer. The TTD can be implemented using computational interpolation. The Hadamard
transform can be implemented with a fast Hadamard transform. Both of these computations have
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Figure 5.15: Comparing the received power from a wide-band signal across a 2 antenna Hadamard
difference row using isotropic antennas. The TTD is most effective when implemented at RF before the frequency conversion. The baseband (BB) implementation that compensates the excess
phase also does well. Not compensating the excess phase for the baseband TTD is not very effective and subject to rapid beam squint. The difference between the blue and red could be a
manifestation of numerical interpolation error because blue is practically an exact solution.

topologies that could be effectively implemented in an FPGA IP core. This would allow wideband
null projection right after the analog conversion in many popular signal processing architectures.

5.6.1

Digital TTD via Interpolation
A TTD is a shift in time. For closed form signals, this is a trivial operation f (t − τ ). For

digitally sampled signals, a continuous time causal delay looking back in time means interpolating
backward between existing observations. Any time delay has whole sample delay part plus a
fractional delay part. The whole part is computed via a buffer index shift. The fractional part must
be computed by some interpolation scheme. Practical interpolation schemes may require buffering
up samples before providing valid input after some latency. This can be modeled by increasing
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the b to account for the latency. Any b should have no impact on the relative timing relationship
between ports used by the beamformer.
There are many kinds of interpolation algorithms. Here are a few popular methods: Pade
approximates, polynomial interpolation (the Vandermonde, Lagrange, or Newton formulations),
least squares fitting, rational rate change filters, DFT interpolation, sinc interpolation, basis spline
interpolation, barycentric interpolation, linear interpolation, and nearest neighbor interpolation
(zero order hold). These algorithms all have varying degrees of accuracy and computational complexity depending on the SOI.
Not all of these methods are amenable to real time implementation on streaming data in an
FPGA. For example, many interpolation methods involve some form of matrix inversion. A real
time matrix inversion in an FPGA is a long cascade of multiplications and additions to implement
the various determinants in Cramer’s rule. It could be done, but would be cumbersome and costly.
Methods that avoid solving matrix equations, without iterations, are ideal candidates for real time
DSP.
Four interpolation methods for computing TTD will be shown here that could be efficiently
mapped to real time signal processing in an FPGA or GPU. For complex data, there are effectively two variables to interpolate. The user may choose to interpolate the real and imaginary
portions separately, or to interpolate the magnitude and unwrapped angle. The best choice is usually whichever is smoothest.

Catmull-Rom Cubic Spline
The Catmull-Rom spline [116] is popular for computer graphics because it avoids cusps
and has a convenient fast recursive computational structure for streaming inputs [117].
In one window, let y(t) be the waveform to be interpolated. Four sample times are required
t0 , t1 , t2 , t3 with the associated measurements y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 . The desired interpolation value at τ
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Figure 5.16: Visualizing the centripetal Catmull-Rom spline (red).

lies between t1 < τ < t2 . The interpolation approximation I(τ ) is given by
a1 =
a2 =
a3 =
b1 =
b2 =
I(τ ) =

y0 (t1 − τ ) + y1 (τ − t0 )
t1 − t0
y1 (t2 − τ ) + y2 (τ − t1 )
t2 − t1
y2 (t3 − τ ) + y3 (τ − t2 )
t3 − t2
a1 (t2 − τ ) + a2 (τ − t0 )
t2 − t0
a2 (t3 − τ ) + a3 (τ − t1 )
t3 − t1
b1 (t2 − τ ) + b2 (τ − t1 )
t2 − t1

(5.86)
(5.87)
(5.88)
(5.89)
(5.90)
(5.91)

If regularly spaced samples are take at normalized sample times t0 = −1, t1 = 0, t2 = 1, t3 = 2
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then implementing the TTD via cubic interpolation of the point 0 < τ < 1 becomes
s1 = τ + 1

(5.92)

d1 = 1 − τ

(5.93)

d2 = 2 − τ

(5.94)

a1 = y 1 s 1 − y 0 τ

(5.95)

a2 = y 1 d 1 + y 2 τ

(5.96)

a3 = y 2 d 2 − y 3 d 1

(5.97)

b1 = a1 d1 + a2 s1

(5.98)

b2 = a2 d2 + a3 τ

(5.99)

b1 d 1 + b2 τ
2

(5.100)

y(τ ) =

This case is shown graphically in Figure 5.16. The 10 additions and 13 multiplications could
scheduled and/or pipelined in a GPU or FPGA.

Vandermonde Inversion
The centripetal Catmull-Rom is a piece wise solution using basis polynomials that allows
smoothing constraints between transitions. This is important in computer graphics when many
such splines may be stitched together with smooth transitions. For digital signal processing, this
smooth requirement between windows may be relaxed. In this case, define a polynomial for each
window that interpolates the points and ignores tangents and boundary conditions between windows. This can be more accurate in some contexts.
There is exactly one polynomial of minimum degree N − 1 that interpolates a set of N
distinct points. This polynomial can be found by either the Lagrange or Newton formulations, or
by solving the Vandermonde matrix. It can be shown that the Lagrange and Newton formulation
are each a different basis for the columns of the Vandermonde matrix designed to make the system
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easier to solve (by hand). The Vandermonde matrix has columns with increasing m powers of xi
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x2i
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(5.101)

If M = N , the matrix is square, full rank, and always has an inverse. The interpolation I of the
point set [(t0 , y0 ), (t1 , y1 ), . . . ] becomes
ti < τi < ti+N −1
I(τi ) = qi V(τi )−1 si


yi




 yi+1 

si = 


..


.


yi+N −1


τi0




1
 τi 

qi =  . 

 .. 


N −1
τi

(5.102)
(5.103)

(5.104)

(5.105)

If regularly spaced samples are taken at normalized sample times t0 = −1, t1 = 0, t2 = 1, t3 = 2
then implementing the TTD via N = 4 (cubic) interpolation of the point 0 < τ < 1 can leverage
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precomputed q and V−1 . The 4x4 Vandermonde inverse is


V−1



1 −1 1 −1




 1 0 0 0 

V=


 1 1 1 1 


1 2 4 8


0
1
0 0


 −1 −1
−1 

 3
1
2
6 
=

 1
 2 −1 21
0 


−1
6

1
2

−1
2

(5.106)

(5.107)

1
6

With precomputed q and V−1 , interpolation becomes a vector-matrix-vector multiply linear filter
over the streaming samples si
Ii (τ ) = qV−1 si

(5.108)

This implementation can take advantage of the 4 zero terms and 3 one terms in V−1 leading to
implementations that require 13 multiplies and 11 additions per updated sample. These could be
scheduled in an FPGA or GPU for real time processing.

Sinc Interpolation
The Whittaker-Shannon interpolation formula, or the sinc interpolation formula, is at the
crux of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem. Any continuous time waveform y(t) can be interpolated from a set of discrete points y[n] sampled at periods T via convolution with a normalized
sinc kernel like so
y(t) =

∞
X


y[n]sinc

n=−∞

t − nT
T


(5.109)

By truncating the infinities via some signal processing window w[k] with length K, this formula
becomes a discrete convolution. This means implementing a TTD to some fraction of a sampling
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interval 0 < τ < T becomes a discrete FIR filter with time shifted sinc taps

y(nT − τ ) =

K−1
X


y[n − k]w[k]sinc

k=0

(k − K/2)T − τ
T


(5.110)

This interpolator has the property that length K controls the interpolation error. The taps are symmetric and linear phase. Once the FIR state buffer has filled, the interpolation error is bounded
across the support bandwidth of the sample rate. With finite FIR implementation, there is considerable error at the beginning and end of a finite widowed signal, but this does not manifest
for continuously streamed data where FIR state is preserved. These kinds of filters are routinely
deployed efficiently in FPGAs and GPUs, so any existing library could be used to implement the
delay filter. The filter taps must be updated whenever a new τ delay is required. The delay output
will not be valid until the latency of the FIR filter has expired.

Frequency Domain Interpolation
Time domain linear filters can be applied via frequency domain operations. It is common in
signal processing to decompose an input signal into subband components through filter banks and
discrete Fourier transforms (DFT), so this section demonstrates how to apply TTD via transformations the frequency domain. This is essentially what narrow band beamformer use to approximate
TTD by phasor multiplication.
For the discussion here, τ will be defined relative to the normalized sample period 0 < τ <
1. The discrete time domain sinc interpolator kernel is
fτ [k] = w[k]sinc (k − K/2 − τ )

(5.111)

For every analysis frequency of interest, a delay operation will look like a phasor multiplication.
This can be seen from evaluating the continuous time Fourier transform of a delay δ(t − τ T )
Z

∞

δ(t − τ T ) exp(−jωt) = exp(−jωτ T )
−∞
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(5.112)

which is a phasor modulation. To find the phasor modulation corresponding to the subband of a
filter bank with centered around ω, the delayed sinc kernel’s phase shift in that subband can be
evaluated with the discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT)

Fτ [ω] =

k=∞
X

w[k]sinc (k − K/2 − τ ) exp (−jwk)

(5.113)

k=−∞

Perfect reconstruction filter bank pairs can be used to implement frequency domain transforms on
time domains waveforms if frequency aliasing and spectral leakage is well managed. For a more
detailed treatment on filter banks see [118] and [119].
For real time computation, a DFT, modulate, inverse DFT operation can be used to quickly
calculate the circular convolution with the delayed sinc kernel. The circular convolution is computationally convenient using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. A perfect (not circular)
discrete convolution can also be implemented with a DFT pair using the overlap and add or overlap
and save methods [120], but those are not considered here.
For the circular convolution, it is useful to circularly shift the kernel by bK/2c so that the
main lobe of the sinc() is split around the origin. This shift makes the frequency domain expression
more convenient, and removes the tap delay lag from result. The circular shift operator will be
denoted by roll(f [k], bK/2c). The DFT of the rolled kernel is
K−1
X



2πkw
Fτ [w] =
roll (w[k]sinc (k − K/2 − τ ) , bK/2c) exp −j
K
k=0

(5.114)

It can be shown that Fτ [w] is well approximated by

Fτ [w] =




exp −j 2πwτ
K

exp j2πτ 1 −

w < bK/2c
(5.115)
w
K



w >= bK/2c

This makes the circular convolution time delay on a block of data y[n : n + K] (in array slice and
broadcast multiply notation)
yτ [n : n + K] = IDFT (DFT (y[n : n + K]) Fτ [0 : K − 1])
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(5.116)

Figure 5.17: Comparing various interpolation algorithms for a chirped input.

Comparing Methods
Figure 5.17 compares several interpolation methods for modeling a delay of τ = 0.2 for
a frequency chirped input. The chirped input gives an indication of how the interpolation error
changes over frequency. Strictly speaking, it is impossible to fairly compare the relative performance of interpolation algorithms for arbitrary inputs because interpolation error is highly depended on the internal structure of the input signal. Notwithstanding the limitation of this test, this
plot reveals some principles.
The B spline methods refer to least squares solutions for the input signal in terms of basis
(B) splines of various orders. These require full matrix solves in general. The spline methods
work best on on oversampled (slowly varying) data. The implementation tested here is from the
Scipy library [115]. The Linear B spline interpolation is quick to compute, but has high error.
Cubic B spline performs the best of all spline approaches, but is the most computationally costly
of the spline methods. The Vandermonde order 3 polynomial interpolation performs in between
the Catmull-Rom and Cubic B spline solutions.
The sinc FIR filter interpolation gives consistent bounded error across bandwidth according
to the length of the sinc kernel. The DFT circular convolution uses the full 2048 samples and concentrates the error at the block boundaries. These may be desirable in existing DSP architectures.
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Another factor to consider for practical designs is that spline based interpolations will be
sensitive to noisy inputs. The sinc and DFT approaches take averages over all the samples in the
processing window and will be less sensitive to noise inputs compared to the spline interpolators.
The trade off is that averaging creates greater error during sharp transitions (like the zero padding
at the end), whereas the spline methods adapt quickly. For these reasons, many DSP engineers
tend to prefer FIR filter based interpolations.

5.6.2

Fast Hadamard Transform Digital Implementation
For processor based computation, open source libraries can be found for code implementing

the Fast Hadamard Transform. For engineering custom computer cores, the methods used for
mapping the Fast Hadamard Transform to analog hardware in section 5.5.1 apply directly. Each of
the analog chip kernels can be used as a butterfly compute unit. The butterflies can be scheduled
in several ways depending on the real time requirements. Cascading radix 4 kernels is the same
approach taken by a popular radix 4 FFT implementations provided by Xilinx [121]. The difference
is that each butterfly only requires additions and subtractions instead multipliers.

5.7

Conclusion
This chapter has shown that true time delays and Hadamard matrix operators shown in

Figure 5.1 are capable of nulling broadband RFI from a given spatial direction. It was proven this
technique is an isomorphism to the subspace projection beamformer that can easily be implemented
in analog circuitry, but can also provide an alternative computational approach for wideband subspace projection in digital. Unlike other analog beamforming schemes, this method preserves the
information to allow synthesis imaging over the full field of view with a secondary digital reconstruction beamformer. The combination allows the ability to recover dynamic range in high
sensitivity receivers degraded by RFI.
Applications for this technology span from high power military and commercial devices,
to high sensitivity aperture array instrumentation for radio science, to vehicular arrays with low
computation requirements. Phased array radars may use the analog TTD and Hadamard projection
method to extend the dynamic range limits set by fixed clutter. It can also be used in communi-
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cations systems to to provide projection against co-channel interferers and jammers. In passive
remote sensing systems, this technique can be used to to reduce blanked observation due to locally static RFI. There is future work scheduled to experimentally test analog and FPGA hardware
implementations of TTD and Hadamard projection.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSION

The work discussed in the main chapters has presented three research projects involving
phased array antennas in the context of vehicular deployments and applications. This conclusion
will review the key research questions and their answers from each chapter.
Full duplex radios are difficult on small vehicular platforms. Chapter 3’s research attempts
to mitigate the known TX bleed through problem for these devices. Transmitter leakage fundamentally limits the dynamic range available in the receiver, placing a trade off between maximum
transmit and receiver range.
This raises the question: are there methods that fit natively on printed circuit boards that
can be used to electromagnetically isolate transmit and receive radio electronics? This project
developed a solution that used the antenna geometry, resonant barriers, and a waveguide notched
filter to provide over 100 dB of analog isolation before the low noise amplifier of the receiver.
Isolation levels of this magnitude have historically only been observed using solid metal tubular
waveguide components. This result validates the efficacy of these techniques and suggests that high
isolation printed circuit board designs can be viable. This offers a means to extend the effective
operating range of compact vehicular full duplex radios.
Chapter 4 investigated system on chip technology to evaluate if it could be used to reduce the spatial footprint of phased array signal processing for vehicles. The emerging system on
chip technology provides a new signal processing paradigm that can be used to simply the analog
front-ends and make phased arrays more portable. The multi-year effort documented in Chapter 4
showed that with persistent effort, an adaptive beamformer can be deployed completely inside the
system on chip. The custom computing architecture could provide a spatial filter for GPS signals in
order to improve signal reliability in GPS degraded environments due to multipath and malicious
spoofing.
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The computational complexity observed in Chapter 4 may be undesirable for vehicles with
small computing power. The work of Chapter 5 shows how a true time delay and Hadamard
projection operation can implement the wideband subspace projection computation with an analog
circuit. This offers a means to offload that computation from the digital signal processing in radio
astronomy systems and recover precious dynamic range by cancelling the interference in analog.
The practicality of this beamformer was explored via analysis. The impact of physical
circuitry was considered, as well as how to scale the technology and calibrate it. The bigger picture
of this chapter is that since true time delay technology is improving, there may be new methods
based on true time delay technology that were impossible in the last generation of technology.

6.1

Future Work
This segment is dedicated to the future reader to inspire future investigations.
In Chapter 3 there are two natural next steps. First would be an experimental validation

using some interference vulnerable protocol such as audio modulated AM for both transmit and
receive to see if the leakage is audible in the receiver output. The second step would be to incorporate these components inside a physical compartment (such as a box or cage) as if it were
actually mounted on a vehicle. This test would show how effective the devices are in a non-ideal
environment.
Chapter 4 has many ways to continue. The most obvious is to move the system outdoors
and test the beamformer on live external GPS rather than the stable bench top setup. The adaptive
beamformer has yet to incorporate position information from the navigational message decoding.
The active antennas could be mounted to a physical drone chassis for a further proof of concept.
The study in Chapter 5 was a theoretical study based on hardware that is slowly coming
to production. Once that hardware is developed, that natural progression is to test the physical
hardware and compare the null depths to predicted zero forcing behaviour. The journal paper
reviewers suggest other areas for investigation such as cascading several stages together and further
characterizing the impact of leakage on the secondary beamformer. Lastly, there was suggestion
that the Hadamard transformation could be useful for simplifying the implementation of subspace
projection beamformer in digital hardware via the fast Hadamard transform structure. This could
be scheduled in and FPGA and tested in a real system.
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6.2

Last Remarks
I, the author, sincerely hope that this corpus of work provides a useful stepping stone for

further research. In particular, I am excited to see where future research leads with the Hadamard
transform beamformer and system on chip architectures for digital phased arrays goes the next
decade. I now humbly submit to my dissertation to my committee members for their review.
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APPENDIX A.
OPTIMIZING THE PHASED ARRAY FEED GEOMETRY OF THE
ARECIBO TELESCOPE

A.1

Preface
The Arecibo telescope was a mainstay instrument for radio science for over half a century

until its untimely collapse in the final months of 2020 [122]. In 2018 when the work in this chapter
was performed, the telescope was selected to receive an upgraded phased array radio camera system. A coalition of Brigham Young University, Cornell University, and the University of Central
Florida was commissioned to develop the upgraded system. This project was named the Advanced
Cryogenic L-band Phased Array Camera for the Arecibo Radio Telescope (ALPACA). Its capabilities would have greatly improved the effective field of view for the telescope and provided a better
mechanism for capturing rare celestial events such as fast radio bursts.
The author participated in designing the antenna geometry for the array inside the telescope
feed alongside Dr. Karl Warnick and the late Dr. German Cortes Medellin of Cornell who passed
away suddenly in July of 2021. Although the work in this chapter is no longer of direct benefit
to the scientific community, it has been included here as a memorial to the fallen telescope and
colleague who made this work possible. The results of the design study are also included in the
conference paper [64].
The historical portions of this chapter were adopted from a classroom report in 2019 for
the ECEN 564 Principle of Radar class. These segments do not have direct scientific interest, but
help document the legacy of this telescope within the memorial context above. The prose adopts
the perspective from the time frame of the classroom report in 2019 when the telescope upgrades
were underway.
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A.2

Introduction to the Telescope
The Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico is the second largest radio telescope on Earth. It

was the highest performance single dish radio astronomy instrument or the latter part of the 21st
century until recently surpassed by the FAST telescope in China. During it’s tenure as best in
class, the Arecibo telescope housed essential instruments for planetary research. The geometry
of the telescope allows the radio equipment to broadcast significantly focused power and capture
faint electromagnetic radiation from distant radio sources throughout the heavens. The signals are
so faint scientists would not be able to measure them without the sophisticated equipment inside
the telescope.
The present day telescope uses a system of three reflectors arranged in the Gregorian style.
The Gregorian optics of the Arecibo telescope begin with the 305 meter diameter spherical primary
reflector. The primary reflector directs radiation on the secondary reflector inside the feed cabin.
The secondary directs to the tertiary, and the tertiary directs into the feed. The feed contains the
radio equipment for generating and sampling the radio waves. There are several sets of radio
equipment inside the cabin, each designed to operate at different bands. The first radar is the
original 430 MHz radar operating on the 70 cm band, and the second is the more modern S band
2380 MHz radar to operate on the 12.6 cm band.

A.2.1

Development and Upgrades
The Arecibo instrument was originally proposed by Dr. Gordon and his colleagues at

Cornell University in 1958 [123]. Gordon et al. stated that the original purposes of the telescope
were to
1. Observe transient streams of charged particles
2. Search for the existence of the hypothesized ring current around the Earth
3. Seek data to improve the definition of the astronomical unit
4. Take radar measurements of Mar’s and Venus
5. Make radar observations of the Sun’s atmosphere
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Figure A.1: Aerial View of the Arecibo Telescope in Puerto Rico [3]

6. Use the high sensitivity provided to observer undetected stars
Gordon’s proposal was submitted during the height of the Cold War. With the recent launch of
Sputnik, the United States Government quickly recognized the tactical advantages of operating a
large dish telescope to monitor Soviet Union satellites. As with many American innovations in
the 20th century, the scientific project received funding from the Department of Defense to begin
construction. The United States chose to build the dish in Puerto Rico because the tropical climate
was conducive to year round observation and Puerto Rico was politically stable. The site at Arecibo
contains a natural depression in the landscape that reduced the amount of excavation required to
construct the primary dish. The Arecibo telescope finished construction and was commissioned
November 01, 1963.
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The engineers originally envisioned constructing a large paraboloid reflector. Parabolas
have a fixed and narrow focal point which prohibits scanning across large areas of the sky. Since
the installation would be used for astronomical exploration and espionage, the engineers decided
that a circular reflector without a single focus point would allow for a larger observable field of
view in the sky. In harmony with the spherical geometry, the suspended feed cabin is allowed to
rotate on an azimuth arm that slides along a railroad track 93 meters long on the outside of the
dish. This track provides ±20 deg of azimuth orientation.
In 1962 the first instrument installed in the observatory was the 430 MHz 1 megawatt radar
produced by Levinthal Electronic Products [124]. Soon after installation, the radar’s first discovery
was correcting the orbital period of Mercury as 59 days instead of 88 [125]. Coincidentally, around
the same time another experiment happened to intercept signals from a Soviet radar operating on
the Arctic coast during and experiment to observe temperatures of the lunar soil.
In 1966, the telescope’s mechanical design was successfully tested by the 50 miles per
hour winds of hurricane Inez. In 1969, the National Science Foundation took over administration
of the telescope and two years later changed the name to the “National Astronomy and Ionosphere
Center”. With the new emphasis on science observations, an upgrade was planned to install the
S band radar. This radar was designed for higher sensitivity and imaging resolution by using a
smaller wavelength. During this upgrade the original dish’s mesh was replaced with precision
machined aluminum panels. To reduce weight and provide light to the undergrowth, the panels are
perforated to allow 40% sunlight. The holes are small enough to not disturb the performance of
the reflector at frequencies of interest. To inaugurate the S band radar upgrade in 1974, the radar
broadcast a short three minute message to globular cluster M13.
About twenty years later, another upgrade installed the ground screen around the primary
reflector and updated the secondary and tertiary reflectors in the feed cabin. The ground screens
are designed to block thermal black body radiation from the ground from entering the receiver and
degrading noise performance. The updated reflectors allowed use of standard gain feed horns with
the spherical geometry.
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Figure A.2: Inside the feed cabin [3]
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Figure A.3: Installing the original line feed for the 430 MHz radar [3]

A.2.2

Historic Experiments
The Arecibo telescope was the world leader in astronomical observation for many years. As

such, it has a rich history of scientific discovery. Some of the modern signal processing techniques
we use today were pioneered by scientists and engineers at the observatory. This section contains
a brief listing of some historic discoveries.
The first published scientific discoveries using the Arecibo telescope determined the rotation rates of Mercury and Venus [125]. The rotation rates were measured by estimates of the
Doppler spread of returns from the UHF radar. The Mercury and Venus experiments required
many observations over a period of time to calibrate the observations.
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Prior to the lunar landing, the new technique of delay-Doppler processing was deployed
to produce maps of the Moon in 1968 [126]. Also in 1968, periodogram analysis of radio measurements emitted by the Crab Nebula Pulsar allowed scientists to estimate the period of the pulsar [127]. The 33 milliseconds period was measured with a newly developed Fast Fourier Transform code on a CDC 3200 computer. The relationship between period and mass characteristics
provided the first evidence of neutron stars.
American scientists Russell Hulse and Joseph Taylor Jr. used telescope data to observe
the first binary pulsar in 1974. Their work won them the Nobel prize in 1993 [128]. The first
millisecond pulsar was discovered in 1988 [129] using the telescope. In 2005 the fastest spinning
pulsar to date was discovered with a period of 716 Hz [130]. The first asteroid was observed in
1990 [131]. In 1992 the observatory discovered the first planets outside of our solar system orbiting
around B1257+12 [132]. Using delay-Doppler techniques, in 1994 the Arecibo telescope was used
to map polar anomalies on Mercury [133].
For more information about the Arecibo telescope’s history, see [134]. Additionally, the
observatory’s official webpage contains information for education and visitors [135]. The official
Arecibo website also serves as the gateway to the online repository of technical data and calibration
information for scientists and astronomers using the telescope [136].

A.3

ALPACA Motivation
In 2018, The national science foundation awarded a multi-million dollar grant for the con-

struction of a new phased array feed for the Arecibo telescope in Puerto Rico. The Advanced
Cryogenic L-band Phased Array Camera for the Arecibo Radio Telescope (ALPACA) instrument
will include an L band receiver for observing galactic hydrogen on the 21.1 cm (1.42 GHz) spectrum. Galactic hydrogen experiences a Doppler phase shift when observed from Earth, so the
array is designed to operate from 1.2 - 1.8 GHz. The phased array feed will increase the field-ofview available in the telescope by beamforming multiple pixels from the same observed voltage
samples. This gives astronomers and advantage over single pixel feeds because the probability of
observing rare astronomical events is increased with more pixels in the sky.
The goal of this simulation study was to determine which array geometry provides the best
sensitivity within the constraints of the optics provided by the Gregorian reflector system. Since
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the array is integrated with the cryogenic container housing the low noise amplifiers, iterative prototyping is not available. This means that all decisions regarding array geometry must be derived
from computational models. The key figure of merit is a value called survey speed.

A.4
A.4.1

Background Theory
Survey Speed
Survey speed is computed by integrating receiver sensitivity over the field-of-view (fov).
Z

|Sensitivity(Ω)|2 dΩ

Survey Speed =

(A.1)

fov

In this expression and throughout this chapter Ω is a compact symbol used to denote direction in
the antenna far field. The coordinate system is 2 dimensional with zenith angle θ and azimuth
angle φ taken as locations on a sphere of some implied far field distance R. A common rule of
thumb for the far field R is at least 20 times the maximum cross of the antenna (always satisfied in
the astronomy context).
The survey speed figure of merit provides a means to quantify the quality of the receiving
antenna over the target field-of-view. Sensitivity is defined as
ηap (Ω)ηrad (Ω)Aphys (Ω)
Tsys
kb BSsig (Ω)
=
Tsys
Ssig (Ω)
=
N (Ω)

Sensitivity(Ω) =

(A.2)

for aperture efficiency ηap , radiation ηrad , aperture area Aphys (Ω), system noise temperature Tsys ,
system bandwidth B, and Boltzman’s constant kb . Sensitivity is a measurement of the receiver’s
signal-to-noise ratio when observing a signal with power flux density Ssig at direction Ω with total
observed noise power N . The makes survey speed a measurement of signal to noise ratio over the
desired field-of-view.
In a typical phased array feed, a narrow beam is focused onto a discrete region of field-ofview called a pixel. The narrowness of the beam response limits the power observed Ssig (Ω) to
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energy within that pixel region. Thus, the phased-array-feed’s beamformer is the computational
equivalent of the lens system of a multi-pixel optical camera. That is, the image produced by the
phased-array-feed is the collection of Ssig (Ω) sampled over each pixel region at Ω across the field
of view. The narrow beam also reduces the required integration for survey speed to the pixels
within the field-of-view. Areas not in an observed pixel are weak and can be assumed near 0 and
need not be integrated. Computing the survey speed metric for an imaging field-of-view requires
knowledge of Ssig in many pixels. This is generally not known exactly for a given antenna or
beamformer configuration. Therefor, estimating survey efficiency requires a mixture of analytical
models with computational numerical methods. The nature of this fixed-installation, high-cost
instrument justifies the use of elaborate numerical modeling techniques to ensure a reasonable
notion of optimal survey speed for the antenna array design.
The Arecibo reflectors are a linear time invariant system the obeys the principle of reciprocity for antennas. That is, the radiation pattern of the antenna as a transmitter is the same as
the radiation pattern as a receiver. This means that the radiated power flux density Ssig required to
compute the sensitivity can be calculated using a transmit array model.

A.5

Computational EM Models
There are several computational methods in the electromagnetics literature for numerically

computing radiated fields from reflector antennas. Each solution type has it’s own approximations
that make computation easier. The general pattern is that higher fidelity solutions require more
processing power and memory. To illustrate, this segment will use a simple 2D model of a parabolic
reflector antenna with a dipole at the focus. The dipole patter is omnidirectional in the ẑ axis out
of the page. The 2D cross section is shown in Figure A.4. The wavelength is 1 meter.

A.5.1

Geometrical Optics
The most approximating method is with geometrical optics, or ray tracing. The geometrical

optics approximation models the electromagnetic phase front along discrete straight paths called
rays. All obstacles are modeled as electrically large compared to the wavelength of interest, so the
boundary conditions reduce to reflection about the normal vector n to the tangent vector t along
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Figure A.4: Sketch of the 2D cross section of the example parabolic reflector antenna.

the conducting surface. The reflections for ray vector P are computed via the vector equation.

P out =

t
P in ·
t

!
2



n
t − P in ·
knk2


n

(A.3)

This formula preserves the ray in the direction of the tangent, and reflects the ray in the direction
of the normal. The length of the resulting vector should be scaled to some appropriate length for
rendering. For the 2D dish, the angles of the normal and tangent vectors track each other by 90
degrees in the plane. The associated angles are given in Figure A.5.
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Figure A.5: Comparing the angles of the surface and normal vectors across the dish cross section.

Ray tracing can be so computationally efficient that hardware graphic processing units
can perform renderings with ray-tracing is real time. For a 2D parabolic dish, a bundle of rays
emanating from a focal point source will collimate out to infinity. The ray trace rendering for the
2D dish given in Figure A.6 shows this collimating behaviour.
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Figure A.6: Left: the emitted rays from focal point dipole. Right: The reflected rays in the far
distance.

The reflected rays provide a map of the expected phase front after the reflection. By mapping the density of ray bundles per unit of space, the expected shape of the radiation pattern can be
traced out. This method in general is a low fidelity approximation, but provides a rapid computed
model for iterating optical designs. The relative density of the ray bundles in the far distance are
plotted in Figure A.7. The ray density suggests that dish radiation pattern will have a tight central
lobe at a far distance, as expected.
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Figure A.7: Estimating the ray bundle density reflected off the dish gives a low fidelity indication
of the antenna radiation pattern.

A.5.2

Full Wave Solvers
The highest fidelity models are produced with full-wave solvers. These solve Maxwell’s

equations with time and spatial integrals/derivatives evaluated over a computational mesh. Two
popular categories for full wave solvers are finite difference and method of moments (MoM). In
theory these methods converge to the true analytic solution with increasing mesh density. Because
computers have finite memory and processing power, these methods are generally only practical
for geometries that span less than a few wavelengths. Finite difference methods require storage
that is O(N ) with the number of meshing cells. This mesh is iterated by computing derivatives
across the mesh in steps until steady state is obtained. This means finite difference methods tend
to be processor limited operations. The MoM solvers require O(N 2 ) storage for all the cells in a
large square matrix. The solution is obtained after solving a linear systems of equations for the
cells. This tends to make method of moment solvers memory limited, provided efficient matrix
solving routines are used. In the author’s personal experience, the MoM solvers tend to provide
higher fidelity results, but take longer to compute.
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Figure A.8: Magnitude of the surface currents solved using the MoM with the 2D electric field
integral equation.

For demonstration, a full wave method of moment solver will be used to compute the
surface current distribution on the parabolic reflector. The governing equation is the 2D electric
field integral equation (see chapter 5 of [81]). The resulting current distribution is shown in Figure
A.8. The magnitude of the currents follows the parabolic shape of the dish, with fine perturbations
at the edges.
The surface currents stimulated by the source are then modeled as impressed current densities that will reradiate into the far field and produce the scattered antenna pattern. Using the current
radiation integral discussed later on, the far electric and magnetic field can be obtained. With these
fields, the radiated power and directivity patterns can be obtained. The directivity pattern of the
reflector antenna is given in Figure A.9.
The peak directivity is computed as 38.7 dB. The conventional directivity estimation for
parabolic dish of this size with 99% efficiency is

10 log10 0.99

π(10)2
((1)2 )

and shows good agreement.
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2 !
= 35.9 dB

(A.4)

Figure A.9: The directivity pattern obtained from the scattered fields solved using the MoM current
distribution.

For large structures like the Arecibo telescope, discretizing the entire volume of the dish
spanning 20 acres, along with the secondary and tertiary reflectors, at L band wavelengths is computationally infeasible for any reasonable computer. This implies that a MoM solver would be
impractical for rapidly iterating antenna designs. This leads to using a middle fidelity approach
called the physical optics approximation.

A.5.3

Scattering Models Using the Physical Optics Approximation
The physical optics approximation is a compromise between full wave modeling and ray

tracing. The discretized harmonic radiation integrals of the physical optics approximation are computationally easier than full wave simulation, but preserve a continuous phase front computation
that can be sampled when computing the correlations on the antenna scattered fields.
In the physical optics approximation of electromagnetic scattering electric and magnetic
fields from a source are radiated to a surface, impressed upon a PEC surface, then reradiated to a
target direction. The details of this approach will be given later.
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Figure A.10: Magnitude of the surface currents solved using the physical optics approximation.
The main difference in shape compared to the MoM solution is the edge perturbations.

The currents obtained from the physical optics approximation in the example problem are
shown in Figure A.10. They are similar to the currents obtained from the MoM, but do not have
the edge perturbation effects.
The lack of edge perturbations leads to a directivity pattern that has higher side lobe levels
than predicted by the MoM solver. This can be seen in Figure A.11. Overall, the features of the
main lobe are similar to lobes obtained from the MoM. The calculated directivity is close at 38.7
dB and differs by about 0.15 dB. This implies that the radiated fields obtained via the physical
optics approximation will have higher fidelity for the main lobe of the pattern.
For the Arecibo telescope, the main lobe pattern is so narrow that it suggests the main lobe
features contain most of the energy of the radiation pattern. This suggest using the physical optics
approximation is a valid considering the impracticality of a MoM solver.
The source in the Arecibo telescope is the antenna array in the feed, and the scattering
reflects between 3 reflectors before radiating into free space. In this configuration, upon striking
the reflector surface, the electric and magnetic fields encounter the perfect electrical conductor
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Figure A.11: The directivity pattern obtained from the scattered fields solved using the physical
optics approximation. The main lobe response is almost identical the MoM solution and only
differs in the side lobe levels with low relative energy.

(PEC) boundary condition. The PEC boundary condition requires surface currents to maintain
balances between the electric and magnetic field. The currents are computed with a cross product
of the incoming magnetic field with the normal vector of the surface. The surface currents are then
modeled as impressed currents in free space, and through the radiation integral, their radiated fields
are computed to the next points of interest. For all three reflectors, points of interest are discretized
cells along the surface of the reflectors. The reflectors are modeled as a computational mesh in a
global coordinate system. Each cell responds and radiates to each other cell between the meshes.
The currents and fields are computed in their harmonic form in the phasor domain because the curl
and time derivative expressions are simpler. After illuminating and radiating each reflector, the
large primary reflector is radiated into the far field to compute the radiated power flux density.
For linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, the principle of antenna reciprocity states that if
currents induced by far field source radiating to a receiver antenna are in turn reversed and treated
as source currents reradiated to the far field, the radiated fields will match the original source.
That is, it does not matter if the computational model is run in transmit or receive mode, it gives
equivalent information. Passive antennas with linear, lossless, material satisfy the LTI criteria.
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This method can model the response from each antenna, so the final mutual coupling can
be computed for the antenna array. The mathematics of physical optics and the radiated fields are
reviewed below. This derivation follows the presentation in chapter 3 of [91].
A cross product between two 3D Cartesian vectors A and B defined over axes x̂, ŷ, ẑ is
given by
A×B =

(Ay Bz − Az By )x̂

(A.5)

+ (Ax Bz − Az Bx )ŷ

(A.6)

+ (Ax By − Ay Bx )ẑ

(A.7)

The boundary conditions for the PEC require that the incident and reflected electric field
(E) and magnetic field (H) satisfy

n × E inc − E ref = 0

n × H inc + H ref = 0

(A.8)
(A.9)

The PEC boundary condition leads to this expression for electric currents (J) and fictional magnetic currents (M ) at the boundary with normal vector n.
M = −n × E inc

(A.10)

J = n × H inc

(A.11)

M is included here for completeness in showing the symmetry of the solutions, but is set to 0 in
practice when performing computations. For an infinite plane PEC boundary, the radiated energy
of J is concentrated onto the incident side of the plane rather than the both sides of the boundary,
so the physical optics uses a factor of 2 to approximate a doubling of energy when radiating J.
M = 0 [physical solutions]
J ≈ 2n × H inc

[physical optics approximation]
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(A.12)
(A.13)

When the radiated field induces these currents on the boundary, they will immediately reradiate
reflected fields. The radiated field can be computed by treating the surface currents as impressed
currents and solving the radiation integral in free space.
The radiation integral is computed by with the aid of two auxiliary field quantities known
as the electric vector potential F and magnetic vector potential A.
exp (−jk kr − r0 k2 )
4π kr − r0 k2
exp (−jkr0 · r)
≈
Z Z4πR
Z

K(r, r0 ) =

A(r) = µ
J(r0 )K(r, r0 )dr0
Z Z Z
F (r) = 
M (r0 )K(r, r0 )dr0

(A.14)
(A.15)
(A.16)
(A.17)

The region of integration is the entire domain of the source currents. The target coordinates
r are the Cartesian form of the corresponding to the spherical region on the far field sphere of
radius R like in Chapter 2.
These potentials are used as intermediate quantities in computing radiated electric and magnetic fields fields. The total electric fields and magnetic fields are the sum of the solutions using A
and F for the pure electric current excitation (J 6= 0, M = 0), and pure magnetic current excitation
(J = 0, M 6= 0) respectively. For time harmonic fields of frequency ω, the expressions are
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E = EA + EF
1
1
∇(∇ · A) − ∇ × F
ωµ

1
1
=
∇ × HA − ∇ × F
jω



1
1
1
=
∇×
∇×A − ∇×F
jω
µ


= −jωA − j

(A.18)

H = HA + HF
1
1
∇ × A − jωF − j
∇(∇ · F )
µ
ωµ
1
1
= ∇×A−
∇ × EF
µ
jωµ


1
1
1
∇×
∇×F
= ∇×A−
µ
jωµ

=

(A.19)

For electromagnetics in the natural world M = 0, F = 0, and the harmonic radiated fields
are given in terms of A
1
∇×A
µ
1
E=
∇×H
jω
1
∇×∇×A
=
jωµ

H=

(A.20)
(A.21)
(A.22)

In a Cartesian coordinate system, the curl operator ∇× is

∇×F =

∂Fz ∂Fy
−
∂y
∂z




x̂ +

∂Fx ∂Fz
−
∂z
∂x




ŷ +

∂Fy ∂Fx
−
∂x
∂y

and the derivatives of plane wave phasor expressions F have a pattern like this
F (t, x) = cos(ωt − kx)x̂ → Re [exp(−jkx)] x̂
∂F (t, x)
= −k sin(ωt − kx)x̂ → Re [−jk exp(−jkx)] x̂
∂x
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ẑ

(A.23)

For a 3D field F in Cartesian coordinates
Ai cos(ωt − kx x − ky y − kz z + φi )x̂

(A.24)

+ Aj cos(ωt − kx x − ky y − kz z + φj )ŷ

(A.25)

+ Ak cos(ωt − kx x − ky y − kz z + φk )ẑ


→ F (t, r) = Re A exp −jk · r

(A.26)

F (t, x, y, z) =

(A.27)

the partial derivatives in the curl are
∂Fz
= −ky Az sin(ωt − kx x − ky y − kz z + φk )
∂y


→ Re −jky Az exp −jk · r


∂Fy
→ Re −jkz Ay exp −jk · r
∂z


∂Fx
→ Re −jkz Ax exp −jk · r
∂z


∂Fz
→ Re −jkx Az exp −jk · r
∂x


∂Fy
→ Re −jkx Ay exp −jk · r
∂x


∂Fx
→ Re −jky Ax exp −jk · r
∂y

(A.28)
(A.29)
(A.30)
(A.31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
(A.34)

Putting it all together, the procedure for evaluating scattered fields from a source using the
physical optics approximation are
1. Define a computational mesh over the reflector surface.
2. Define a time harmonic source. This can either be an incident plane wave evaluated directly
over the reflector mesh, or a surface current phasors J over some source computational mesh
geometry.
3. In the case of surface currents, these are modeled as impressed current sources that must be
radiated to compute the E and H fields at the target. The surface currents are radiated with
the following two steps.
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4. Evaluate the vector potential A in equation (A.16) for each location on the target mesh r and
location on the source mesh r0 . This integral is approximated with the discrete quadrature
rule defined over r0 . This is typically a barycentric rule taken over triangular sections of the
mesh. The weights of the quadrature are typically the size of the triangle.
5. Compute the harmonic vector curls of equations (A.22) and (A.20) at each r. This will yield
E and H incident on the target mesh cells.
6. Compute the physical optics approximation of equation (A.13) due to the incident H at each
mesh cell of the target. This requires knowledge of the local normal vector easily computed
for a triangulated mesh.
7. Treat the calculated currents as a new impressed current sources and repeat the radiation
integral procedure for the next target.
8. In the final scattering event, the next target is the far field over a desired field-of-view. Model
this target as a spherical section with a radius meeting the far field criteria (a rule of thumb is
more than 20 times the wavelength divided by the largest cross section). Radiate the current
from the final mesh to this far surface.
9. Perform post processing on the radiated fields. This may involve computing radiated power,
directivity, or correlations.

A.6

Methods
The design work for the Arecibo array geometry was a substantial effort moving informa-

tion between the author, Karl Warnick, and German Cortez in a design feedback loop. A design
would start at Cornell with German proposing a dual polarization, wideband, low loss, dipole over
ground plane antenna. German based the antenna design on prior work with similar antennas.
German would simulate the antenna using the CST electromagnetic solvers [137] and produce a
collection of S parameters and far fields. German would pass these files over to BYU. The author
would preprocess them into a format compatible with Karl’s telescope physical optics simulation
model. In the preprocessing, the author would convert the fields to the open circuit loading condition, apply the reference phase shift, and apply diagnostic checks like computing the overlap
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matrix and looking for mostly real value. The author’s last step was to package these files into a
Matlab format .mat file and hand them over to Karl to compute in his simulator. Karl’s physical
optics model would produce models for the Rs and Ra based on the models in the background
section. The author would compare Karl’s results his own physical optics models as a sanity check
for the results. These matrices could then be used to form several beams across the field of view
of the telescope and predict the SNR performance under optimal calibration. The computed SNR
was then normalized for survey speed, and this figure of merit was returned back to the group. This
loop proceeded with iterations on the antenna element design first, then began experimenting with
different array geometries.

A.7
A.7.1

Results
Dipole
German’s antenna design was iterated several times to produce the final product. The

general tuning parameters of interest involved the shape of the bells over the ground plane: their
physical size, orientation, pitch, etc. After sufficient iterations in software, a prototype of the
antenna design was manufactured. A photograph of the dipole mounted over a copper ground
plane is shown in Figure A.12.
The ground plane installation was essential for measuring the dipole antenna’s scattering
parameters accurately. The bells were tuned for a fixed height above the conducting sheet, so without the sheet the dipole would not operate correctly. Additionally, a good characterization of the
dipole involves minimizing the reflections from the room during measurements. To alleviate this
issue, the antenna was placed face down in it mounting over a box lined with anechoic microwave
absorber foam. The measurement apparatus is shown in Figure A.13.
The S parameters of the dipole were measured for both ports of the dipole. One port is
for the horizontal polarization, the other port is for the vertical polarization. The return loss Sn,n
parameters indicate the quality of the radiation efficiency over frequency. That is, lower scattering
return means greater radiation out of the system. The cross scattering parameters Sn,m indicate the
amount of cross polarization coupling in the antenna. This number is desired to be low because
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Figure A.12: A prototype dipole element for the ALPACA phased array.

it indicates how much the measurements of one polarization will leak into the other polarization.
High isolation allows better polarization discrimination for scientific observations.
The S parameter measurements were taken on a N5230C PNA-L [92] vector network analyzer. The results are shown in Figure A.14. The blue measured results are compared with two
simulation models of the design. There is good agreement between the models and the measured
results. The -10 dB bandwidth of the return loss indicates the dipole is suitable over the L band
range of 1.2 to 2 GHz. The cross polarization coupling is beneath 30 dB and within specifications.

A.7.2

Square vs Hexagonal Array Pattern
The key question for designing the ALPACA array geometry is how to best sample the Airy

pattern from the telescope optics (at microwave frequencies). The Airy pattern corresponds to the
distribution of energy on the focal plane of the optical system. For the Arecibo telescope, the Airy
pattern is a dense cluster in the center of the phased array. This means the center element has a
stronger power flux density compared to the edge elements in the array. The phased array feed
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Figure A.13: Taking measurements of the ALPACA dipole using a box anechoic chamber next to
the vector network analyzer.

takes the various spatial samples of the Airy pattern, assigns each sample complex beamformer
weight corresponding to a beam, and sums the result. The problem of array design boils down to
what is the best sampling function for the Airy pattern that provides the greatest survey efficiency
metric under optimal beamforming?
Eventually two candidate geometries emerged in the design process. One geometry was
based on rectangular (square) symmetry, the other on hexagonal symmetry. They are both pictured
in A.15. The antenna packing problem with the underlying cryogenics and signal routing posed
significant constraints on the allowable configurations. The square geometry provided symmetries
that were more favorable for the engineering design underneath, but did not have a strong center
element for sampling the center of the Airy pattern. The hexagonal symmetry could provide this
center element at the expense of complicating the arrangement.
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Figure A.14: Measured S-parameters of the ALPACA dipole.

After iterating both candidate topologies, the survey efficiencies across bandwidth could
be plotted side by side. The color renderings on the plot show the sensitivity beam pattern coming
out of the telescope. Figure A.16 shows the hexagonal design and Figure A.17 shows the square
design. Both plot were normalized to the peak survey efficiency of the hexagonal design for easy
comparison. The hexagonal design achieved the best survey efficiency at the array center design
frequency. The square geometry had less of a peak, but slightly wider bandwidth. The hexagonal
design with the center element won out with the project engineering team.
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Figure A.15: Comparing the hexagonal vs square layout geometries of the array. The color depths
is showing the magnitude of the near fields radiated from the antennas with uniform excitation.

A.8

Conclusion
This chapter serves as a memorial for the design work on the ALPACA phased array up-

grade for the now defunct Arecibo telescope. The theory portion of this chapter present several
models used in design work for high sensitivity phased array receivers. The measurements of the
ALPACA dipole show that it meets specifications over the L band operating region. The array
layout study showed that a hexagonal symmetry would provide the best sensitivity for scanning
the field of view of the telescope.
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Figure A.16: Normalized survey efficiency of the hexagonal array geometry.

Figure A.17: Normalized survey efficiency of the square array geometry.
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APPENDIX B. TILE CONSTRAINED ASYMMETRY FOR SIDE LOBE MITIGATION
IN PHASED ARRAYS

B.1

Motivation
Engineers deploy phased array antennas when tightly controlled radiation patterns are re-

quired. For most humans, the most straightforward method for constructing an array is to place the
locations of the antennas in some form of regular grid with uniform spacing. These symmetries
are desirable in the design because they are easy to analyze and build. The difficulty with regularly
spaced designs is the symmetry can introduce strong coherent summations in directions off from
the desired pattern response. These pattern side lobes are called grating lobes and are undesirable
for many applications.
Grating lobes are entirely defined by the regular spacing of the antennas in the array. A
regular spacing schedule will have directions where the phase relationships will sum coherently
and produce a grating lobe. If the spacing averages more than one wavelength between antennas,
additional lobes are also introduced. These principles imply that grating lobes can be reduced by
breaking up the regular symmetries and using dense ( < 1 wavelength) spacing. This procedure
will be shown analytically in the background material below.
Another important factor for phased array design work is cost. Every antenna in an array
costs resources, so one would like to use the fewest number of antennas that accomplishes a given
pattern control specification. Typically these specifications are given as main lobe width and peak
side lobe height. But these goals are in competition with cost. Main lobe width is a strong function
of the number of antennas and total span of the array. Removing antennas from a uniform dense
array tends to widen the main lobe and increase the side lobe levels. This introduces engineering
trade offs to be negotiated by the engineering.
Where all of these considerations meet is for deploying phased array technology in vehicle
minded platforms. The antenna system needs to make effective use of the (small) area allotted to
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the antenna. The pattern control needs to be localized to reduce interference with other vehicles
and/or neighboring users. The design needs to be amenable to mass manufacturing and cost.
The goal of this chapter is to showcase a technique that can be used in the engineering
trade off space to balance complexity, cost, and pattern control. This technique relies on forming
the total array geometry from rotated copies of sparse aperiodic tiles. This chapter will show how
this strategy provides modest pattern control for the main lobe, reduces the pattern side lobes,
reduces the total element count, and provides symmetry for the array designers.

B.2
B.2.1

Background Material
Uniform Linear Array Factor
The simplest kind of array antenna is the uniform linear array (ULA). The ULA is a funda-

mental design that has many great analysis and design properties, but the ULA is not well equipped
to operate in the sparse element spacing regime. That is, array geometries with average spacing
exceeding the wavelength λ of the design frequency. In the sparse regime, the uniform periodicity
leads to undesirable grating lobes in the array response.
The simplest model to describe grating lobes uses the 1D array factor F from isotropic
antennas at the design frequency of the ULA with element spacing d. This model is

F (θ) =

N
X

exp(j(kdn sin(θ) − ψ[n]))

(B.1)

n=1

A plot of F vs angle is shown in Figure B.1. Phase control is implemented for each n antenna via
the symbol ψ. For a broadside main lobe, ψ[n] = 0 ∀ n. When d approaches the wavelength λ, the
power in the array factor |F (θ)|2 begins to exhibit high side lobes in unintended directions. Figure
B.1 show a broadside beam for various scales of d and λ.
A metric for the side lobe performance is peak side lobe level (PSLL) defined by the power
ratio as follows
PSLL = max
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Plobe
Pmain

(B.2)

Figure B.1: Plot of Equation B.1 for a 64 Element ULA array factor steered to broadside. High
side lobes are obtained in the sparse regime d > λ.

The ULA approaches a PSLL of 0 when d ≈ λ which is not desirable.

B.2.2

Aperiodic Array Factor
One method for reducing grating lobes is to break up the periodic symmetry of the array.

Array designs that follow this principle are called aperiodic arrays. The reduction in symmetry
means that on average, aperiodic designs reduce grating lobes better than uniform designs with
sparse spacing. Aperiodic arrays are much more difficult to analyse by hand. A popular technique
is to use stochastic methods [138]–[141].
A simple example is to take Equation B.1 and incorporate a random deviation factor γ[n]
to the average spacing E(d). Realizations from these aperiodic arrays tend to average out the side
lobes to something higher than a dense array, but without the strong peaks. This behaviour is
shown in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Plot of Equation B.3 for a one realization of a 64 element aperiodic array factor steered
to boresight with normally distributed γ with zero mean and variance equal to the average spacing
E(d). This design is more robust to PSLL for d > λ.

F (θ) =

N
X

exp(j(k(dn + γ[n]) sin(θ) − ψ[n]))

(B.3)

n=1

The difficulty with stochastic modeling of aperiodic antennas is that hand analysis can only
only produce distributions for the quantities of interest such as the peak side lobe level.
The array factor analysis gives intuition about aperiodic arrays, but is often not enough for
real world design problems. If higher fidelity analysis is required, aperiodic arrays can be computationally simulated with an appropriate numerical method such finite-difference-time-domain
(FTDT) or one of the flavors of method-of-momments (MoM).

B.2.3

Aperiodic Array Design Space Complexity
For computational based array design, the number of degrees of freedom is an important

factor to consider. Too many degrees of freedom among candidate design make the search space in-
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tractably large to explore. With enough degrees of freedom, conventional optimization algorithms
can be used effectively to achieve certain criteria [142]
For traditional ULA based design, or the 2D equivalent regular grid, the controlling design
factor is element spacing. For n possible spacings, with m possible antennas, this is a tractable
O(nm) search space.
Introducing aperiodic structure to the 2D planar design usually needs some constraint to
enforce average spacing and avoid over-crowding. The binning approach [143] consists of adjusting the uniform dense grid with to n possible X deviations and n possible Y deviations for each
of the m antenna elements. But with aperiodic designs, each antenna position is independent the
other antennas. This increases the search space to O(mnn ) search space. This still polynomial in
size, but quite large. If the independence between antennas is removed, the search space is only
O(mn2 ), but this is no longer an aperiodic array.
Another technique is thinning a uniform dense grid of antennas [144]–[148]. If m antennas are randomly thinned out of dense grid of n antennas, the search space is O(comb(n, m)).
Some approaches may even adjust the spacing of the grid over l variations, raising the space to
O((l)comb(n, m)). Since this is a very large space, applying a periodic or symmetric constraint to
the thinning can reduce the space back to O(lm), but the penalty is possibly introducing another
grating lobe.
Rotational variations have also proven effective for introducing aperiodicity [149], [150].
The methods involve variations on rotating concentric rings of elements positions. If there are m
rings with n rotation state per ring, the search space is the tractable O(mn).
Whatever the approach, the search space for a random planar geometry will always be
much larger than the uniform variant. This means all innovations for computational aperiodic
array synthesis reduce to finding good methods of imposing symmetry to simplify the search space
while preserving sufficient aperiodicity to prevent introducing more grating lobes.

B.2.4

Other Considerations
There are several goals to consider in array geometry besides the PSLL. For example, once

a given PSLL is obtained, how much bandwidth does the solution support? Does a given geometry
maintain its pattern control across a wide scan angle. Introducing aperiodicity often means the
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Figure B.3: Using cabling to separate the antenna array geometry from the analog and digital
signal processing is common practice for radio science instruments such as the FLAG instrument
the Green Bank Observatory [4].

average element density decreases, leading to reduced aperture efficiency. Once an array geometry
has been designed, how will the electronics that support the antenna be placed.
When evaluating design complexity, consider for example the task of designing a corporate
feed network for a fully random array geometry. The mess of transmission lines quickly becomes
very difficult to manage. Solutions can be found, such as SMA cabling to a separate box as shown
for the FLAG instrument for the Green Bank telescope in Figure B.3, but some designs cannot
allow this much space for the supporting electronics. As a general principle engineering often
much easier with some form of symmetry.
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B.3
B.3.1

Methods
Aperiodic Tiling
One of the goals in [65] was to explore a method of constraining the aperiodic array search

space, while preserving a good symmetry for computational tractability and design implementation
on a PCB based aperture. The chosen symmetry was to constrain the aperiodicity to a random tile,
then use rotated copies of the random tile to form an overall aperiodic array.
The advantage of this approach is twofold. First, the degrees of freedom in the design space
are reduced. The search space complexity for a full deviated grid is O(mnn ) for m antennas and n
deviations in X and Y. If a tile contains T antennas, and each tile has four possible rotations, the
search space complexity becomes O(T nn 4(m/T ) ) such that
T nn 4(m/T ) < mnn

(B.4)

1<T <m
This is shown later in Figure B.13. The second advantage of tiling is how it limits the complexity
of the asymmetric PCB design to one tile. This is very important for printed circuit board aperture
antennas where the complexity of the corporate feed is much more constrained. An example of
this complexity is shown in Figure B.4. This divider attempted to maintain equal phase length under the constraint of supporting a full microstrip based waveguide. This design was very difficult
to design and never worked as well as a traditional Wilkinson power divider based feed structures. Extending a similar microstrip design to a larger PCB array may be nigh impossible due to
geometry constraints.
Like all optimization problems, the drawback of limiting the search space is giving up
opportunities to find the global maximum. Considering the engineering advantages of introducing
some symmetry, the tile method is a justified trade-off. Table gives some considerations when
considering aperiodic array geometries B.2.
Considering that antenna array design is a balance of many trade-offs, the primary work
in [65] is not to suggest that array tiling should be a replacement for existing successful methods
[151], but suggest another symmetry option that lends well to mass manufacturing.
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Figure B.4: The complexity involved in designing a corporate feed on a PCB for a one random tile.

B.3.2

Analysis Procedure
The majority of the referenced computational search method rely on plane wave phasor

based analysis for computing the array factor of a given geometry. The classical array factor
analysis technique is fundamentally an approximation of antenna array performance that ignores
an important factor called mutual coupling. Mutual coupling is energy that radiates in between
neighboring antennas.
Ignoring mutual coupling in the classical array factor method is often good enough for
many applications. But for high sensitivity fixed installation designs like those found in radio
astronomy instrumentation, high fidelity models are required to try and optimize every available
performance gain out of the array geometry in the presence of known environmental factors.
There are many modeling methods to incorporate mutual coupling within an antenna array.
There are analytical results for mutual coupling for dipole antenna arrays with sinusoidal current distributions [152]. Numerical methods can provide close approximations for more general
antenna geometries. Two popular full-wave algorithms are method-of-moments (MoM) and finite-
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difference-time-domain (FTDT) solvers. These numerical methods can directly compute coupled
currents between antenna elements and yield the mutually-coupled radiation patterns for all of the
antennas.
The downside to full-wave numerical methods is that they are can be computationally expensive to run. Computational complexity scales with the ratio of geometry span L to wavelength
λ. The complexity is a controlling factor for the practicality of design space exploration problems.
Although the computation time is the invisible constant in big O algorithm analysis, in practical terms the computation time can be the difference between days and months using the same
algorithm for high fidelity array design.
As an alternative to full-wave numerical simulations, a numerical approximation called the
lossless resonant minimum scattering approximation (LRMSA) offers a way to incorporate mutual
coupling affects without requiring a full-wave numerical model [57]. This method is covered in
detail in Chapter 2.
The steps for using the LRMSA approximation in studying array geometry layouts go as
follows:
1. Obtain the embedded element far field pattern of a single antenna element. This may be an
analytic model, or derived from a computational numerical method. If continuous sampling
of the far field is not available (e.g. a collection of discrete sample points), produce an
interpolating function that provides continuous sampling.
2. Generate a candidate array geometry.
3. Make copies of the embedded element pattern for each antenna in the array. Apply a position
phase shift to each copy according to the array geometry.
4. Fill A by computing the overlap integral for each pair of embedded element patterns. Using
a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule to integrate the θ portion and a midpoint rule to integrate
φ portion yields better accuracy than a 2D midpoint rule alone. Remember to include the
Jacobian for spherical integration.
5. Choose a number of far field direction vectors to consider in the cost function and beamsteering. Compute a B matrix for each direction of interest.
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Figure B.5: Graphic showing aperiodic vs uniform geometry.

6. Select the direction for beam-steering. Compute a set of beamforming weights for this direction using a algorithm such as the maximum directivity beamformer.
7. Evaluate the directivity at the directions of interest under the set of beamformer weights.
8. Evaluate the cost function for the computed directivity at the points of interest.
9. Based on feedback from the cost function, use some suitable optimization search method to
iterate for another candidate array geometry.

B.4

Results
This method was used to design an aperiodic array layout with tiled symmetry that achieves

low PSLL when the main beam is scanned across 60 degrees θ. This is depicted in Figure B.5.
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Figure B.6: Comparing a normalized directivity slice using an LRMSA analytic model and a fullwave FDTD model.

B.4.1

Full Aperiodic Optimization Study
The approximations made in the LRMSA analytical model can yield modestly accurate

results considering the reduction in computational complexity. Figure B.6 show a comparison of a
normalized directivity slice from an analytic LRMSA model and a full wave FDTD model using
Empire XPU [153]. The locations and relative scaling of the lobes shows good agreement which
are the most important criteria for this study. This plot is for a 12 x 12 array of square patch
antennas with beamformer weights steering toward 60 degree along the x plane.
In order to justify the quality of an aperiodic array derived from tiled symmetry, a comparative bench mark is required. Here a full 12 x 12 aperiodic array is optimized with a genetic
algorithm to use as a comparison with the results obtained from optimizing rotated tiles. This full
array optimization selects δx and δy values from an average grid spacing of 1 wavelength. The
genetic algorithm uses a population size of 200 candidates with a cost function set as the inverse
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Figure B.7: Convergence of the genetic algorithm optimization of 12 x 12 array with average
spacing of 1 wavelength.

of the PSLL measured in dB. The beam-steering is focused at bore-sight, and the side lobe level is
evaluated at θ = 60 degrees for cuts at φ = 0, 45, 90 degrees added together with equal weighting.
The genetic algorithm convergence is shown in Figure B.7.
The optimization converges for a cost function the minimizes peak side lobe level when
steering to θ = 60 degrees. Another round of study shows that optimizing for this cost function
produces geometries that also perform well for scan angles of 0 and 30 degrees. The results in
Figures B.8, B.9, and B.10 show that the cost function for the 60 degree scan angle also produces
good results for the scan angles of 0 and 30 degrees.
Another observation from these studies is a proposed model function that describes the
trend in PSLL as

PSLLdB = −10 log10

λN
Delem (r)
L


(B.5)

for number of elements N , average spacing d, wavelength λ, array span L, and directivity of the
antenna element Delem (r) in the direction of the main lobe r.
For example, for a planar array with 64 elements (about 8 for the linear array equivalent)
and an average spacing of 0.8 wavelengths, steered to 60 degrees the PSLL from the proposed
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√

Figure B.8: The average element spacing d = LN λ is held constant at 1 λ with swept N . The
θ indicates beam scan angle. With an average spacing is maintained, more elements allow better
PSLL.

Figure B.9: The number of antennas N is held constant at 144 with swept array size Lλ . Increasing
sparsity reduces magnitude of the available PSLL.
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Figure B.10: The array size Lλ is held constant at 8 λ with swept N . Higher array densities tend to
produce better PSLL for this range.

model function is about -10 dB. This result is comparable with [145]. This trend offers a simpler
engineering guideline compared to the probability models presented in [139] and [141].
Figure B.8 shows how PSLL changes at the average element spacing d is held constant
√

while the number of elements is changed. The average element spacing is d =

Nλ
L

fixed at 1 λ.

The slope with a square root term is different than Figure B.10 where the density is changed by
fixing L at 8λ. The change in slope in log log is steeper without the square root term. Figure
B.9 shows how PSLL changes as the array size changes with respect to the wavelength when the
number of antennas is fixed at 144.
Another observation is the effective bandwidth of an aperiodic array optimization. Figure
B.11 shows how the PSLL changes over frequency for an array geometry optimized at 10 GHz.
This plot compares three element densities of 36, 81, and 144 element within an 8 λ span. The
slope of the trends suggest that optimizing for the highest frequency of interest provides better
PSLL stability compared for targeting the lowest frequency of interest.
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Figure B.11: The PSLL over operating frequency of an aperiodic array optimized at 10 GHz with
an 8 by 8 λ span. The steeper slope for higher frequencies suggests targeting the highest usable
frequency in the cost function to provide better PSLL stability across bandwidth.

Table B.1: Comparison of PSLL between Tiled and Full Optimizations
PSLL (dB) Fig
Fig
Fig
Tiled - Full B.14 B.15 B.16
Average
1.3
0.6
1.0
Maximum 2.3
1.4
1.5

B.4.2

Aperiodic Tiles Optimization Study
This section contains result from a study of the PSLL obtained from geometries containing

rotated aperiodic tiles. The aperiodic tile arrays have less degrees of freedom and have faster convergence in the optimization search. The trade-off is the final result is of lower quality compared
to the full aperiodic array optimizations of the prior section. The deviation in performance is given
in Table B.1.
The aperiodic array is composed of rotated subarray tiles. A graphical depiction is given
in Figure B.12. This study used three tile sizes of 4, 9, and 16 elements per tile. Each tile has an
average spacing of 1 λ. This means for a 12 x 12 λ rectangular array, there are whole divisions of
6 x 6, 4 x 4, and 3 x 3 tiles. These tiles have a span of 2 λ, 3 λ, and 4 λ.
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Figure B.12: Various tile configurations for 12 x 12 λ array under study. The 16 element tile has
tiles that span 4 λ, the 9 element spans 3 λ, and the 4 element spans 2 λ. All rotations are multiples
of 90 degrees. Antenna polarization is preserved. Tile positions and rotations are jointly optimized.

The advantages for optimization can be seen by analyzing the design space of each tile
configuration. Figure B.13 gives a table and plot of the number of search states available with
various tile configurations. The tile symmetry reduces the size of the search space for all tile
configurations. The tile configurations between the 4 x 4 and 6 x 6 grid minimize the number of
states in the optimization search.
The trade-off for limiting the search space is reduction in the ability to find the globally
optimal solution. Figures B.14, B.15, and B.16 compare solutions found for several tiles and
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Figure B.13: The number of tiles divides the search space for the optimization search.

compares them to solutions in Figures B.8, B.9, and B.10. All of the trends regarding element
number, array span, and element density for the full aperiodic study are observed in the search
using tiled geometries. The difference between these searches is that the PSLL of the tiled solutions
are lower than the PSLL of the full aperiodic solution by few dB. This reflects the trade off for
exploring a reduced the solution space. Considering the engineering advantages of tiled symmetry,
the price of a few dB may be acceptable, especially for large arrays.
The array bandwidth trend observed for full aperiodic arrays is magnified by the constrained tiled geometry. Repeating the frequency sweep for arrays optimized for 10 GHz, Figure
B.17 shows a similar trend to Figure B.11. The rise in PSLL for higher carrier frequencies appears
to be stronger for the tile geometry solution. This again reinforces the principle of designing the
cost function for the higher band edge of the array.
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Figure B.14: Comparing solutions found for several tile geometries. The constrained√geometries
reduce the quality of the solutions by a few dB. The average element spacing d = LN λ is held
constant at 1 λ with swept N . With an average spacing is maintained, more elements allow better
PSLL.

Figure B.15: Comparing solutions found for several tile geometries. The constrained geometries
reduce the quality of the solutions by a few dB. The number of antennas N is held constant at 144
with swept array size Lλ . Increasing sparsity reduces magnitude of the available PSLL.
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Figure B.16: Comparing solutions found for several tile geometries. The constrained geometries
reduce the quality of the solutions by a few dB. The array size Lλ is held constant at 8 λ with swept
N . Higher array densities tend to produce better PSLL for this range.

Figure B.17: The PSLL over operating frequency of an tiled array optimized at 10 GHz with
an 8 by 8 λ span. The steeper slope for higher frequencies suggest targeting the highest usable
frequency in the cost function for PSLL stability across bandwidth.
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Figure B.18: Comparison of PSLL for an array with a 8 λ x 8 λ span. The 256 array element
number corresponds to an average spacing of 0.5 λ. The uniform array is sparse for the left half
of the plot, corresponding to stronger grating lobes than main lobe. The aperiodic arrays are
consistently low.
.
B.5

Comparing Uniform, Tiled, and Full Aperiodic Geometries
This compares the results of aperiodic tiled arrays with the canonical uniformly spaced

arrays. Uniformly spaced arrays are well studied and provide a familiar benchmark for comparing
the performance of the aperiodic arrays. Comparisons between uniform, aperiodic, and aperiodic
tiles are given across four metrics: PSLL, PSLL bandwidth, peak directivity, and relative design
complexity.
Figure B.18 shows how element number affects the PSLL of each type of array. The uniform arrays have positive (bad) PSLL in the sparse regime. This occurs because the biggest grating
lobe is not in the direction of interest, and the desired direction has lower power than the grating
lobe. Once crossing the sparse threshold near 1 λ spacing, the uniform array rapidly decreases
PSLL. Meanwhile, the aperiodic arrays maintain a consistently decreasing PSLL across the element densities. This shows that aperiodic arrays are capable of reducing PSLL across a wide range
of densities. Also, with an average spacing of half wavelength, the aperiodic arrays still outperform
the uniform arrays in terms of achievable PSLL.
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Figure B.19: Comparison of PSLL across frequency for an array with 8 λ x 8 λ span and 144
elements. The uniform array is operating in the sparse regime across the majority of the swept
frequencies, and show strong grating lobes than main lobes. The aperiodic arrays are more robust
in maintaining the their PSLL across frequency.

The aperiodic arrays also show favorable trends for bandwidth of the PSLL compared uniform arrays. Figure B.19 compares how the bandwidth of the PSLL extends across wavelength.
In this comparison, the element number is fixed at 144, so the uniform array is operating in sparse
mode across most of the bandwidth and exhibits the positive PSLL described earlier. The shape
of the uniform array trend is fundamentally different than the aperiodic arrays. This shows that
aperiodic arrays are more bandwidth stable for PSLL than uniform arrays.
Despite the advantages of reducing PSLL, aperiodic arrays do not reach the maximum
directivity achievable with uniform geometries. Figure B.20 shows that the maximum directivity of
the uniform arrays tends to maintain a few dB above the aperiodic arrays across element densities.
The maximum directivity is taken as the maximum lobe produced, not necessarily in the direction
of interest. The uniform array reaches its best directivity with an average spacing of 0.5 λ as
predicted by the element-gain-paradox described in [154], [155].
The last comparison is for design complexity. The uniform arrays generally only have
two design variables: spacing and number. They are easy to analyze and build. Because of these
properties, they are very popular in many applications. Aperiodic arrays are the opposite. There is
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Figure B.20: Comparing the maximum attained directivity across element density. The array span
is 8 λ x 8 λ At 256 elements the average spacing is 0.5 λ. Uniform arrays tend to have strong
maximum directivity points for a given density.
.
no repeated symmetry, and every element location is designed individually. It is the array geometry
with the maximum number of design variables. They are the most difficult to manufacture.
Aperiodic tiles simplify aperiodic geometries by imposing symmetry. The imposed symmetry reduces the number of design variables, and makes fabrication much simpler. Figure B.21
shows how follows a different exponential trend than the full aperiodic array in terms of design
variables. The marker points are in terms of element number, and incorporate considerations between different tile formats.
Because the reduction in the search space, the convergence time for tiled arrays are in a
different complexity class compared to the full aperiodic array designs. The empirical differences
in computation time are shown for both types in Figure B.22. Aperiodic tiling is more computationally feasibly for a large number of elements compared to a full aperiodic design.
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Figure B.21: Comparing the design complexity of full aperiodic arrays to tiled variants. The tiled
symmetry reduces the number of design variables to choose from.

Figure B.22: Comparing empirical computation times for tiled and full aperiodic designs. The
dividing of the search space puts tiled designs in a different complexity class the full aperiodic
designs.
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PSLL
PSLL Bandwidth
Element Density
(Max Directivity)
Design Complexity

Array Geometry
Uniform Aperiodic Rotated Tiles
High
Low
Moderate Low
Narrow
Wide
Moderate Wide
High

Low

Moderate

Easy

Hard

Moderate

Table B.2: Design considerations for uniform arrays, aperiodic arrays, and the proposed tiled
symmetry approach.

B.6

Summary of Aperiodic Array Tiling Design Principles
From the myriad of plots in the results section, it is important to take this space to sum-

marize the key results and distill the design principles in the study. Table B.2 gives a comparison
between uniform, aperiodic, and tiled arrays. Below is a list of key ideas and the figures that justify
the ideas.
• (Figures B.2, B.18, B.19) Aperiodic arrays reduce side lobes for sparse arrays.
• (Figure B.13, B.21) Using tiled symmetry divides the design search space and leads to faster
convergence.
• (Figure B.6) The LRMSA approximation of mutual coupling can produce far field patterns
comparable to a full wave numerical method but much faster.
• (Figure B.7) Heuristic search algorithms can be used to quickly search the design space.
• (Figure B.8) Increasing the span of the array tends to lower the PSLL.
• (Figure B.11) The array squint over bandwidth suggests that PSLL increases more rapidly
with shorter wavelengths leading into the sparse regime.
• (Figures B.18, B.19, B.20) Using rotated copies of random tiling leads to a performance
trade off somewhere between periodic and full aperiodic designs in terms of pattern control.
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B.7

Conclusion
Aperiodic arrays have the ability to reduce the PSLL greater than uniform arrays of a com-

parable dimension. The lack of symmetry in the aperiodic array reduces the PSLL, but makes
selecting a geometry and physical implementation of the geometry more difficult. Imposing tile
symmetry on the aperiodic array design problem relaxes the difficulty in both areas.
Tile geometries cut the design degrees of freedom from the possible solution space, and
improve the convergence time for heuristic search routines. By giving up degrees of freedom, the
final solution loses quality, but in practice a good balance can be found.
Manufacturing a layout of aperiodic tiles is much easier compared to full aperiodic designs.
The complexity in routing microwave traces is bounded inside the aperiodic tile, and a large array
can be made from many rotated copies. The rotation scheme provides enough asymmetry to lower
the PSLL.
The broader implications of this technique is that using aperiodic geometries can provide
improved pattern control in space constrained environments like those on vehicles. Rotating tiles
can save design work and is more amenable to mass manufacturing common for vehicular antenna
systems.
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APPENDIX C. BLIND BEAMFORMER CALIBRATION AND INTERPOLATION FOR
TRANSMIT ARRAYS

C.1

Motivation
Array calibration is the process by which unknown phase, amplitude, mutual coupling,

and/or other error relationships in an array are estimated so that an effective beamformer may be
designed. For some types of arrays, this can be an involved procedure. For receiver phased arrays,
calibrations can be derived from sample correlation matrix computed on digitized samples. For
example, in radio astronomy the maximum SNR beamformer may be designed by observing the
receiver correlation matrix while on a hot source, and then moving the telescope optics slightly,
and observing the correlation matrix on a cold source. Variations on this basic method have been
used to calibrate receiver instruments [156], [157].
In principle the same techniques can be used on measurements from the transmit ports, but
estimating the correlation matrix for the ports of an active transmitter array is more challenging
because probing a port tends to disturb the operating characteristics of the transmitting antenna in
regular use (but not impossible with skillful engineering [158]). If element level feedback is not
available, the calibration must rely on some sort of feedback from an external measurement. For
phased array radar, the feedback may come from the returns of a bright target. For one way transmitters, the array can be calibrated from observations with an auxiliary receiving antenna [159],
[160]. Chamber calibration is only practical at microwave frequencies because the far field is
within the dimensions of the chamber. Other methods have been proposed in the literature: using known transmit codes [161], least mean squares estimation [162], edge effect modeling [163],
using signals of opportunity [164], techniques to overcome environmental factors [165], using
satellites [166], and element wise searching [167]. When calibrating an array for maximum transmit power using an external sensor, the calibration problem can be abstracted to a polynomial time
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optimization search over all available control states of the transmit array. With this perspective,
many heuristic optimization techniques can be used to calibrate the array.
Just one set of calibration measurements at boresight is often sufficient to estimate many
system parameters such phase, amplitude, polarization, IQ drift. With a good model of the antenna
array position and antenna patterns, this information can be used to compute beamformer weights
for arbitrary directions of interest [168]. But, the problem changes if a good model of the array
geometry is not available.
Blind array calibration applies to arrays where the control systems has no knowledge of
the array geometry, element ordering, or electromagnetics of the problem [169]–[171]. Without
these models, it is impossible to design optimal beamformer phase weights for steering to locations
outside the calibration measurement. In these cases, a spatial grid of calibration measurements can
be used [172] to infer the beamformer weights of desired direction based on the observations of
nearby points. If the separation between interpolated position and measurement is high then the
quality of the resulting beamformer may be degraded [173].
This chapter proposes a beamformer interpolation scheme that allows multi-dimensional
interpolation of beamformer weights between calibration points. This allows for efficient reuse
of calibration data and reduces the number of required measurement. A bound for the minimum
number of calibration measurements required to interpolate the full array is derived for the case of
a linear array. After presenting the beamformer interpolation analysis, the remainder of the chapter
showcases a hardware configuration for obtaining calibration estimates on a real active TX array.

C.2

Interpolation
This analysis uses barycentric interpolation. A barycentric coordinate is defined by the fol-

lowing. Given any point vector P in an n dimensional Euclidean space, the barycentric coordinates
are the real scalar weights (a0 , ..., an ) that satisfy the vector equation
(a0 + · · · + an ) P = a0 A0 + · · · + an An
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(C.1)

for a simplex of points A0 , ..., An . This tuple is unique up to a scale factor, so the coordinates
P
can be normalized by dividing by their sum to produce the condition
ai = 1. The normalized
barycentric coordinates can be used to define the interpolation like so.
Consider the beamformer calibration function f (r) that produces a vector of optimum
beamformer weights w according to some criteria. Let the resulting w be phase and amplitude
normalized such that the first element is equal to 1. Define a unit sphere of points r at angles θ,
and φ. This sphere represents the field of view of the antenna array. Let there be a mesh of nonoverlapping triangular simplices Ti that cover the entire unit sphere. The function f is sampled at
the vertices of these simplices so that every simplex has three sets of weights w0 , w1 , w2 . Given the
samples of f (r), the beamformer weights of any position ri inside simplex Ti can be interpolated
by using the normalized barycentric coordinates (a0 , a1 , a2 ) of ri like so
w(ri ) = a0 w0 + a1 w1 + a2 w2

(C.2)

This interpolation formula is valid for a triangular simplex in a 3D field of view. In the case of a
linear array, the pattern changes over one slice in θ, and the simplex reduces to a pair of bounding
points. The pair of weights will always have the relationship a1 = 1 − a0 where 0 < a0 < 1. This
makes the interpolation
w(ri ) = aw0 + (1 − a)w1
0<a<1

(C.3)
(C.4)

The value of a is the parametric path parameter between the two points bounding points θ0 , θ1 and
will steer the beam between the two bounding points.

C.3

Required Number of Calibrations For a Linear Array
This derivation does not require that the positions or ordering of the antennas in the linear

array are known, but it does require the absolute bounding span D of the array is known in terms
of the design wavelength λ. It is also assumed the calibrated weights have been normalized so the
first element is 1.
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The key to guaranteeing a smooth interpolation using (C.3) is to require that the transition
in phase angle between adjacent calibration does not exceed the Nyquist rate of 180 degrees. This
requires the difference in angle between calibration points does not induce a phase shift between
any two beamformer weights to exceed 180 degrees.
This condition can be solved by looking at the worst case span D. The change in phase
angle of a plane wave across the span of the array observed at angle θ off boresight is
2π
sin(θ)
λ

(C.5)

ψn+1 − ψn ≤ π

(C.6)

ψ=D
The Nyquist requirement is

which implies
D

2π
(sin(θn+1 ) − sin(θn )) ≤ π
λ

(C.7)


θn+1 ≤ arcsin


λ
+ sin(θn )
2D

(C.8)

or in terms of a tuning parameter c


θn+1

λ
= arcsin c + sin(θn )
D



c ≤ 0.5 [Nyquist Criteria]

C.4

(C.9)
(C.10)

Linear Array Simulation
To illustrate and substantiate the previous formulas, consider the results from a numerical

simulation of a random linear array. The random antenna positions are shown in Figure C.1. The
embedded element pattern of the identical antennas is given in Figure C.2. This pattern slice
corresponds to a patch antenna.
For this simulation, the antenna positions are not known, nor the sorted order from left to
right across the array. This black box calibration routine only has access to a perfect realization of
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Figure C.1: A random linear array with unknown antenna position or the antenna ordering from
left to right.

f (r(θ)). The phase and amplitude is normalized by the first element to remove ambiguity before
interpolation, but otherwise, each element also has a random unknown phase shift.
By using (C.9), and starting at θ0 = 0, a chain of critical angles can be calculated. A plot
of the chain of critical calibration angles meeting the criteria for c = 0.5 is given in Figure C.3.
The distance between calibration angles grows as the angles move away from boresight.
With these calibration angles, the interpolation path metric is chosen as a = 0.5. This
is the midpoint between two random chosen calibration points. After many random realizations
of the array geometry and the steering angle, it can be seen the resulting interpolated beam pattern becomes the average of the two reference beams. There are no high grating lobes or strong
degradation of the main lobe. The typical performance is given in Figure C.4.
If the critical angle sampling factor is increased to c = 0.6, the interpolation quality declines. This is due to aliasing in the interpolation. This introduces strong side lobes and causes
degradation in the main beam. A typical example is shown in Figure C.5. This suggests the sampling criteria for the critical angles must not exceed Nyquist.
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Figure C.2: The linear array antennas have a patch antenna embedded element pattern in the plane.

Figure C.3: The linear array antennas have a patch antenna embedded element pattern in the plane.
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Figure C.4: The interpolated beam (green) with c = 0.5 and a = 0.5 shows good properties between
the red and black reference beams.

Figure C.5: The interpolated beam (green) with c = 0.6 and a = 0.5 shows poor properties between the red and black reference beams due to violating the Nyquist sampling requirement for the
calibration points.
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C.5

Demonstration of Array Calibration Procedure
This section documents the results from a calibration routine designed by the author and

tested on physical hardware. The blind calibration uses a genetic algorithm to find the phase
weights to blindly calibrate many beams for a transmit array inside an anechoic chamber. The
hardware was constructed by Mark Nielsen as part of his master thesis [174]. The author helped
design some of the circuit boards, but primarily contributed by programming portions of the phased
array control system and calibration routine.

C.5.1

Hardware Description
The TX antenna array is made from an 8 by 8 grid of X band patch antennas (C.8). The

total array is constructed of tiles containing a 4 by 4 grid of antennas (Figure C.6). The phased
array tiles can be bolted together into arbitrary configurations by the user. This is why the blind
calibration is desired. The antenna elements are vertically polarized patch antennas operating at
10.25 GHz. A tone source is used during calibration, but the hardware supports other modulations.
Each antenna was controlled by an analog phase shifter chip with digital control. The phased array
controller is an embedded soft core processor called the MicroBlaze [175] inside a Xilinx Zynq
7000 system on chip [176] placed on an Avnet evaluation board called the MicroZed [177]. More
detail about the phased array hardware can be found in [174].
The calibration takes place in an anechoic chamber appropriately sized for 10.25 GHz. The
MicroZed is capable of moving a network of servos to position the array antenna. A diagram of
the array hardware and calibration system is given in Figure C.9. A photograph of the equipment
in the anechoic chamber is given in Figure C.8.
The blue phase shifter block in Figure C.9 contains Macom MAPS-010146 microwave
phase shifters with 4 bits of resolution with 22.5 degrees of phase control. Although the phase
shifters are controlled via digital SPI commands, this is considered analog beamforming because
phase shifting occurs in the analog circuitry rather than computationally on digitally sampled signals. The SPI programming is implemented with a interwoven network of shared data lines and
enables. Updating all 64 phase shifters takes 9.6 microseconds. The configuration of the IO means
the programming time will scale linearly with more phase shifters (or antenna tiles).
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Figure C.6: A 4 by 4 active transmitting array tile. Many tiles can be bolted together to form an
aggregate array.

The transmit array controller is blind to the tiled geometry, ordering of the antennas, and
the phase length of each path. The only information the MicroZed can access is the measured
voltages from the power detector at the auxiliary receiver antenna. This feedback is sampled using
an analog converter on MicroZed board. The quality of a phase state is measured by sampling the
power detector voltage after programming each analog phase state and waiting a short delay. As the
array phase state approaches the maximum directivity beamformer the received power increases at
the power detector.
The loop timing goes as follows. It takes 9.6 microseconds for programming the 64 phase
shifters. The analog converter is sampling the power detector with a period of 1 microsecond.
Each measurement process integrates 16 samples before reporting value into the loop. The loop
implements the search algorithm and prints status information to a TTY terminal display over
UART. The slow bottleneck of UART printing is used to intentionally to settle the hardware phase
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Figure C.7: Four antenna tiles combined into one active TX array.

state in each loop. The total loop time is 10.27 milliseconds per update. The search uses 1000
iterations for total calibration time of 10.27 seconds.

C.5.2

Calibration Search Algorithm
Many kinds of search algorithms could be used to find the maximum power phase state.

Other researchers have had success using genetic algorithms [178] to solve phase state calibration
problem [179]–[181]. The genetic algorithm works be modeling evolutionary selection pressures
observed in biology. The selection pressure is to maximize the received power at the auxiliary
antenna by means of changing the phase state of the transmitter. A summary of the key parameters
in the genetic algorithm implementation is given in Table C.1.
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Figure C.8: Experimental test setup in our local anechoic chamber.

Figure C.9: Hardware optimization control loop for transmit array calibration.
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Table C.1: Summary of Genetic Algorithm Parameters
Genetic Algorithm Summary
Parameter

Value

Description

4

Candidate solutions each generation

Parents

2

Candidates to merge each generation

Children

1

Offspring per parent group

Viable Mates

2

Upper half of population reproduces

0.8

Percentage of father’s traits inherited

0.01

Percentage of random trait mutations

Generations

1000

Iterations to run the algorithm

Sample Average

16

Voltage samples averaged

Population
Size

Inheritance
Ratio
Mutation
Ratio

C.5.3

Results
After calibration, the resulting antenna patterns were measured. The procedure went as

follows:
• Steer the servos in the desired direction to calibrate
• Perform a calibration search for a max-power phase shifter state
• Save the search results, program the phase shifters to the best state
• Measure the antenna pattern by moving the servo around in the hemisphere sampling the
power detector at each location
• Save and export the power detector’s voltage codes to Matlab via the removable SD card
• Post-process the voltage codes to produce pattern plots
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Figure C.10: Comparison of the measured antenna directivity to the simulated antenna directivity.
This result confirms the GA converged at the correct steering angle.

Figures C.10 and C.11 show a zenith cut at θ = 0◦ of the antenna beam pattern with the
beam steered to boresight (Figure C.10) and with the beam steered to φ = 30◦ (Figure C.11).
The measured beam patterns are compared to simulated models of the tiled array produced from
embedded element patterns extracted from the FDTD solver Empire XPU [153] and combined
using the maximum directivity beamformer. Both measured patterns show a strong correlation
with the simulated beam pattern, specifically, the null-to-null beam width is within one degree of
simulation. The agreement in the main lobe pattern is expected because the cost function in the
genetic algorithm depends entirely on measured power, and since most of the energy is contained
in the main lobe, the search tends focus the energy in the main lobe close to the maximum available
from the maximum directivity beamformer weights. The side lobes are not directly penalized in
the cost function, so any error in the search is likely to show up in the lower energy side lobes.
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Figure C.11: Comparison of the measured antenna directivity to simulated antenna directivity both
steered to 30 degree.

C.6

Conclusion
This chapter showcased several items. There exists a straightforward analytic way to

blindly interpolate beamformer weights between phase calibration states. For the case of a linear
array, an analytic bound on the minimum required sample points was derived. The interpolation
method and analytic bound was verified with numerical simulation. A method for obtaining the
a blind calibration on physical hardware using a genetic algorithm was presented. The resulting
patterns from the calibration search matched numerical models of the array.
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APPENDIX D.

FUNDAMENTALS OF GPS SIGNAL PROCESSING

This appendix chapter is intended to provide an overview of the rudiments of GPS signal processing theory. This chapter was originally submitted as class project for the ECEN 568
Remote Sensing class. It was originally framed as a tutorial for entry level graduate students familiar with the basics of microwave remote sensing. It has been adapted here to help the reader in
understanding the signal processing in Chapter 4.

D.1

Introduction
It’s difficult to imagine many portions of modern life without the global positioning system

(GPS). GPS is a key part in one of mankind’s tremendous scientific accomplishments: measuring
precise location and time. GPS technology powers many portions of the global economy; losing
GPS would cause instant chaos world wide. Although GPS was originally designed by the United
States Department of Defense for military navigation, over the last several decades, GPS has grown
into a critical piece of civilian technology infrastructure. It is the pioneer among the various global
navigation satellite systems (GNSS) currently orbiting the Earth.
GPS signal processing uses many principles of microwave remote sensing. Microwave
remote sensing gathers information from the physical properties of microwave radiation. GPS
defines a precise standard for the microwave radiation that allows determination of location and
time. Microwave remote sensing uses electromagnetic modeling and hypothesis testing to create
the clearest possible filters for measuring the relevant signal structure. GPS uses models for the
radiated paths from orbit to the user’s location and the various satellite positions in time and space.
Hypothesis tests are performed in several portions of the signal acquisition and digital demodulation procedures. In a broad sense, GPS signal processing is a special case of bistatic radar. Table
D.1 summarizes many of the microwave remote sensing principles used in GPS signal processing.
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Table D.1: Summary of remote sensing principles applicable to GPS signal processing.
Remote Sensing
Principle
Source
Receiver
Measurement
Inferred
parameters
Resolution
enhancing
models
Inversion
problem
Power
levels
Biases

Application in GPS
Orbital radios with precise
clocks and known locations
Equipment around the globe;
now handheld in size
Delay and phase of spread spectrum
digitally modulated waveforms
Time of flight, range;
digital navigation message
Ionospheric delay,
oblique curvature,
Kalman kinematic filters,
chip ambiguity function
Satellite range to
user 3D location
At or below
thermal noise floor
Receiver clock drift,
Doppler shift,
code phase,
sample time

This paper will provide a brief overview of GPS technology and give a technical introduction to the signal processing. Where possible, connections to microwave remote sensing will
be emphasized. Most of the material in this paper follows the presentation given by the standard
textbook on the subject [103]. Many of the figures and tables are taken directly from the technical standards published by the US government [5]–[7], [182]. Other figures are cited from the
literature where appropriate.

D.2

Background
Navigation technology has an intimate connection with human history. Advances in navi-

gation technology enabled dominance by land and sea, in warfare and commerce, and in government and science. The close connection between time and space caused advances in measuring
one item to improve resolution in measuring the other. A brief list of navigational technological
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advances include: the compass, the sundial, cartography, the hour glass, the sextant, the telescope,
the pendulum clock, the spring clock, the gyroscope, the radio and atomic standards. As seen by
these technologies, mankind has always looked to the heavens to deduce location and time, and
true to this pattern, mankind has now placed its own satellite bodies in orbit for navigation and time
keeping. The key technology for GPS navigation are the radios that broadcast timing information
from carefully calibrated atomic standards. Without precise measurements in time, determination
of position would not be possible. Ground based receivers derive their position by the deviation
between their local clock and the atomic standards on-board the satellites.
Even before the invention of orbital satellites, timing based positioning services based on
radio transmission was (and still is) used on land. Some examples of land based radio navigation
systems include the LORAN, OMEGA, DECCA, VOR, ILS, and MLS systems. Before digital
modulations were invented, analog signal processing could measure the time and phase measurements from coherent sources on the ground to establish location. The operating principle is similar
to the hyperbolic range and Doppler projections used to assign location to returns within the beam
of pulsed radar. The difference here is navigation radios use omni-directional transmitters, and the
mapping from time of flight and Doppler shift to location in the beam falls to the user receiver.
Originally the source broadcasts were simple tones, and the phase detectors analog mixers.
Tone modulation (or carrier only) is fundamentally limited in the amount of information and ambiguity it can resolve. Digital modulation schemes and spread spectrum codes allows much better
timing and Doppler resolution. Spread spectrum codes are at the heart of GPS signal processing,
and are discussed at length in the technical tutorial section.
Before the advent of digital computers, the trigonometry and projective geometry involved
in mapping time of flight and Doppler to receiver location was performed by hand with slide
rules and almanacs. The modern computer approach is much simpler for the user, and in some
cases, apparently instantaneous. The projective geometry equations from the radiated satellites
are a nonlinear system of equations based on Euclidean norms. Despite their non-linearity, these
equations can be solved with iterative matrix math using a gradient descent technique called the
Newton-Raphson method. Details on this solution are given in the position estimation section.
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D.2.1

Key Systems
The US military defines three segments within the GPS system: space, ground control, and

user segment.

Space
The space segment involves the orbiting transmitters. GPS transmitters are placed on space
vehicles (SV) for broadcasting across the entire Earth. The SV antennas are designed with wide
patterns that span the profile of the Earth. The orbits are located in the medium range orbit (MRO)
with a 20200 km radius. Originally the constellation included 24 orbital slots, but in June of 2011,
several orbits were adjusted to allow 27 satellites. Now (November 20, 2021) there are 30 operating
satellites with several spares. A summary of the various generations of orbiting satellites is given
in D.2.
The SV is a complex integration of several interacting subsystems. A summary of the SV
subsystems is given in Figure D.1. The SV requires an atomic frequency standard for precise time
keeping. The time standard generates all of the carrier and code rates for the L band transmitter. The L band transmitter drives an array of helix antennas operating in the right-hand circular
polarization. The SV receives navigation messages and corrections from the ground control.

Control
The satellites are in stable orbit around the Earth, but lack the infrastructure for complete
autonomy. The control segment of the GPS system is the collection of monitoring and control
stations located around the globe. A map of the various stations is shown in Figure D.3. The
master control center at Schriever Air Force Base in Colorado Springs is ultimately responsible for
maintaining the correctness of the orbital parameters and navigation messages.
The ground control station uploads the navigation messages for each satellite. The navigation messages contain information about the health, status, and corrections for each satellite. When
the satellite broadcasts the navigation messages, all receivers have access to the same information.
Each navigation message contains a compressed almanac about the health and status of the other
satellites in the constellation. The satellite orbits are continuously tracked and updated with a bank
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Figure D.1: A summary of the space segment [5]

of Kalman filters tuned to the dynamics of each satellite. Ground control also maintains a series
of calibrated monitoring stations that verify each satellite is broadcasting the correct protocol and
timing information. A summary of the ground control segment is given in Figure D.4.
The ground control segment also includes ground based GPS augmentation systems like
the WAAS, NDGPS, IGS, GDGPS, and CORS. These various augmentation systems broadcast
corrections for local areas. Augmented GPS receivers enjoy accuracy an order of magnitude better
than without.
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Figure D.2: Summary of the GPS satellites in orbit as of November 20, 2021.

User
The user segment refers to all of the receiver electronics. The receiver has several important
subsystems to correctly read and interpret the navigation messages for each satellite. The receiver
hardware is very similar to that of pulsed radar, except there is no transmitter portion. The broadcast from the satellite is a digitally modulated pulse. The receiver must capture, condition, and
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Figure D.3: Map of GPS control and monitoring stations

correlate the pulse with the correct spread spectrum code to read the satellite’s navigation message
and timing information. In summary, the signal processing goes as follows.
The receiver’s antenna is responsible for capturing the microwave radiation on the carrier
wave. GPS antennas are generally omnidirectional, but advanced designs can focus the antenna
sensitivity skyward. The antenna system feeds a low noise amplifier to introduce early gain and
dominate the noise performance. After the low noise amplifier, the signal is generally band-pass
filtered, down-converted, and amplified at baseband. With sufficient analog conditioning, the baseband waveform is ready for high fidelity sampling by an analog-to-digital converter. An example
link budget tracing many analog components is given in Figure D.7 (this link budget is unique
because the carrier is being directly sampled by a high speed analog-to-digital converter without
down-converting to baseband).
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Figure D.4: A summary of the ground control segment [5]

With a digitized copy of the signal, digital demodulation occurs inside the system computer.
Digital demodulation has several steps including signal acquisition, sample time interpolation,
amplitude and phase equalization, Doppler correction, correlator matched filtering, and detection.
After the detection step, the binary message is available for reading. The message is parsed and
the timing information is extracted. The phase and timing corrections are combined with clock
readings from the satellite to estimate the time of flight compared to the receiver’s local clock.
With 4 or more satellites, the projective geometry equations are sufficient to estimate position and
correct the receiver clock bias. The measurements are then published to the user.
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Table D.2: Carrier frequencies of the various GPS services
L1
Carrier (MHz) 1575.42

D.3

L1C
L2
1575.42 1227.60

L5
1176.45

Technical Tutorial
All of the technical standards for GPS are published by the United States Government. The

standards are all published through the Air Force and can be obtained here [41]. This digital archive
contains technical manuals for each of the GPS bands. Each band has slightly difference signal
structure and code definitions that require approximately 200 pages per manual to fully define. The
various bands contain many similarities, so for the purpose of this technical tutorial it suffices to
focus on the simplest GPS standard found in the L1 band definitions [6].

D.3.1

Signal Structure
The various carrier bands and their designations are found in the Table D.2. These fre-

quencies all carry a fundamental relationship to 1.023 MHz. For example, L1 band’s 1575.42
MHz is 1540 times 1.023 MHz. Similarly L2 is 1200 times the fundamental and L5 band is 1150
times. This design allows a common frequency standard to generate all the various carriers. In
turn, the 1.023 MHz is 1023 times the transmit bit rate of 1 KHz. The 1023 is a special number
corresponding to the length of a binary orthogonal Gold sequence defined in detail later.
The GPS standard defines a minimum available incident power level available on the surface of the Earth. The SV transmitters are power constrained, so GPS is designed to only broadcast
the minimum viable signal power for receivers on Earth. The minimal available powers guaranteed
on the surface of the Earth are shown in Tables D.5 and D.6. This specification refers to the right
hand circularly polarized SV antenna spanning a 23 degree solid angle radiating towards a linear
dipole with 3 dB of gain at boresight. The maximum is not expected to exceed -150 dBW. These
power levels are guaranteed by at least four satellites at any location on the globe. In practice, there
is a 95% chance of having at least eight satellites available.
The observant reader may notice that the available signal power has an interesting comparison to the noise power produced by a typical warm antenna. A typical antenna with an equivalent
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Figure D.5: Minimum power on the L1 and L2 bands [6]

Figure D.6: Minimum power on the L5 band [7]

noise temperature of 300 K over the GPS bandwidth will produce a noise power on the order of
-140 dBW. The GPS signal is beneath the typical thermal noise floor by design! To the uninitiated,
this design power may seem bizarre. As explained more in the coding section, the properties of the
spread spectrum code provide sufficient coding gain to make signal detection vary practical. This
can be seen in the link budget in Figure D.7.

D.3.2

Signal Structure
At their core, all of the GPS bands use variations of quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK)

digital modulation in conjunction with code division multiple access (CDMA) encoding.

QPSK
Digital modulation refers to mapping of discrete binary data at index n into the continuous
phase state φ(n) of the carrier wave. This mapping is described with complex numbers by means
of signal space representation. For a carrier frequency ω, the phasor representation s of the carrier
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Figure D.7: Sample link budget for a GPS receiver. Despite incident signal levels beneath the noise
floor, the coding gain provides ample SNR.
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wave removes the continuous time dependence on t. The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of s are then the real and imaginary components respectively. Both I and Q components
change with each communication symbol n. That is,
exp(j(2πωt + φ(n))) −→ exp(jφ(n)) = s(n)
I(n) = Re (s(n))
Q(n) = Im (s(n))
The nature of the I and Q sinusoidal components are such that they are mutually orthogonal in
time. This can be shown by the the temporal correlation of I and Q over a period T . That is,
Z

nT

c (In cos(ωt) + jQn sin(ωt)) dt = 0

(D.1)

(n−1)T

for all real I,Q, integer n, and unit magnitude complex scalar c. This means that two scalar I,Q
can form an orthogonal basis of a vector space for the duration of the carrier signal during the
sample period n with arbitrary phase rotation c. In other words, two channels I and Q can run
independently from each other without interference as long as the integration period is respected.
This vector space is referred to as a signal space for the modulation.
A digital modulation is defined by assigning values to I and Q in the signal space for every
time index n. The digital modulation QPSK is defined by assigning I to +1 or -1, and Q to +1
or -1. The span of possible values in I and Q define the constellation of a modulation. There are
four possible states, so 2 bits of information may be sent per carrier period. That is, one bit per
stream. The phase rotation in c is a free parameter, but generally this is chosen to be c = exp(j π4 )
for convenience in separating the I and Q into quadrants during detection. With four states, QPSK
can be seen as a generalization of binary phase shift keying BP SK on I and Q. This creates
two independent BPSK data streams. GPS uses this approach by creating two independent BPSK
channels in quadrature with each other.
In any practical communication scheme, there will be noise and other distortions. Additive
thermal noise η is modeled as a circularly symmetric complex random variable. The projection
of η onto the signal space introduces perturbations that deviate the the ideal I and Q values for
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Figure D.8: Typical QPSK constellation

each measurement. These variations are unknowable, and cannot be removed directly. The variance from the additive noise can be reduced by integrating successive measurements (averaging).
The channel may also introduce amplitude and phase rotations on the carrier that are modeled by
changing the constant c. There are many methods for detecting and estimating c, and if c is stationary for sufficiently long, it can be removed by a process called equalization. An equalized high
SNR signal space looks like Figure D.8. Each dot represents a measurement. The receiver selects
the quadrant of the dot and makes a decision about the binary information that was sent.
The constellation for the various signals are specified in the interface control documents.
The constellation of the L5 band signal if given in Figure D.9. The L1 and L2 band definitions are
given in Figure D.18.

CDMA
CDMA encoding is a mechanism that allows several users communicate simultaneously on
the same carrier, provides a form of error correction, and allows the incident power level at the
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Figure D.9: Constellation specification for the L5 signal [7]

receiver to approach levels near or below the thermal noise floor of the receiver. Each of these
benefits are essential to providing reliable GPS services to users around the globe with minimal
bandwidth, transmit power, and bit errors.
The operating principle behind CDMA is to assign each data bit to a chip: a longer psuedorandom sequence operating at a faster rate. Modulating the psuedorandom chip at a faster rate
spreads the power spectral density of original data bit transmission across a wider bandwidth and
lowers the average power spectral density compared to transmitting the bit by itself. The spectral
spreading property of the code has given this technique the name spread spectrum encoding in
contexts outside of digital communications. The chips for each user in CDMA are orthogonal with
the chips from other users. That is,
nT

Z

Ca (t)Cb (t − τ )dt ≈ 0

(D.2)

(n−1)T

(D.3)
for all chips C of label a, b and time shifts τ from 0 to T. The chips also have orthogonal properties
with delayed copies of themselves. Or,
Z

nT

Ca (t)Ca (t − )dt ≈ 0

(D.4)

(n−1)T

(D.5)
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for sufficiently large ||, usually the next transition in the code. The codes are generated with an
XOR operation on the data bits. The data bits feed at a slower rate than the code, so the data bit is
held constant during the XOR for each change in the code.
The receiver detects the spread spectrum chip with a device called the correlator. The
correlator takes the observed signal space measurements and multiplies with them over time with a
signal space reproduction of the code. The resulting values are summed for the length of the code.
If the reproduced code is aligned with the received data, this operation performs a matched filtering
operation in signal space. The output of the matched filter will produce the signal space projection
of the transmitted data bit with strength proportional to the length of the code. This operation is
sometimes called code wiping because the code is removed and the data is revealed.
If the replica code fed into the correlator is not the same code as the data, or is misaligned in
time, the correlation properties cause the correlation operator to return low values. For long orthogonal codes there is very high discrimination in the filter output between matched and unmatched
codes. This property is what allows the received signal levels to dwell beneath the thermal noise
floor of the receiver. Because thermal noise does not correlate with the code, code wiping increases
the signal to noise ratio by the length of the code during signal processing. This increase is called
processing gain.
The correlation properties of the chip in time delay and frequency deviation can be observed
by its ambiguity function. A typical ambiguity function a GPS chip is plotted in Figure D.10. On
startup, the GPS receiver must adjust its processing to sample the peak value of the ambiguity
function. This involves estimating Doppler shift and code delay to synchronize with the spread
spectrum chip. Without external assistance, a so called “cold start” can take several minutes for
each satellite.
Because the hardware reproducing the spread spectrum code is imperfect in the transmitter,
the GPS standards guarantees deviation from the ideal code correlation by values give in in Table
D.11.
The various codes used in GPS are generated with cyclic recurrence relationships in linear
feedback shift registers (LFSRs). LFSRs share an algebraic structure with polynomials in base 2.
The delay shifts in the register corresponds to powers, so each tap in the chain is an increasing
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Figure D.10: A typical chip ambiguity function in Doppler and code delay [8]

Figure D.11: Correlation Loss [6]

power of 2. This property makes it convenient to describe their operation in monic polynomial
notation. Each state of the LFSR represents the evaluation of a polynomial in base 2.
From control system theory, feedback terms in the shift register corresponds to division.
This means that the linear feedback into the register models a rational polynomial in base 2. When
the configuration is seeded with a starting value, the modulo two long division inside the polynomial begins. Certain polynomials have desirable repeating remainder properties that correspond to
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Figure D.12: C/A G1 polynomial LFSR [6]

the length of the code. The long division is set up to produce a repeating nonterminating remainder.
The repeating remainder is the desired cyclic code. The cyclic codes from several polynomials can
be combined to produce codes with more complex structure. A common approach is using the
phase of one polynomial to generate subgroups in the cycle of another polynomial. This can create
several orthogonal codes of the same length related to each other by seed values.
The procedure described above is typical for all of the different GPS codes. Each code has
its own unique polynomial feedback, rates, lengths, and combinations. Two LFSRs are used in
generating a code on the L1 band called the C/A code. The polynomial structure is diagrammed in
Figures D.12 and D.13. The combination of the polynomials is shown in Figure D.14.
There is room for 27 GPS satellites in orbit, and each satellite needs a unique code. The
satellites are identified by their psuedorandom number (PRN) signal number. Each PRN is given
a different seed for the various LFSRs. The PRNs have much more range than 27, so auxiliary
GPS transmitters like the WAAS are given additional PRN numbers. The US military manages
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Figure D.13: C/A G2 polynomial LFSR [6]

applications to broadcast a given PRN number. Figure D.15 identifies the seeds for the first 19
PRNs.

D.3.3

Codes
There are six types of codes used in GPS. The first and simplest was already introduced:

the course acquisition (C/A) code on the L1 band. This code broadcasts on the Q component of
the L1 QPSK modulation. The C/A code has a length of 1023 that repeats every millisecond. Each
satellite has its own code assignment.
The second code is the precision ranging (P) code. The P code operates 10 times faster
than the C/A code. The faster code rate allows higher precision timing estimation compared to the
C/A code alone. The P code has a repetition period of 38 weeks, with each satellite separated by
a week in the code. The P code is transmitted in the I component of the L1 and L2 band. The P
code is known to the public but is not useful to the public because the US military encrypts the P
code with cryptography to create the Y code. The designation P(Y) code means the encrypted P
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Figure D.14: C/A code synthesis with the G1 and G2 polynomials [6]
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Figure D.15: Example of PRN assignments and code seeds for the C/A codes on the L1 and L2
band [6]
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Figure D.16: Combining the legacy P code and CA code on L1 band. [6]

code. For military receivers, the C/A runs slowly so that the receiver synchronizes clocks before
attempting to synchronize with the faster P(Y) code. The relationship between the C/A and P code
on the L1 band is shown in Figure D.16. The P code requires the interleaving of 4 polynomials,
and is more complex than the C/A code. The block diagram generating the P code is shown in
Figure D.17.
A third code for civilian use began broadcasting on Block IIR-M satellites in 2005 on the
L2 band. This signal is referred to as L2C, and is intended for use in dual-frequency receivers. By
comparing measurements on two frequencies, ionospheric delays can be estimated and corrected,
greatly improving the accuracy of civilian GPS. The L2C has the same transmission speed as the
L1 C/A code. The differences are the important upgrades. The L2C code is 10 times longer
than the C/A code, and has improved correlation properties. It contains a time multiplex of two
codes, medium length CM and long length CL. The CM and CL codes alternate between a data
modulated chip and an unmodulated chip every chip period. This reduces the navigation message
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Figure D.17: P code generator [6]
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Figure D.18: Signal configuration on the L1 and L2 band [6]

data rate, but allows the receiver to use the unmodulated code as a pilot tone for signal acquisition
and equalization. The composition of L1 and L2 codes is given in Figure D.18.
The fourth code is the L5 civil signal. This band has no military component and is intended
for public transportation services and safety of life applications. This band is also protected by law
for aviation use. These codes chip at the faster P code rate, have stronger broadcast power, and
use both I and Q channels in QPSK. L5 receivers are intended to use L2C and the L1 C/A signal
together in a technique called trilaning. Trilaning can provide robust estimates of ionospheric
delays because the ionospheric delay is differential over frequency. The generation of the L5 civil
signal is shown in Figure D.19. Notice that the I and Q component have different codes. The seeds
for the fist 19 PRNs of the L5 civil signal are given in Figure D.20.
The fifth code was recently introduced in 2018 called the L1C channel. This code is operates on the L1 band, but is designed with a different pulse shape that avoids interference with the
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Figure D.19: L5 signal generation [7]

existing L1 C/A and P(Y) codes. This modulation is called binary offset carrier (BOC), and shares
structure with other GNSS services deployed by other countries. The L1C code is used by GPS
and Europe’s Galileo, and the pulse shape is similar to the Chinese BeiDou system and Japanses
QZSS system.
The last code is the new military (M) code. The details are classified, but the M code is
designed to occupy the same space as the P(Y) code, but using a different pulse shape to avoid
interfering. The M code will have more power and other features to mitigate spoofing. The M
code is designed to operate independently of all the other existing GPS codes.

D.3.4

Power Spectral Densities
All of the codes have published specifications except the classified military M codes and

Y codes. Each code has a different power spectral densities around the carrier. A visualization is
given in Figure D.21.

D.3.5

Message Contents
Table D.22 gives a summary of the contents of the two types of navigation messages. The

legacy navigation message (LNAV) is broadcast on L1. The modern civil navigation message
(CNAV) is broadcast on L2 and L5. The protocol of the navigation message is very detailed, but
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Figure D.20: Example of PRN assignments and code seeds for the L5 band [7]

essentially information is communicated in a serial stream organized into chapters, pages, and
frames. Parsing this serial stream gives the receiver all of the information it needs to update its
clock and knowledge of the satellite locations.
Table D.22 gives a summary which messages are included on which codes.
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Figure D.21: Composite spectrum of each GPS band [9]

Figure D.22: The contents of the two types of navigation messages [5]
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Figure D.23: The messages transmitted on the various codes [5]

D.4

Position Estimation
The presentation here follows the presentation given in 5.11 of [103] but with changed

notation and sign convention. The general procedure is to solve a system of nonlinear equations
using the Newton-Raphson approach. Psuedorange is the technical term that refers to the estimated
range derived from time of flight of the GPS signal. The estimated psuedorange P̂ik from the k th
satellite on iteration i is given by
P̂ik = rk − r̂i

+ b̂i + 

2

(D.6)

where the b̂ is a scalar free parameter that corresponds to an unknown absolute time delay in the
receiver clock (correlator offset),  is a scalar small variation from measurement noise, rk is the
known location of the k satellite as a coordinate vector in some global coordinate system, r̂i is
the estimated receiver position in the same coordinate system, and k·k2 is the L2 norm in that
coordinate system. The true psuedorange Pik can be expressed in terms of the estimated position
r̂i by allowing an auxiliary correction vector di like so
Pik = rk − r̂i + di
Pik

k

≈ r − r̂i

+
2

k

= r − r̂i

+
2
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(D.7)
2

rk − r̂i
rk − r̂i
gki

· di

· di

(D.8)

2

(D.9)

Now the approximation error between the true psuedorange and estimated psuedorange is

Pik − P̂ik = gki · di − b̂i − 
= ∆ki

(D.10)
(D.11)

The goal is solve for the correction vector d that reconciles the estimate to the true expression, then
use it to improve the next estimate in the presence of measurement error .
With K = 4 satellites in a Cartesian coordinate system we can build 4 equations to solve
for the three unknowns in di and one unknown b̂i by solving the system Ax = b with


1
1
1
gi,x
gi,y
gi,z
−1






 2
2
2
 gi,x gi,y gi,z −1 
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3
3
3
 gi,x gi,y gi,z −1 


4
4
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gi,x gi,y gi,z −1


d
 x 
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x=


 dz 


b̂i


1
∆
 i 
 2 
 ∆i 

b=
 3 
 ∆i 


4
∆i

(D.12)

(D.13)

(D.14)

After solving for the corrections vector x, the estimate of position is iteratively updated as
r̂i+1 = r̂i + di

(D.15)

Iterative estimates of r̂i will eventually converge (∆ki will approach ). In practice, suitable results
can be obtained in as little as 5 iterations. The converged estimate is prone to errors from sample
noise, device timing errors, atmospheric distortion, multipath, and satellite station errors. The bias
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and variance introduced by these errors can be reduced with more satellites measurements. For
K > 4, A is not square and is solved using the least squares solution AH Ax = AH b.

D.4.1

Sources of error
Upon release, by order of the Department of Defense, all C/A codes were intentionally

degraded in a procedure called selective availability. Selective ability limited the accuracy of C/A
signals to a few hundred meters. The Clinton administration felt this was unfair to the private
sector and stopped this practice within a few years. Now clean C/A codes are available to the
public, along with several other bands. Clean C/A codes enjoy accuracy on the order of 10’s of
meters. Military P codes can do about 10 times better. Modern L1C and L5 codes with their
multiband structure and chipping rates can perform on order with the P codes.
There are four main sources of error that can affect the performance of GPS services.
• errors in the parameters broadcast by a satellite in its navigation message
• uncertainties associated with the propagation medium
• receiver noise and oscillator variations
• interference from multipath or other source
Some of the errors can be corrected after estimating their values. These errors include broadcast
errors, properties of the ionosphere, and oscillator drifts. Other errors are unknowable and/or
unavoidable. These errors are typically in the propagation environment including multipath or
jamming sources.
Broadcast errors fall under the responsibility of the ground control segment. Monitoring
stations continuously sample the navigation messages and status information from the satellite.
Radar is used to observe the satellite position, and Kalman filters tuned to the kinematics of the
orbit continuously track the satellite station. The satellite clocks are monitored and corrections
issued if required. In general, the error due to broadcast parameters are very low compared to the
other sources. Likewise, a well designed GPS receiver with modern digital signal processing is
capable of equalizing errors between oscillators and has a very low comparative error.
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The largest source of error is changes in the radio wave propagation environment. These
delays change with temperature and incidence angle, and the error dynamics change on the order
of minutes. GPS receivers can estimate these delays by tracking the difference in propagation time
between two or more frequencies. This is possible because the atmosphere and curvature affect
group delay differently for the different carriers. The real advance in accuracy for civilian GPS
relies on atmospheric delay correction form correlating L1, L2, and the L5 band measurements.
This leads to an order of magnitude better performance typical of sub-meter accuracy today.
When receivers use multiple carriers to estimate these errors, this is called multilaning.
The most common approach is bilaning on L1 and L2 band, but sophisticated receivers can trilane
with the addition of L5. Not all receivers have multilaning capabilities, so augmentation systems
compute these corrections and broadcast them to local regions. The corrections are coefficients
in propagation models the receiver can use to compute deviations. The most common models
included in the GPS specifications are given below.

Models
Just like microwave remote sensing, there are several important model functions used to
estimate delays for GPS signals. As microwave radiation propagates through the ionosphere and
troposphere, the changing properties of the medium affect the curvature and phase velocity of the
carrier wave. The dielectric properties are not uniform with frequency and cause dispersion. The
integrated total electron count (TEC) through the ionosphere is proportional to the experienced
phase velocity. The extra delay along the ionosphere path Ip in meters is inversely proportional to
the frequency squared
Ip =

40.3T EC
f2

(D.16)

The Klobuchar model, or broadcast model, is used to approximate the periodic variation
of the total electron count. The parameters for this model are included in the navigation message
as part of the GPS technical specification. This model is used for L1 band receivers to estimate
periodic ionospheric delays throughout the day. The zenith component of the ionospheric delay
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Iz,d,L1 in meters is given by




A1 + A2 cos 2π (t − A3) , if 4|t − A3 | < A4
A4

Iz,d,L1
=

c
A 1 ,

(D.17)

otherwise

where
• A1 : nightime value of the zenith delay = 5 ns
• A2 : amplitude of the cosine variation over the daytime
• A3 : phase of the cosine = 50400 s
• A4 : period of the cosine > 72000 s
• t : local time
As the radiation crosses atmospheric layers, the changing dielectric properties cause bending in the otherwise straight path. The extra path length from the curvature as a function of elevation angle θ is estimated as a multiplying obliquity factor (OF). The OF corresponding to the thin
shell model of the atmosphere is given by
"



OF = 1 −
"
≈ 1−



RE sin(θ)
Re + hI

2 #− 21

6.371E3 sin(θ)
6.371E3 + 350E3

(D.18)
2 #− 12
(D.19)

where RE is the average radius of the Earth and hI is mean height of the ionosphere. The OF is
multiplied by Iz,d,L1 to lengthen the estimated path.
For receivers with access to two or more frequencies, the quadratic frequency relationship
can be exploited to estimate ionospheric delay path directly. The corrected psuedo-range Pl for
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frequency l is given from the measured psuedo-ranges for L1 and L2 as
A
fl2

(D.20)

A = 40.3T EC

(D.21)

Pl = PIF +

2
2
fL1
fL2
(PL2 − PL1 )
2
2
fL1
− fL2
f2
f2
= 2 L1 2 PL1 − 2 L2 2 PL2
fL1 − fL2
fL1 − fL2

=
PIF

(D.22)
(D.23)

The models for microwave radiation in the troposphere are more sophisticated incorporating measurements for temperature, water density, and atmospheric pressure. These models are not given
here but can be found in chapter 5 of [103].

D.5

Conclusion
GPS signal processing is remote sensing at its core. Radio waves are measured and the

resulting information is used to estimate position. Propagation times are encoded with digital
modulations on top of spread spectrum codes on several carrier waves. Corrections are used adjust
the estimated ranges to each satellite. The ranges are used to compute the inverse problem of 3D
position. Knowing precision location and time makes GPS valuable infrastructure for the modern
world.
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